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Labs to be established

County board approves
computer bid purchase
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
The Calloway County School
Board Monday night approved a
recommendation for the purchase
of 112 Apple II-E computers for
school laboratories and offices,
accepting a bid from The Computer Company of $160,290.26.
A reduction in price of printers
since the bid was submitted along
with the additional purchase of
covers for the computers,
monitors and printers and a "considerable amount of software"
will result in a total expenditure of
approximately $175,000, says
Superintendent Jack Rose.
The purchase will place 106
computers in the county schools
for instructional purposes and six
for administrative functions in offices.
Networked computer labs will
be established in each of the three
county elementary schools and
the middle school. An additional
lab will be added to the already
existing lab at Calloway County
High School.
The decision .to network the
system, which allows the instructor to command all computers at
once, was made after enquiries to
other school districts with networked computer systems.
Consultant Larry Marrs, chairman of the Murray State University special education department,
had recommended Calloway purchase the Apple system and that it
use a networking system.
Sixteen computers will be placed in each elementary school and
the middle school. There will also
be three other computers in each
elementary school available on a
check-out system.
All computers placed in the
elementary schools are complete
with color monitors.
A new computer lab with 24 Apple II-E computers will be
established at the high school.
These computers are networked
but can also be programmed and
commanded individually. Six of
the high school computers have
color monitors and four printers

JUST CHECKING. ONLY
5 SHOPPING PAYS 'TiL
CHRISTMAS.

are also being purchased for the
high school laboratory.
An additional six computers,
three with color monitors, will be
available at the high school on a
floatation or check-out basis.
Modems,components that allow
telephone hook-ups, were included
in the bid for all schools and the
central office.
Ten sets of Koala Pads, joy
sticks and game packs have also
been purchased for the schools.
Rase said today he expects the
computers to be installed in the
schools in January but noted that
the availability of materials and
transportation through the holiday season may cause delays.
The Computer Company and
Thorobred Computer and Software Systems, both Murray
firms, had submitted bids for the

computers and Rose says price
was the primary determining factor.
Thorobred Computer and Software Systems bid was for
Franklin computers at a cost of
$171,000. The bid included some
software but board members felt
what would be provided would not
be beneficial enough to the schools
to warrant accepting a bid $10,000
higher than the Apple bid.
Rose added, "If we had not networked (our system), Franklin
would have had the lowest bid."
The purchase of the Apple computers will allow the system the
use of some 1,600 programs made
available by Murray State University at only the cost of the disks required to duplicate the programs.
A third company, IBM, had re(Continued on Page 2)

Calloway settles
with Benton firm
In addition to purchasing about
$175,000 worth of computers and
computer equipment and software, the Calloway County School
Board Monday night authorized a
final settlement on the construction of the elementary schools and
voted to prepare specifications for
bids on renovation of the Calloway
County High School gymnasium.
The three Calloway County
elementary schools were completed in 1974 but a final settlement with the company in charge
of construction didn't come until
last night.
School Superintendent Jack
Rose reports that school board
members have been
"dissatisfied" with some of the
company's work and have not
been able to reach a final agreement.
The board's attorney, Don
Jones, has been negotiating with
the attorney of Quality Construction Co. of Benton and recommended to the board a payment of
$2,500 to the company.
The company has been seeking
payments ranging from $9,000 to
over $19,000, Rose said. Rather
than enter into litigation with the
company, the board of education
voted last night to accept Jones'
recommendation to pay the corn-

pany $2,500, Rose said.
One of the major complaints of
the board has been the quality of
the roofs placed on the three
school buildings, according to the
superintendent.
"We have already had to put
new roofs on the schools," Rose
said. The new roofs were applied
during the summer of 1982, he added.
He reported that this, along with
several other "problems that
were never corrected" caused the
delay in the settlement.
In otherAgtjup, board mcmbers
voted to prepare specifications for
bids on renovation of the CCHS
gymnasium.
The renovation is expected to
cost an estimated $250,000 and will
allow for replacement of the gym
floor and portable seating units,
improvements to the sound
system and possibly improvements and modifications to
the concession stand area.
The board also entered into executive session where it was
reported they reviewed the
suspension of two Murray Middle
School students. The students
were suspended for five days for
reportedly violating the school
drug and alcohol code. The board
upheld the suspensions.

Lyon tourney cancelled;
Murray High still to play
light snow
Cloudy with occasional light
snow or flurries. Highs in the
mid to upper 20s. Light northeast winds. Tuesday night
light snow likely. Possibly
becoming mixed with sleet and
freezing rain before morning.
Temperatures slowly rising to
near 30 by morning. Winds east
at 10 to 15 mph. Wednesday a
mixture of sleet, freezing rain
and snow changing to rain with
highs in the mid to upper 30s.
Southeast winds 10 to 15 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
353.9
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake
354.2

A high school basketball tournament involving local teams has
been cancelled this week, but
despite snow and cold weather,
the Murray High-Trigg County
boys games will be played as
scheduled tonight.
According to Calloway School
Superintendent Jack Rose, the
Lyon County Invitational Tournament involving both Calloway
County varsity basketball teams,
has been cancelled because of bad
weather.
Originally, both the Lakers and
Lady Lakers were invited to play
in first-round games scheduled for
tonight. Because of the cancellation, the CCHS teams will now be

Kite until Jan.3 when both varsity
teams host Carlisle County.
According to Eli Alexander,
Murray High athletic director and
assistant school superintendent,
the show hasn't affected tonight's
regularly scheduled games between the varsity and junior varsity boys and visiting Trigg County.
Alexander said in a telephone
interview this morning that the
Trigg County coaches agreed to
play regardless of the weather.
The junior varsity game will begin
this evening at 6:30.
After tonight Murray High's
varsity boys will be idle until Dec.
28 when they play host Tilghman
in the Paducah Tilghman Invitational Tournament.
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County
copes
with cold

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS — Olive Boulevard will receive a touch of the
holiday again tonight as residents will light Christmas lights at 5 p.m.
The lights, about five for every home, also were lighted Sunday night.
The holiday project was the idea of Dr. A.H. Titsworth and J.D.
Rayburn
Staff photo by Dave Reeves
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CROSS COUNTRY DEAN — As is customary in his native New York,
Dr. Moses(Met) Koch, dean of the College of Human Development and
Learning at Murray State University, blew the dust off his cross country
skis and put them to good use Monday during the first snowfall of the
season. Koch, enjoying the first day of the university's Christmas
break, travelled across much of the south side of town. An avid cross
country skier, Koch said it was the first time he has used his skis in
Murray since moving here three years ago.

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Sudden sub -freezing
temperatures have caught many
residents off guard. Overcast
skies and strong winds have
reminded people that winter can
come to western Kentucky,too.
Not for several years have
residents been faced with such bitter temperatures. Mild thermometer readings and very little
precipitation during the past two
years have provoked much talk of
changes in winter weather conditions in the Jackson Purchase.
Only during the past two days
have residents been forced to
again deal with the difficulties of
such adverse winter circumstances.
Murray Police Chief Jerry Lee
has warned motorists that with
the arrival of cold temperatures
and snow, extreme caution should
be used while traveling in and
around the city.
"People who are out should be
take as many precautions as
possible. The roads will be very
slick and hazardous," he stated.
Lee added that with the
dismissal of local schools many
,children will be playing outside,
therefore motorists should also be
very watchful of youngsters.
According to the chief, two of
the greatest difficulties drivers
face When traveling in snowy
weather is stopping their vehicles
and knowing the correct speed to
travel on snow- and/or icecovered roads.
"I understand there is another
front approaching," Lee commented. "And that will only
worsen local conditions."
At last report the majority of all
(Continued oa Page 9)
•

MES considering insurance;
substation talks continuing
Obtaining boiler and machinery
insurance for the possible leasepurchase of a TVA substation was
discussed by the Murray Electric
System plant board.
MES currently is in negotiation
with TVA,regarding acquistion of
the 161,000-'volt substation, located
off South 4th Street behind the
county highway barn, Superintendent Ron Underwood said.
The insurance would cover the
substation from time of a leasepurchase agreement to June 30,
traditional insurance bidding date
for all electric system equipment
and property.

Underwood said he felt an
agreement with TVA could be
reached by March. The system
would want to insure the facility
as soon as it assumes ownership.
The electric system hopes to
purchase the substation, which it
now rents from TVA, to eliminate
monthly rent and "save our
customers a significant amount of
money," Underwood added.
Current lease-purchase negotiations would have MES paying
monthly rental fees for 12 years
and a "lump-sum depreciated
value" of the station at the end of
12 years to TVA before MES would
assume ownership.

Underwood said a special sinking fund would be set tip with
funds from'MS savings-to cover
the lump sum cost so it will not be
necessary to raise utility costs at
that time.
TVA has presented the electric
system board preliminary figures
which are still under negotiation.
Underwood also told the board
that the cold weather has caused a
rise in electricity use in the city.
"Consumption goes along with the
weather."
The cold spell and Monday's
snow caused no problems for the
system, Underwood added.

Despite busy acting career, Hamra
looking forward to coming home
Skip Hamra turned to acting
after a career as a rock vocalist in
the 1970's, and in the last five
years has performed major roles
in 48 productions, including the
roles in "Oedipus Rex," "Servant
of Two Masters," "Woyzeck,"
"All's Well That Ends Well," and
"Lion In Winter," as well as lead
roles in numerous contemporary
comedies.
Since his arrival in New York
City, he has performed in two OffOff Broadway productions, including the lead in George Bernard Shaw's "The Shewing Up Of
Blanco Posnet." He was one of 12
actors chosen for the 1983-84 coastto-coast tour of the National
Shakespeare Comapny, which
auditioned several thousand actors and actresses
As an undergraduate at Murray
State University, Hamra won El6t
Actor awards for three 6onsecutive years, as well as
numerous awards with the MSU
Speech Team. He received a
graduate assistantship to the
University of Louisville where he
studied movement, acting and
directing, and discovered a talent
for stage combat and
choreography. Years of experience in martial arts and stuntwork has earned him respect as
State Combat and Movement
Choregrapher, a title he holds
with the National Shakespeare

Skip Hamra
Company and Conservatory along
with that of featured actor.
Hamra is currently performing
with the Company on tour in
"Hamlet," "Much Ado About
Nothing," and 'Twelfth Night."
He has received only superlative
reviews cross-country for his portrayal of Polonius in "Hamlet,"
and Don Leonato in "Much
Ado. ."
When asked what he does in the
little spare time he has, Hamra
smiled and said, "I hop a plane
back to a beautiful town in
western Kentucky called Murray.
I moved there in 1967 from Las

Vegas, and immediately fell in
love with the town, its people, the
way of life, and the countryside.
As a child, I had lived in several
countries and cities, and never
had my own hometown. I do now.
The people of Murray have been
like family to me. They watched
me grow, make mistakes, and
learn from those mistakes.
"I especially enjoy the time I
have with my coffee-drinking buddies at the Hungry Bear. Of
course, the most important part of
home, is getting to spend time
with my morn and grandparents.
My mother is an exceptional
woman of whom I am ecstatically
proud.
"When we break on the 20th,I'm
flying home for a Kentucky
Christmas."
At the rate he goes, Hamra will
have to enjoy as much of the week
in Kentucky as he can. He seems
to rest very little. In one year, he
has done two Off-Off Broadway
shows and played small roles in
two films, not to mention the three
months on tour.
The National Shakespeare Company will be performing in Bowling Green on Jan. 23, 1964. For inforrnauoii, Contact the Arts Council in that city, or Western Kentucky University Theatre Department.
For Skip it's four more months
and 30 more states to go.
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Bunning letter says he may run
again as governor in 1987 election
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State Sen. Jim Bunning has told
his supporters that he may run for
governor again in 1987 if they help
him retire the $160,000 personal
debt he incurred during his unsuccessful campaign against
Democratic Gov. Martha Layne
Collins.
Bunning disclosed in his first appeal to supporters for help in retiring the debt that he mortgaged his
house to raise the $150,000 he lent
his campaign about two weeks
before the Nov.8 election.
"At the end of the campaign,
rather than sell out the hopes and
dreams of Kentuckians to special
interests, Mary (Bunning's wife
and I mortgaged our home to put
more money into the campaign,"
Bunning said in a letter dated Dec.

15.
"I need your support today if I
am to be a candidate for governor
in 1947," Bunning said in the letter's opening paragraph.
Bunning had lent $10,000 to his
campaign earlier in the race.
"Remember, Louis Nunn lost in
1963 and won in 1967. We can win
in 1987," said Bunning, who lost by
more than 107,000 votes to Mrs.
Collins. Nunn was Kentucky's last
Republican governor.
The letter asks Swirling's campaign contributors to give an extra 10 percent to retire the debt
immediately.
"Please help Mary and me
retire this debt by sending a check
to the Kentucky for Bunning Committee in the enclosed, prepaid
envelope. The faster we get that

done, the sooner we can focus on
the future," the letter said.
Bunning said in the letter that
"we intend to form a fund-raising
vehicle to raise money over the
next four years" so the
Republican candidate for governor in 1987 won't be outspent by a
5-1 margin.
Mrs. Collins raised nearly $5
million during the Democratic
primary and general election,
while Bunning raised more than
$1.3 million, including his personal
loans.
Bunning, who was chosen the
Republican National Committeeman for Kentucky after the
election, alro said he plans to remain in the spotlight as much as
possible to keep up his name
recognition.

Air Illinois hopes to resume flights
CARBONDALE,Ill.(AP)— Air
Illinois officials hope to resume
flights early in January, according to company spokeswoman
Alice Mitchell.
The federal government sent six
inspectors from the Great Lakes
regional office to Carbondale on
Monday to hasten recertification
of Air Illinois' grounded fleet of 13
commuter aircraft, said Mort
Edelstein, FAA spokesman in
Chicago.
Mrs. Mitchell said the carrier
hoped to begin flying again shortly
after the New Year's Day
weekend. Air Illinois took its
planes out of service last Thursday until it could comply with

Federal Aviation Administration
safety requirements.
Edelstein said "we haven't
heard a word" on requests for
other airlines to provide interim
service.
Britt Airways and Mississippi
Valley Airlines have been conlidering extending their service
luring Air Illinois' shutdown, but
Burt McLaughlin, president of
Mississippi Valley Airlines, said
the FAA had rejected his airline's
request to add suspended Air Illinois routes to its schedule. FAA
officials in Washington could not
be reached Monday night for comment.
McLaughlin said his company
had hoped to add Chicago O'Hare

flights from Springfield, Quincy
and Champaign-Urbana. But the
FAA, he said, has decided to do
nothing about Air Illinois flights
out of O'Hare for the time being.
McLaughlin said the decision
did not surprise him because the
federal agency always had been
strict about flight allocations. The
agency, he said, is being very
cautious until it can develop a
comprehensive plan for suspended Air Illinois flights.
Edelstein said the six-member
team would consist of airworthiness inspectors and three
operations specialists who had
been assigned to help Air Illinois
"meet federal demands for
eliminating safety deficiencies."
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Christmas in Kentucky has its
own special meaning for
everyone. For South Central Bell,
it means lots and lots of telephone
calls, according to Marvin Orgill,
district manager for Bell.
"Christmas is always a busy
day for long distance calling in
Kentucky," Orgill said. "This
year should be no different and
we've got some tips that will help
make for trouble-free holiday calling."
• Dial your calls direct. "Our

operators will have plenty to do,"
Orgill said, "so you'll save time
dialing your calls yourself. It's
also the cheapest way to call long
distance."
• The best times to call on
ChAstmas Day are: before 10
a.m.; between 3 and 6 p.m.; or
after 9 p.m. You'll beat the rush
even easier by calling on
Christmas Eve, and becuase it's
on Saturday this year, all calls —
in-state or out of state — are priced 60 percent off.

• Most calls will go through
smoothly. But is circuits are tied
up, just try again a few minutes
later, and you'll probably get
through.
Orgill added that Bell's regular
discounts apply throughout the
Christmas and New Year's
weekends: a 40 percent discount
on calls to other states between 5
and 11 p.m. Friday (35 percent
within Kentucky) and 60 percent
off on all calls from 11 p.m. Friday
to 5 p.m. Sunday.

Study of county jails completed
but money questions unanswered
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
four-tiered system of county jails
is the best way to solve the problem of incarcerating local and
some state prisoners, said the
final report of the Special Jail
Study Committee.
Such a system would cost about
$36 million to operate each year
and it would take $82 million to
build or renovate the facilities
that would be needed.
Paying for the system, however,
is a matter that was not addressed
by the committee, which has been
researching the issue since the
end of the 1982 General Assembly.
Rep. Adrian Arnold, D-Mount
Sterling, who chaired the special
committee, said the funding
aspect was best left to the entire
1984 General Assembly to contemplate along with its other
financial problems.
The jail system endorsed by the
committee includes:
• Regional jails in 33 counties
which would accept prisoners
from surrounding counties and
house some state prisoners.

• Full service jails in 15 counties where all types of prisoners
could be housed for up to one year.
No prisoners from surrounding
counties would be accepted.
• Holdover facilities in 47 counties where prisoners could be held
up to 96 hours before release or
transfer to regional jails.
• Contract counties, the 25
counties without an operational
Jail, would enter into agreements
with other counties containing
holdover or regional facilities for
handling of prisoners.
Because of a technical problem
with a computer, the committee
did not get a chance to review a
new plan for distributing the $11
million which the state now
spends to help local jails.
The committee did approve
several pieces of legislation for
presentation to the General
Assembly.
Foremost among them is a plan
which spells out who pays for the
cost of transporting prisoners
from one county to another. The
matter has already received some
attention in counties where local
jails have been closed because
they did not meet state standards.

The legislative proposal would
make the fiscal court pay for the
transportation costs from the jail
budget. After filing a plan with the
state, the fiscal court could then
designate who would be the
transportation officer.
The elected jailer could be
designated the transportation officer, or it could be the sheriff. The
fiscal court could also require the
jailer to serve a shift as transportation officer through the sheriff's
office. If the fiscal court decides
not to give the jailer any transportation duties, it could make the
Jailer serve as a court bailiff or
superintendent of county grounds
and buildings.
Two other bills would allow
shock probation for prisoners in
county jails and allow the county
judge-executive to reduce the
sentence of a person serving time
in the county jail for good
behavior. Both are intended to
reduce the population of county
Jails.
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By LARRY LOPEZ
Associated Press Writer
PHOENIX, 'Ariz. (Al') —
Greyhound ' strikers gnimbled
about contiinii-Ven after they
overwhelmingly voted to end a
seven-week strike, as the company vowed to resume full service
by Wednesday and Trailways said
It will match the larger bus line's
new discounts.
"I'm just glad it's over," said
Harry Rosenblum, president of
the Council of Greyhound Local
Unions, a division of the
Amalgamated Transit Union. He
announced late Monday that the
contract was approved 7,404 to
2,596 in nationwide balloting.
"I am not happy with it,"
Rosenblum said. "It was a game
of hardball and they played
harder ball than we did."
Some returning Greyhound
workers said that only financial
hardship made them ratify the
three-year pact, which included a
7.8 percent cut in wages.
The nation's largest bus line had
said it needed the concessions to
remain competitive with other
carriers and cut-rate airlines.
"We're shocked, disappointed,
dismayed," said Rick Ash, a
spokesman for local 1205 of the
ATU in Boston. "We were out on
the street for seven weeks for absolutely nothing. We've been sold
out." ,
Newly hired employees who had
been providing limited service
during the walkout will continue to
work but will be the first laid off
once the busy season ends in
January,company officials said.
C.S. Robinson of Los Angeles,
whose Southern California local
includes 1,200 drivers, said the
reason for the strong margin of
approval in the latest vote was
that "time was against us.
"Greyhound would have been
very happy to continue with the
skeleton crew in January,
February and March, when there
never is much business anyway,"
Robinson said in Phoenix.

Calloway squad
called to fight
three flue fires
Members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad responded
to three flue fires Monday.
Fires to the Maydell Moody
residence, Pine Bluff Shores, and
Carl Smith house, 11,2 miles east of
Murray on Kentucky 94, suffered
no damages.
A third fire resulted in minor
damages to a wall and ceiling in
the C.M. Rogers home, 24 miles
northwest of Lynn Grove.
No injuries were reported in any
of the incidents.

The tentative pact was approved Dec. 3 in Washington by the 31member governing council of the
AW's Greyhound locals. Calling
for wage cuts of 7.8 percent, a 4
percent employee contribution to
the pension plan and other concesssions, it was described as an
improvement over a company offer the membership rejected late
last month by a 96.4 percent "no"
vote. Ballots were mailed Dec. 7-8.
About 7,500 union members are
bus drivers. Greyhound said they
earned $35,744 annually in wages
and benefits under the old contract.
The bus company said the pact
will save it $160 million over three
years.
Full service will mean 2,000 did-

ly runs in all 48 contiguous states,
said John W.. Teets, Greyhound
Corp. chairman.
The firm will offer riders a
"one-third off" coupon for travel
between Jan. 10 and April 1, he
said. Charter discounts and other
promotions were also planned.
"Wherever Greyhound starts
up, if they have fare discounts, be
sure we're going to meet them,"
said Roger Rydell, a Trailways
vice president in Dallas.
Trailways, which added bus
runs and recalled furloughed
workers after the strike began,
hopes additional discounts planned for next year "will keep
business up to the point that the
layoffs will not be necessary," he
said.

Weather...
(Continued from Page 1)
city streets are snow packed with
some spots showing slushy areas
from the travel.
In addition Lee continued by
urging motorists to be careful
when approaching bridges amd
overpasses. "Many of these areas
will freeze first causing extremely
slick spots,too," he said.
Calloway County Sheriff David
Balentine stated that many of the
main arteries in the outlying
areas that lead into Murray are
fairly clear. However, he did warn
that most county roads are still
snow-covered and could easily
pose a danger to motorists.
"Unless travel on these roads is
absolutely necessary, people
should remain home and avoid
having to face the problems
associated with driving during
these conditions," he noted. "But,
at the same time it is easy to
realize that many residents still
have a large portion of their holiday shopping to finish," he said.
According to Salentine there

have not been as many minor
wrecks reported as in past years.
"That's one place we've been
pretty lucky thusfar," he commented.
The latest weather predictions
for Murray and western Kentucky
call for an increase in
temperatures resulting in snow
flurries possibly mixed with freezing rain.
Should ice develop on top of the
snow already here, conditions
could quicky deteriorate. Last
year's ice storm that hit western
Kentucky left thousands of
families without heat or electricity for several days.
Homeowners should use every
precaution to insulate exposed
water pipes. In addition, for those
with wood-burning stoves it is
wise to have an ample amount of
wood readily available.
Provisions should also be taken
for pets and livestock that may be
outside for extended lengths of
time.

Calloway...
(Continued from Page 1)
quested that the bidding process
be reopened since IBM was
unaware that Calloway was
advertising for computer system
bids. Rose reports that after
meeting with IBM representatives
it was determined that IBM units
were not competitively priced —
carrying a cost of between $600
and $800 more per unit than the
units purchased.
He added that the bidding process would have been reopened if
the board felt they could justify
the action through a lower bid.
Rose says he and the board
members are proud of the computer purchase and feel it reflects
their dedication to providing
quality education to Calloway
students.
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The sticky matter of juvenile incarceration was addressed in the
final report with a request for
another two-year study.

Greyhound to resume full service

4-CYCLE
BUILT-1N
DISHWASHER

25" Diagonal
COLOR
CONSOLE

Special hints given regarding
telephone calls for holidays

"The board has really made a
commitment and a promise to
provide quality education to our
students and this purchase is just
another example of that dedication," Rose said today.
"We may be the only school
system of our size with a complete, networked computer lab in
our schools," he stated.
A more detailed listing of the
purchase includes 85 computers
with color monitors, 27 computers
green screen monitors, 84 disk
drives, 112 dust covers, 15 printers
and dust covers, 11 modems, 11
New Meric Key Pads(calculatortype additions), 12 fans, 18 mobile
carts,five networking systems for
the school labs, 10 sets of Koala
Pads,joy sticks and game panels.
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Polygraph proposal
should be abandoned

President Reagan's grand conception of a
futuristic, 21st century "Star Wars" defense
system in space against Russian missies is a
perilous miscalculation. Even the scientist and
military experts who argue about its feasibility
acknowledge that, by compelling the Soviets to
follow suit, such a system would move the arms
race to another, far more costly, dimension.
More important interms of averting nuclear Armageddon for the immediate years ahead, the
prospect that either side might create an impregnable missile defense would make arms
control negotiations toward reducing the present
stockpiles of offensive nuclear weapons
irrelevent.
Yet, Mr. Reagan and his principal advisors
have decided to go ahead on long-range, multibillion-dollar research programs for the developrrient of space lasers, particle-beam weapons,
satellite tracking systems and the like, for
deployment in lower space. The purpose is to be
able to knock out most Soviet missies before they
9
could reach their ballistic appogees in space and
to eliminate any that got through the first space
9
perimeters with ground-based anti-ballistic
weapons.
In his speech last March, the president made
3
clear that he is sold on the notion that this effort
would result in shifting the fensive systems on
the part of both superpowers, with the thought
that each would be far safer thus protected from
1 attack. Aside from the extreme unlikehood that
the technology can ever be perfected to
c
guarantee such sure prtection, Mr. Reagan
blithely ignores that an almost certain consequence — probably for both sides — would be a
feverish effort to create new offensive nuclear
weapons, including the kind deployable in space,
that could get through any such defense barriers.
To proceed on the course Mr. Reagan plans
also raises anew the suspicion that underlaying
the scheme is the thought that this technolgically
superior nation, by beating the Russians to
defensive security, would regain the nuclaer upper hand it enjoyed for so long after 1945, with
the corollary notion that nuclear what then
might be conceivable.
It's hard to imagine any course more
dangerously destabilizing. The best — indeed,
almost surely the only — way to sanely maintain
nuclear peace is through the hard, complex effort to negotiate, first, a halt to mad competition
in nuclear weapons, and then a gradual balanced
reduction in both arsenals — along with parallel
efforts to check the proliferation opuicileacarms
ruworktwide: What Mr.
now,propnaes,eTan
only have the effect offtire
na
&g thareatrrxint arms
contrbl effort meaidrigleiii;'. If it Ms because of
such blindness, it's doubtful anyone will remain
to build a Star Wars defense.

garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

One snow picture is as good as another,
these old St. Louis photographers figured
I had to suppress a chuckle yesterday when I saw the snow picture on
Page 1 of The Ledger. There was
nothing wrong with the picture. It did
everything it was supposed to do,
showing young Tommy Harding
clearing the sidewalk on the
southwest corner of the square in
that bitter cold weather.
It was remembering the "snow pictures" the photographers on the old
St. Louis Star-Times would come up
with some 35 years ago when I was on
its staff.
We had a round, little, bald-headed
man by the name of Aaron Bensch,
who was our city editor. He was one
of the best, if not the best newsman,
I've ever been around.
He stood up at his desk most of the
time as he worked, handling copy,
barking orders and furiously chewing gum as he presided over his big
newsroom, guiding five editions a
day downstairs to the presses. He
knew his business.
Every time we would have a big
snow, though, one of the first things
he would do would to be to call the
chief photographer to his desk.
"Get me some good snow pictures," he would say. "I want a good
one for Page 1."
Snow on King Louis XIV's statue
out in Forest Park. Motorists digging
cars from snow banks. People hurrying along the sidewalk all bundled up
against the cold. You've seen the
type lots of times.
• • •
The Star's photographers, though,
had wised up. They were one jump
ahead of Mr. Bensch. They knew he
would be yelling for some "snow pictures" whenever it snowed.
So, rather than send one or two out
into .the snow acold every time it
thy sin*Y built themselves
a goad collection of snow pictures
and put them in the files.
Then every time a big snow fell and
Mr. Bensch would yell for his pic-

tures, the one or two photographers
given the assignment would go down
the street to the Typo Bar, where
staff members from The GlobeDemocrat, The Post-Dispatch and
The Star generally could be found.
There, they would have a few
beers, loaf around for about as long
as they thought they could get away
with, then go back and get three or
four good pictures from the file and
drop them on Mr. Bensch's desk.
When the first edition came
upstairs at 10 a.m., there one or two
of them would be on Page 1, and
everybody was happy. I often wonder
if they were really fooling Mr.
Bensch as much as they thought they
were.
• • •
To really appreciate life in a small
town like Murray, one of the experiences you really should have had
is living in a big city when it snows.
Yesterday, when I turned on my
radio way early in the morning, I
heard through the earphones that it
was 14 below in Chicago. It was 37
below at International Falls, Minnesota, 23 below in Minneapolis, and
17 below at Waterloo, Iowa, which is
only a few miles from Cedar Falls,
where Dr. Curis went when he went
to Northern Iowa University. Now,
that's cold weather!
I just burrowed deeper into my
blankets, thanking the Lord that I
didn't have a ride group of five men
to pick up and to drive some 20 miles
or so through the city to work like I
used to do when we lived in St. Louis.
Invariable, it would snow on my
day to drive. I remember how we
watched the 10 o'clock weathercast,
and when the weather girl would
predict snow, I would hardly sleep
during the night.
About 4:30 a.m. L wobe,
checkidt on the SnoW:11 iiiod one
had fallen, I would get on the
telephone and call the first man I was
to pick up.

We normally would start about 7
a.m. in order to be at the office by 8
o'clock, but on these days we would
leave about an hour earlier. The first
man called was alerted to this and
asked to call the next. Each called
another until all had been notified.
This was before the days of the
inter-belts, expressways and interstates. We had a certain route that
we took almost every day, winding
through a dozen or more of the many
municipalities that make up St. Louis
County before we reached the city
itself.
On the big snow days, though, we
seldom made it to the office by 8 a.m.
We have been as late as 10 a.m. getting there — four hours wending our
ways over icy hills, around stalled
cars and often having to get out and
push in order to cover the 20 or so
miles.
In the evening, it would be 6 or 7
o'clock sometimes before we finally
were home. Then, if snow was still
around in any depth, we would have
to do it all over eight hours later.
Here in Murray, I don't really
worry about how deep the snow gets.
If it gets too deep for driving, we can
walk just about anywhere in town if
necessary, but with our easy
lifestyle, chances are that wouldn't
be necessary.
• • •
While listening to the Chicago station, WBBM, early yesterday, I also
heard about something I thought was
really nice — in fact,simply super.
The Merrill-Lynch Brokerage people in Chicago turned the telephone
lines at one of its offices over to the
elderly Sunday, permitting them to
call anyone they wanted to,
anywhere in the world and to talk as
tong asthey liked.
This is the second year they have
done this andthey are talking Shout
making it a Christmas tradition.
One lady interviewed had talked to
her grandson in the Army in Ger-

Plans raise questions
The president's heavy-handed attempt to
make tens of thousands of federal employees
subject to lie-detector tests in the course of leak
Investigations was in trouble even before the
U.S. Office of Technology Assessment finished
its comprehensive review of sharp criticism both
from conservatives and liberals. Congress attached a rider to the 1964 Defense Appropriation
Act prohibiting such polygraph use at least until
April of next year. Now that OTA has finished its
assessment, there is more reason than ever to
hope that this massive invasion of privacy will be
permanently abandoned.
OTA did not conduct its own polygraph studies.
But in reviewing and evaluating the hundreds of
studies that have been done, the OTA review left
no doubt that, as OTA put it, "there is very little
research or scientific evidence to establish
polygraph validity in screening situations,
whether they be pre-emplyment, pre-clearance,
periodic or aperiodic, random or 'dragnet.'
Substantial research beyond what is currently
available or planned would have to be conducted
in order to fully assess the scientic validity of ...
the administration polygraph proposals."
The conclusion isn't new — it's been made in
many other reviews and studies — nor does OTA
suggest that the polygraph is without merit as
an adjunct to typical criminal investigation of
specific incidents." But as a repected arm of
Congress, OTA does make a powerful statistical
case of how in widespread screening only a small
margin of error — a margin smaller than that
which can be expected, according to most existing studies — will produce many "false
positives": People identified as lying who, in
fact, are only nervous.
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capitol ideas
WASHINGTON (AP) — The actual
business of legislating has never
been considered a very pleasant occupation, judging by the fact that
senators and representatives spend
most of the year doing other things.
After the First Continental Congress met in Philadelphia on Sept. 5,
1774, John Adams wrote to his wife,
"The business of the Congress is
tedious beyond expression. ... Every
man upon every question must show
his oratory, his criticism and his
political ability."
Members of Congress still do not
like to spend their time on the floors
of the Senate and House of Represents ti v es . Instead, they busy
themselves with committee and subcommittee work, social events,
speeches,travel and campaigning.
During the recently completed first
session of the 98th Congress, which
began Jan. 3 and ended Nov. 18, the
Senate met 150 days and the House
146 — about 40 percent of the calendar year. And many of those days no
substantive legislative business was
conducted.
This year was really no different
than most. In 1982, for example, the
Senate met 147 days, the House 140.
Congress is now in the middle of a
two-month break before the House
and Stinate reconvene Jan. 23 But

by cliff haas
already it is clear that during the 1984
election year the two chambers will
spend fewer days in session than they
did this year. House Democratic
leaders — who control the legislative
agenda in that chamber — have mapped plans that would have the House
in session no more than 136 days next
year. The Senate will follow a similar
schedule.
According to the preliminary
schedule, the first major break of the
year will come 18 days after
reconvening, when Congress takes
off 10 days to celebrate the birthdays
of George Washington and Abraham
Lincoln.
It's back to work Feb. 21 until April
13, when there is another 10-day
break,this one for Easter.
The comes a break for Memorial
Day, the close of business May 24
through noon May 30.
Then, June n is the last day of
business while legislators take off until July 23 to allow time for the Fourth
of July celebration and the
Democratic National Convention July 16-19 in San Francisco.
After reconvening for 18 days, Corigress recesses Aug. 10 to devote 25
days to Labor Day and the
Republican National Convention,
Aug. 20-23 in Dallas.
That will leave less than a month to

meet an adjournment target of Oct.
4.
None of this takes into account
those Tuesdays during the year when
states will hold primary elections. No
significant votes will be taken in Congress on those Tuesdays in deference
to legislators who will be back in
their home states for the elections.
In addition, little, if any,legislative
business is conducted on Mondays or
Fridays during election years
because so many legislators are fond
of using those days for campaigning.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Eclit6r, The Murray Ledger dr
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
071_
•

many. Another had talked with a
daughter in the Virgin Islands and a
sister in California. They never get to
talk with them on the phone, they
both said, because "it costs so much
money."
What a nice way to wish some one a
Merry Christmas, treating them to
long distance calls like that. It costs
the Merrill-Lynch people a few
thousands of dollars, but the satisfaction they realized fron it, plus the national publicity and goodwill it
generated, returned their investment
tenfold.
• • •
Here at home, the Need Line
Association got a nice Christmas present the other day from the Calloway
County Medical Society, the local
doctors of which are members. Dr.
Charles D. Clark is its president.
This time each year, aoChristmas
dinner is given for the medical staff
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, members of the board of
commissioners and their spouses.
The cost of the dinner is alternated
between the hospital and the Medical
Society.
This year, the medical staff simply
picked up the tab for the dinner,
while the Medical Society voted to
donate $1,000 to the Need Line program.
Dr. Harry Whayne, director of
medical services at Murray State, is
the treasurer of the Society, to which
all the physicians in the county
belong, while Dr. Phillip Klepper, an
ear, eye and nose specialist on the
hospital staff, is its president-elect.

looking back
Ten years ago
The first winter snowstorm of the
sem; Alapketed Murray and
Calloway County with a shallow
covering of snow after freezing rains
iced up streets and highways in the
area last night.
PFC Gerald Ray Dunn is stationed
with A Btry, First Battalion, 36th FA,
Augsburg,Germany.
Births' reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry McClain on Dec.
10.
Approximately 130 women of the
Murray Country Club attended the
special Christmas luncheon on Dec.
11 at the club.
Mayfield beat Hickman County
and Carlisle County beat Calloway
County in the Mayfield Basketball Invitational Tournament. Greg
Howard ripped the net for 30 points
for Calloway.
Twenty years ago
The Murray State College Board of
Regents approved the sale of
$2,560,000 in bonds for construction of
an applied science building, a child
care center and a maintenance and
service building.
Danny Kemp has been named Star
Farmer of the Purchase Federation
of the Future Farmers of America.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J.C.
Kemp and a member of the Murray
College High School Chapter of the
FFA. His FFA advisor is Charles L.
Eldridge, teacher of vocational
agriculture.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Horhacher.
Mrs. Jack Wilson reviewed the
book, Stangers In The Forrest by
Carol Brink, at a meeting of the
Suburban Homemakers Club at the
home of Mrs. Paul Hodges.
Chuck roast at 39 cents per pound
and hams at 49 cents per pound are
listed in the ad for Parker's Food
Market this week.
Thirty years ago
Earl Littleton was appointed to fill
a vacancy on the Murray Power
Board by George Hart, mayor of the
City of Murray.
The J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy
held a Christmas party at the home
of Mrs. Fred Gingles. The hostess
entertained by playing several selections on her Reed organ.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Max Walker, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Smith Adams and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Owen Morris.
Lochie Faye Hart, student at the
University of Missouri, Columbia,
Mo., is the holiday guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Hart.
In high school basketball games,
New Concord beat Kirksey and Murray High beat Trigg County. High
team scorers were Kingins for New
Concord, Stone for Kirksey, Alexander for Murray and Simpson for
Trigg-
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Community events listed
Wednesday,Dec. 21
Tuesday, Dec. 20
Live nativity scene will
Family Night at
be shown from 7 to 9 p.m.
Christmas
will be at 6:45
in front of Salem Baptist
p.m. at First Baptist
Church.
Church.
Free Chrtstrnas shopping for needy persons
Fellowship meal will be
will be by Helping
served
at 6 p.m. at
Hands at home of
Westside Baptist Church.
Beverly DeVries frcm 8
Prayer service and
a.m. to 4 p.m. and 6 to 9
children's choir will
p.m.

Fellowship Hall of First
United Methodist Church.

Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
Closed meeting of
Alcoholics Anonymous
will be at 8 p.m. on west
side of Livestock and
Exposition Center.
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant.

PEO hears Clark
Larrie Clark entertained the members of
Chapter M of P.E.O.
Sisterhood at a recent
meeting at the home of
Mrs. John O'Brien with
Mrs. M.P. Christopher as
assisting hostess.

Caroline Quigley, a state
officer who was a recent
guest of the chapter, was
read.
The president, Mrs.
Wednesday,Dec. 21
John
Twomey, presided.
Douglas
and
Hazel
Reports were given by
Centers will be open from
Mrs. N. T. Beal,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Mr. Clark in the role secretary, Mrs. James
and the costume of the Parker, treasurer, and
Fiddler from the musical, Miss Ann Herron, Inter"The Fiddler On The national Peace ScholarRoof," entertained with a ship program.
Other members prenumber of songs from
sent
were Mrs. Hugh
this production. Maxine
Clark was his ac- Oakley, Mrs. Fradk A.
Stubblefield, Mrs. George
companist.
Hart, Mrs. A.C. La
Mrs. William Major Follette, Mrs. John
read I Corinthians 13 for Quertermous, Mrs. L.J.
the devotion. Cards were Hortin, Mrs. Alfred
read from two absent Linsey, Mrs. Henry
members, Mrs. Janice McKenzie, Mrs. Olga
Bossing and Mrs. Paul Freeman, Mrs. Lorene
Sturm. A note of ap- Ntuinelee and Mrs. Harry
preciation from Miss Sparks.

p.m. at Homeplace

Restaurant. The family
requests guests not bring gifts.

PLAY IT SAFE ON KIDS'TOYS
control cooler 753-3314
NEW YORK (AP)-Check any toy you buy, parDAILY
ticularly metal or plastic ones, for sharp edges or
BARGAIN MATINEES
points which might injure a child, warns safety expert Dan Turcott.
Cheri Only
See Ad For Times
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DANCERS — Second Grade Dancers for the
program at North Calloway Elementary School

off

Now Thru Dec. 24th

Patty Cake Fashions

Musical program presented at North

Quadruplets
are expected

Behind Say A Lot
Across From Jerry's Restaurant

CHRISTMAS GIFTS — Third Graders at North Calloway Elementary
School Christmas Program were dressed as gifts as "Ring the Bells" was
sung and Sarah Walker played the bells.

ring's Den

chestnut at. 753-3314

QUITTING BUSINESS
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30%-50% off
Sweaters30%-50% off
Cords
50% off
Shirts
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Accessories 404 off
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PRINCETON, N.J.
(AP) — The first tennis
racquet took
recognizable form in the
14th century and used
parchment or scrap
paper stretched over a
crude wooden frame.

Amanda Morrison as
snowpeople and Darren
Crick as Mr.Sun.
"Frosty the Snowman
was sung followed by
"Holiday Square Dance"
with Bryan Burgess.,
Elishia Smith, Jared
Lassiter, Molly Wisehart,
Brad Cleaver, Victoria
Turner, Joey Scott and
Regina Ghan as dancers.
Tommy Durham,
David Therrien, Michael
Blakely, Kim Johnson,
April McKeel, Kristi Hill,
Bearl Darnell and Becky
Redd were dancers as the
first graders sang
"Jingle Bells."
The Second Grade's
first selection was "Marshmallow World." They
sang "Christmas Cookies
and Holiday Hearts" with
a dance routine by
Veronica Dunn, Heather
Gillum, Beth Call, Amanda Greer, Amy Jortea
Emily Leslie, Christie
Nesbitt and Valerie Chapman.
"The Christmas Calendar" was sung with Brad
Hicks, Mike Smith, Jason
Cummings, 'Christy
Sledd, Tammy Chester
and April Letterman as
candy cane people.
The Second Graders
sang "The Chipmunk
Song" which was interrupted with applause
from the audience as the
children pretended to
sing like noted Chipminks, Alvin, Theodore
and Simon.
"He's Too Fat For the
Chimney" was the closing song by the Second
Grade with a solo by Jennifer Jones, Sixth Grade
student.
The Sixth Grade
Quartet composed of Penny Green, Christi Smith,
Jennifer Price and Beth
Haley sang a "50's Version of Mister Santa."
Santa Claus was played
by Teresa Ramsey.
Students from the
Third Grade concluded
the program by singing
"It's the Time of Year,"
"My Maracas," doll by
Candy Williams, "Ring
the Bells," doll by Sarah
Walker and "Little
Drummer Boy," doll by
Matthew Price.
The songs, "The 12
Days of Christmas" and
"We Wish You A Merry
Christmas," were sung
for the closing numbers.
Costumes were made
by the teachers and
parents.
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FABRICS

were, from left, Amy Jones, Heather Gill
Valerie Chapman and Beth Call.

"Christmas Is" was the
Selections by the Sixth "On A Wintry Day" and
theme of the per- Grade Band were "Dance Little
formance of Grades "Twinkle, Twinkle Little Snowflake" with Melody
Kindergarten through Star," "Jingle Bells" and Parker, Ginger Hicks,
Third Grade at North "Deck the Halls."
Susan Potts, Brandy
Calloway Elementary
As the spotlight focused Murphy, Sarah Stallons,
School on Tuesday, Dec. on the stage, little elves Emily Helton, LaDon
6.
sang "We Are Santa's Wilson and Jennifer
The program was Elves," "Five Little Clayton as dancers.
directed by Sarah Hail Elves Went Out to Play,"
"Five Little Snowmen
Atkinson, music teacher, "Elves At Play" and Fat" was the selection
with Toni Jones, school "Rudolph the Red-Nosed with Tyler Bohannon,
MELBOURNE,
secretary,
as ac- Reindeer."
Shannon Wilford, Craig
Australia (AP) — The
companist.
The First Grade sang Tabers, Brad Bucy and
world's first test-tube
quadruplets are expected
to be born by the end of
the year, doctors at the
Royal Women's Hospital
say.
A 30-year-old woman,
whose name was
withheld, has entered the
hospital to prepare for
the birth, hospital officials said Sunday.
Dr. Andrew Speirs said
the woman would reach
the 32nd week of her
pregnancy on Dec. 28,
with the birth expected
any time. Multiple births
rarely last the full 40
weeks, he said.
"It would be great for
her to last as long as
possible but she will not
go to 38 weeks," he said.
"It could be in the two
QUARTET — Members of the Sixth Grade Quartet for the North Calloway
weeks but then it could be
Elementary School Program were, from left, Penny Green, Christi Smith,
tomorrow."
The sex of the quads is Teresa Ramsey, Santa, Jennifer Price and Beth Haley.
not known and finding out
will be "a nice surprise,"
Speirs said.
Australia has been a
world leader in pioneering artificial human insemination. The first testtube twins and triplets
were born in the country.

Best-selling countryWestern records of the
week of Dec. 18 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey were as
follows:
1. "Houston," Larry
Gatlin
2. "Tell Me a Lie,"
Janie Fricke
3. "You Look So Good
In Love," George Strait
4. "Black Sheep," John
Anderson
Continued on page 5
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from now saying, 'Hey, I
saw 4.turtle up here with
Goodyear stamped on the
bottom of its flippers,"
said Ken McIntosh, the
engineer who designed
the artficial limbs.
The turtle was named
by a 10-year-old boy who,
along with his father,
rescued her shortly after
she was attacked by a
shark off the Florida
Keys in April. The shark
had bitten off her two
front flippers, and the boy
considered the turtle
lucky to be alive.
Lucky's wounds healed, but, unable to swim,
she has been confined to a
shallow tank at Theater
of the Sea in the Keys.

ecords
listed

STOREWIDE
SALE

anzis
Montano The
.0o•e7 weal •P•Oir.be
Non by onornqn
-row SCAPfg•E

Live Nativity Scene
will be from 7 to 9 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church.

Turtle gets flippers

AKRON, Ohio (AP) -Children's story hours
will be at 9:30 and 10:30 A Goodyear Tire &Ruba.m. and 3:30 p.m. in ber Co. researcher is hopLibrary Arts Annex, ing to get a crippled, 350pound loggerhead sea
Calloway Public Library.
turtle on the road to
Commodities will be recovery — with rubber
distributed frole6' a.m. to flippers to replace the
3:30 p.m.,c0 Calloway two that were bitten off
by a shark.
County Onad DepartThe operation to attach
ment, East Sycamore
the
flippers to the SOStreet.
year-old female turtle —
Live nativity scene will named Lucky — is set for
be shown from 7 to 9 p.m. Jan. 17 in Islamorada,
in front of Salem Baptist Fla.
church.
Lucky will be kept in a
small lagoon for about 30
Thursday,Dec. 22
days to recover and will
Senior citizens ac- be checked for complicativities are scheduled tions before being releasfrom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at ed into the ocean.
Hazel and Douglas
"For me, the nicest
Centers and from 10 a.m. thing that could happen
to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
would be to hear from
some guy in the AscenChristmas party for sion Islands 10 years

Retirees of UAW-CIOAFL will hs.- x -.overed
5:30 p.m.
dish surat Fiqi Christian
Church.

Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Shekell will be honored
at a reception in
celebration of 50th anniversary from 5 to 8

Thursday, Dec. 22

residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge and their families
and friends will be at 7
p.m. at the lodge.
The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. in

follow.

Singles' Class of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. athome
of Linda Pierce.

Thursday, Dec. 22

The King's Den
Bel Air Center Murray
Open Nights tN Christmas
Sundays 1-5

free Refills

On 0,

99 Special For Kids
Wodnesday

5y•P++1
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Andy Griffith talks about role
Fern Terrace Lodge will have its ann..al
Christmas party on Thursday, Dec. 22, at 7 p.m.
Santa Claus will be present along with special
music by the Jazz Trio. LaVerne Cornett, administrator of the lodge, invites all friends and
families of the residents to attend this special
occasion.

Singles will meet
The Single Connection will meet Thursday,
Dec. 22, at 7 p.m. in the fellowship hall of the
First United Methodist Church. The group will
go caroling and then return to the church for
refreshments. For more information call Bill
Farris, 753-3639, or Billie Burton, 759-4045 or
762-6858.

Persons dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah
hospitals were as follows: Lila K ondratko of
Murray from Lourdes; Stacey Hale, William
Harrell and Lisa Polivick, all of Murray, from
Western Baptist.

Dancing scheduled
Two nights of round and square dancing will be
at the Lynn Grove Roller Rink. This will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 22, and on Friday, Dec. 23.

Patient dismissed
Recently dismissed from Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., was Wilda Gray Morgan
of Hazel.

PWP plans event
ORNAMENTS DISPLAYED — Evelyn Bennett points to one of her hand.
crocheted Christmas ornaments on the tree in the community building of the
Lakeland Wesley Village. She has more than 100 of the ornaments on the
tree.

Resident makes ornaments
BENTON — Evelyn
Bennett, like most folks,
believes that Christmas
is a time for sharing.
And this year, as last
year, she's doing her
part, sharing something
special with her fellow
residents at Lakeland
Wesley Village, a retirement community in
Western Kentucky on the
shores of Kentucky
Lake's Jonathan Creek.
Mrs. Bennett's handcrocheted ornaments —
more than 100 in all —
adorn the Village's "official" tree in the apartwent complex's community building.
The Christmas stockings, bells in several
sizes, numerous different
angels, stars, bird
feeders and crosses cover
the tree. "There are close
to 100 angels and bells
together," Mrs. Bennett
says.
She explains that she

began making the ornaments more than a
year ago. "It started out
as kind of a joke," she
says. I just kept improving and then I decided I
would make bells for
Christmas presents."
Most, however, ended
up on the Lakeland
Christmas tree. That was
in 1982.
"All of the designs are
my own creations," she
says proudly. "I made
them up all by myself."
Her favorite, she says,
is the figure of a tiny baby
Jesus, lying in a crib in a
manger.
The bells come in
varous sizes, depending,
she explains, upon the
size crochet thread she
uses. Although the work
is time consuming, she
says, most of the ornaments are fairly easy
for her to make now. "All
but the angels. They're a
little difficult."

Mrs. Bennett has lived
at Lakeland for the last
two years, moving there
from Evansville. She
worked for many years in
Rochester, N.Y., where
she was supervisor at a
dry cleaning plant.
She has been a widow
sine 1936, and her only remaining family are
nieces and nephews.
The ornaments were on
full display at this year's
Christmas Bazaar, where
they drew glowing compliments from all who
saw them.
In fact, several visitors
asked Mrs. Bennett to
make ornaments for
them. While she took the
orders, she explained
that she couldn't possibly
have them ready for this
Christmas.
Obviously pleased that
the ornaments are so well
admired, she told a
visitor, "It looks like I'll
be busy fora while."

The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet Friday, Dec. 23, at
the American Legion Building, Legion Drive,
Paducah, for dancing, socializing, refreshments
and Christmas caroling. All single parents are
invited to attend. To become a member of PWP
the only requirement is to be a single parent by
reason of death, divorce, separation or never
married. For more information call 1-444-9604,
1-442-6390 or 1-396-7733.

Michael Hale at base
Army Reserve Pvt. Michael A. Hale, son of
D. Hale, 832 South 10th St., Mayfield, has
completed basic training at Fort Leonard Wood,
Mo. During the training, students received instruction in drill and ceremonies, weapons, map
reading, tactics, military courtesy, military
justice, first aid and Army history and
traditions.
1.0i15

Myra L. Patscott, daughter of Estell H. and
Walter E. Dawes, Rt. 6, Benton, has been promoted to the rank of major in the U.S. Air Force.
She is a clinical nurse with the Air Force
Hospital at Fairchild Air Force Base,
Washington. She is a 1970 graduate of Murray

State University.

was very nervous and
high-strung," Griffith
said of the character portrayed by Don Knotts.
"But really, I was the one
who was up pacing, and
Don was very calm, as
unlike Barney as anyone
could be.
And then when they

All Esprit
/
12 Price
And
All Sweaters
/
12 Price

Continued from page 4
5. "A Little Good
News," Anne Murray
6. "Queen of My
Heart," Hank Williams
Jr.
7. "Slow Burn," T.G.
Sheppard
8. "Don't Count the
Rainy Days," Michael
Murphey
9. "Ev'ry Heart Should
Have One," Charley
Pride
10. "Ozark Mountain
Jubilee," The Oak Ridge
Boys

I, Fashions
7534441

Horse's Mouth Antiques
Miss Martha's Antiques
Side Saddle Antiques
Yesterday's Antiques
From All Of Us,
To All Of You...

Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year!

OPEN DAILY

ON
Swing
Chairs
Plus...

All Ladies Jr.
Fall & Winter

II Ladies

Rattan
Trunks

All Christmas Ornaments 34 Price!
Save ea selected items thirst Dec.24.

Jackets... 1/
2 price

Sportswear . 20% off

All Ladies Winter
Coats

on

20%

All Ladies
Blouses

Sleeping
BegSReg le 99sio.14.99

All Men's Dress
Slacks.20%

ith

'

our sincere
thanks, we wish
• a happy holiday
season
• to alit

*Closed at 2 p.m. Christmas Eve
*Closed Christmas Day
'Open 24 Hours
New Year's Eve

All Men's Leather
off

1 Group Boys
Jackets

1/
0
—

price

All Girls Size 5-14 yrs
Y2

Sportswear &

214
Dresses
yrs 20% off

Jackets.. .20%

Jackets

All Boys

Knit
Sportsh ids
21-18 Yrs...20% on
All Girls

Sportcoats. 20% off

As Fern Terrace is looking like Christmas
and all the residents are looking forward to
seeing Santa Claus and all their friends and
families.
Our Christmas Party will be Thursday night
the 22nd of Dec at 7 p.m. We will have the
Jazz Trio as our entertainment and of course
good "Saint Nick" will be here.
I want to invite all of you to come and enjoy the party with us.
As in the past years I look forward to seeing all of you and our residents look forward
to seeing you also.
To those of you who can't be with us at
the Christmas Party I want to wish you and
your families a "Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year" from all of us at ern Terrace
Lodge

20% off

Open Until
8:00 p.m. Each
Night Until
Christmas

Bel Air Center
"On Murray's Southside"

_11—•
Fern Terrace Gayzette
Editor: LaVerne Cornett, Adm.

\

20% off

One Table Childrens Jogging

Shoes

Pier I imports
FERN TERRACE

All Ladies
Jr., Misses, Half Sizes
Dresses

20% on

All Men's Suits &

We Serve Breakfasts,
Plate Lunches And
Delicious Catfish
Daily! Join Us!

yelled 'Action,' Barney
would fly off the handle
and I'd sit quietly," Griffith said.
Griffith said he realizes
how much television has
changed when he occasionally watches reruns
of "The Andy Griffith
Show."

'TIS the
SEASON

Records...

Patscott promoted

Papasan
Chairs

CLASS SPEAKER — Janice Russell, R.N.M.S., Director of Cbntinuing
Education in the Department of Nursing, Murray State University, left,
discussed some of the ways to deal with stress at the recent'meeting for the
Young and Adult Farmer Class at the Murray Area Vocational School. She
Is talking with Jewell McCallon, center, president of Kirksey Adult Farmer
Class, and Jim 5tahler, president of Calloway County Young Farmer Class.
Mrs. Russell and Dr. Marti Erwin, chairman of the -Nursing Department,
MSU, sees as its mission to reach out and assist in community problems
such as this one. The meeting which dealt with stress and stress management was conducted as a part of the Calloway County Young and Adult
Farmer Program taught by Johnnie Stockdale at the Murray Vocational
Center.

MANTEO, N.C. 1API
— Andy Griffith, alias
Sheriff Andy Taylor, has
put one over on his loyal
viewing audience for
more than 20 years.
Griffith, renowned for
his portrayal of the downhome "sheriff without a
gun" in the fictional town
of Mayberry, N.C., said
he isn't the relaxed man
that his long-running
television character was.
"There's some part of
me in that character, but
no, I was not really like
Andy Taylor at all," said
Griffith, who has been
recovering from an illness at his home in
Manteo.
In the show, the sheriff
"was very composed, and
( deputy) Barney Fife

Shop
Downtown

price

All Boy's Winter & Lightweight
20% off
Men's & Ladies
Jackets

Robes

20% off

Free Gift Wrapping

Across From The Bank of
Mufray Where You Get
Quality Merchandise At
Reasonable Prices.
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Newborn admissions,dismissals listed at hospita.

SECOND BIRTHDAY — Jeremy Alexander is today celebrating his second birthday. He was born on this date, Dec. 20, in 1981. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Terry (Sherry) Alexander, 502 Broad St., Murray. His grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Irvin (Delores) Napier, Rt. 2, Salem, Ind., and Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh (Wallena) Alexander, 903 Coldwater Rd., Murray.

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
Dec. 15, was 107 adults
and four in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Meadows,
parents, Dina and Roger,
Rt. 1, Gilbertsville;
Baby Boy Georgiou,
parents, Kelly and Gus,
308 E. College, Mayfield.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Donna Jill
O'Bryan and baby girl,
Rt. 1, Dexter; William B
Morris, Rt. 2; Mrs.
Myoka A. Coles, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Julia A. Krizan, 220
Wocxilawn; Mrs. Dorothy
M. Glass, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Vicki L. Maynard, 85
Coach Estates:
Kevin M. Sisk, 5613
Hart Hall, MSU; Mrs.
Bernie 0. Hooks, Rt. 3;
Forrest C. Cook, Rt. 3;
Mrs. Iona S. Pate, Wingo;
Jean I. Green, 313 South
13th St.; Mrs. Lava A.
Burnett, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Miss Raye Collie, Fern
Terrace Lodge; Mrs.
Myrtle Melton, 1502
Henry; Mrs. Irma E.

McNutt, 616 Ellis Dr.;
Forest H. Shoulders, at.
5; Olus B. Waldrop,
Westview Nursing Home;
Elvis Compton, Rt. 1,
Herndon.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Friday, Dec.
17, was not listed on the
report.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Merrell,
parents, Lois and
Charles, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn.;
Twin Baby Boys,
parents, Bernice and
Gary,Rt. 3, Cadiz;
Baby Boy Bell, parents,
Marsha and Eddie, Rt. 6,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Fred P. Summars,
Puryear, Tenn.; Rex E.
Ramsey, Rt. 1, Almo;
Bobbie V. Elkins, 108
South 12th St.; William
Bryan White, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Mrs. Mary D.
Polk, L-8 Southside
Manor; Earl Crisp, Jr.,
516 Blair, Clinton;
Mrs. Mary Lou Jeffrey,
1538 Orford Dr.; James

E. Hamilton, 912
Sycamore St.; Mrs. Connie Lane McElwain, Rt.
5, Benton; Mrs. Julie
Atkinson, Box 964, Murray; Alerd S. Lampe, Rt.
5; Mrs. Gladys N. Clark,
Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Shirley G. Hurt,
1004 Olive St.; Mrs. Dortha N. Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Burley Kirks,
Westview Nursing Home;
Miss Fedilia Grogan, Box
544, Murray; Earnest D.
Brazzell, Sedalia

Kathy Hill, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Mrs. Debra
Gibbs, 116 Cook St.,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Vera
L. Scott, 610 North
Brewer, Paris, Tenn.;

Mrs. Minnie A
Thacher, 910 Sycamore
St.; Kenneth R. Mohler
Rt. 5, Mayfield; Jerome
E. Dial, Rt. 6; Joe Pal
Futrell, at. 5; William I
Balentine, Rt. 3;
Mrs. Nita L. Stockdale
Rt. 4, Benton; Mrs. Lulls
A. Darnell, at. 7; Mrs.
Beulah C. Cain, Rt. 1.
Almo; Mrs. Evelyn
Rolfe, Fern Terrace
Lodge; Mrs. Obera Ellon
Brittain (expired) Long
Term Care Unit, MCCH.

Mrs. Jennie M. Skaggs,
Rt. 8, Mayfield; Mrs.
Nyle M. Woods, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Mrs. Helen L.
McDaniel, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Melodie A. Birdsong, 1201 Elm St., Benton; Mrs. Treva Johnson,
2007 Gatesborough ;

COMPLETES
COURSE — Marine Pvt.
Paul E. Denton, son of
Shirley A. Lamb of 218
South llth St., Murray,
has completed the infantry combat training
course at the Marine
Corps Base, Camp
Pendleton, Calif. During
the six-week course, he
received classroom instruction and participted
In field exercises involving infantry tactics, the
construction and
camouflage of fighting
positions, and the use of
mines, demolitions and
intra-company communications equipment.

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
Dec. 17, was not listed on
the report.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Parker,
parents, Deborah and
John,Rt. 3, Benton;
Baby Girl Cochnun,
parents, Leigh and Alan,
Rt. 2, Wingo;
Baby Girl Clevidence,
parents, Ronna and
Ronald, Rt. 3, Benton.
Dismissals were as
follows:
• James M. Preston, Rt.
1; Mrs. Sherry K. Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter: Mrs.

iimommosonnotomp
SPECI
Holiday Blouses
$1088
Ong. to $24. A beautiful selection of
dressy holiday blouses. Ruffles, lace
trims, ties, more. 5-13. 6-14. Thru
Christmas.

SPEC\

•

Corduroy
Blazers
$1988
Orig. $49. ButteLy soft,cotton corduroy.
Fully lined. Camel, Navy, Grey, Wine. 616. Thru Christmas.

PE0Au
Button-down
Oxfords
$788
Ong. $15. Pastels, darks, stripes, 5-13
and S-M-L. Thru Christmas.

40.

OLYMPIC PLAZA IN MURRAY

Minnens Christmas gift
to you...

13.88 Women's Knit, Reg. $19
15.88 Women's Driving, Reg. $22
19.88 Women's Lined, Reg. $26
19.50 Men's Driving, Reg. $24
22.50 Men's Lined, Reg. $28

Every Special
at the same time
before Christmas!

Orig. to $26. Ragwools, Fair Isles, rainbow stripes, sport sweaters, cardigans,
shetlands, more! S-M-L. Tremendous
selection. Thru Christmas.

Cash, Charge or Layaway
OLYMPIC PLAZA IN MURRAY: Daily 10-9
We close Christmas Eve at 5

SPECI
Plaid Shirts
$688
Ong. $13 Classic plaid shirts in a
beautiful rainbow of colors S-M-L.

SPEC\ AU

SPECI

Silk and Angora
Sweaters

Rain Slickers

$1488

$899

Ong to $28 Luxuriously soft Solids
and stripes S-M-L Thru Christmas

Ong. $12. Hooded. waterproof, reversible vinyl rain slickers. Solids and
prints, S-M-L Great gift!
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Saturday classes, expanding adult opportunities,set at MSU
A lineup of six Saturday
morning classes has been
scheduled at Murray
State University during
the spring semester in an
effort to expand opportunities for adult
students in the area.
Dr. Donald E. Jones,
dean of extended educa-

tion at Murray State,
listed the courses to begin
Meeting Jan. 21 as
follows:
Astronomy 115, Introductory Astronomy;
Engineering Technology
578, Workshop in
Microcomputer Electronics; Industrial

Calkins to
head MCCH
food service
Terry Calkins, 30, for
the past two years assistant director of dietary at
the Maury County
Hospital in Columbia,
Tenn., has been named
food services manager at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Calkins, a native of
Shelbyville, Ind., succeeds Jim Middleton,
who was transferred by
Morrison Management
Services, which operates
the hospital's food services, to Meridian, Miss.,
where he has become
food services manager at
the Jeff Anderson
Regional Medical Center
after 41
/
2 years in the
Murray job.
Morrison Management
Services is a division of
Morrison Cafeterias,
which is headquartered
in Mobile, Ala.
Both Calkins and Middleton already have
assumed their new
responsibilities.
Calkins, who was with
the Prudential Insurance
Company prior to joining
the Morrison firm, holds
a undergraduate degree
in business administration from the University
of North Dakota.
Mrs. Calkins is the
former Lisa Roessler of
Clearwater, Fla., and
they have two children,
Melissa, 5, and Derek, 2.
They are still in Columbia
awaiting relocation in

Education and
Technology 101,
Technical Drawing Fundamentals; Industrial
Education and
Technology 578,
Workshop and Woodworking for the Home
Owner; Journalism and
Radio-TV 350, Broadcast

Your Individual
Horoscope

Performance; and
Mathematics 107,
Mathematical Concepts.
Each of the courses
*ries three semester
hours of credit except
technical drawing, which
is a four-hour course.
Jones said the Saturday
morning courses are an
attempt to offer classes
that will have appeal to
the non-traditional student. Adult response to

the courses will be
monitored closely.
Although the courses
are open to any student,
Jones said the emphasis
in planning the schedule
was on trying to accommodate people who
cannot attend classes
through the week.
"Saturday morning
classes, along with correspondence courses,
television courses and
evening courses, make it

possible for many adult
students to become involved who otherwise
could not," he explained.
Fees are $35 per
semester hour for
undergraduate credit for
Kentucky residents.
Students may register
for Saturday morning
courses in the Admissions
Office in Sparks Hall
through Dec. 22 and Jan.
3-6. Late registration for
the spring semester will

be from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Jan. 16-19 and 5 to 7
p.m. Jan. 18-19 in the Curris Center.
Anyone interested in
the Saturday morning
classes may get addi-

tional information by contacting; Office of Extended Education, Sparks
Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, telephone (502) 7622086.

•
• - V1'.%, VISVVIVVIVIal
Ky. Candy Co. — Almo
Factory Outlet Salim
Candy-nuts-Summer Sausage-Crocks of Chess*
Through Christmas Eye
10 s.m.4 p.m. 753-4953 otf Hwy. 464-follow signs

Fraaces Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER21,1983
What kind el day will toner- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the ( Oct. 23 to Nov.21) rni
stars say, read the forecast
Travel is favored if you keep
given for your birth alga.
,expenses down. You're prone
to gamble or take money
risks. Don't fall for a line.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
.010.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
Petty family disputes could
You're more intuitive than
become major, unless you usual. Keep track of expenses,
concentrate on the good there which could get out of hand
is. An affectionate attitude now. Secrecy abets financial
does wonders.
,dealings.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Alr• 20to MaY 20) t:14W
' (Dec.72 toJan. 19) V a
i
Little things on the job could
Privacy brings important
bother you. Don'tsnap out at a insights. It's kiss and make up
co-worker. Intuitive financial time in romance. Minor
hunches need factual cor- breaches can be resolved. Be
roboration.
affectionate.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
(May 21 to June 20)
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Minor expenditures could
Graciousness brings career
lead to big arguments with a gains, but distractions could
loved one, if waste is involved. interfere with your work
Charm works for you on the schedule. Don't fight with an
adviser.
lobCANCER
PISCES
(June 21 toJuly 72)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(Q'
Don't neglect your health.
You'll impress higher-ups,
You attract romance, but you but avoid overfamiliarity. Enneed tact with family joy leisure activities with a
members. Hobbies prove very date. Good news comes from a
relaxing.
distance.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are a
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
good communicator. Your
Home provides the best set- flair for self-expression is an
ting for romance. Stay away asset to you in both business
from those who pry too much. and the arts. Politics and
Avoid impulsive business reform movements are likely
decisions.
to appeal to you. You have
VIRGO
strong creative leanings and
(Aug.23 toSept. 221
will succeed in acting, writing,
In relationships, honey dance and design. You may
works better than vinegar. Go also be attracted to banking
out visiting instead of enter- and publishing. Friends are
taining at home.
always helpful to you careerLD3RA
wise. You're an idealist whose
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
work must reflect what you
Some financial benefits believe in. Birth date of: Jane
come to you, but it's a poor Fonda, actress; Chris Evert
time to sign papers. Today, Lloyd, tennis player; and
you need careful judgment. Michael Tilson Thomas, conTake nothing for granted.
ductor.

Granny's Dinner Specials are family recipes that
have been handed down through generations. And
it's no secret that John and Cherry, new owners of
Granny's, personally supervise every detail from
start to finish.

Come try Granny's Famous Pot Roast — A
Special Every Day

The way we figure, this

Friday Specials

Thursday Specials
BBQ Shrimp
Chicken Pot Pie

Beef Short Ribs (AR Yo.
Chicken & Rice

Christmas is going to be

Saturday Specials

the best one yeti Hope It

Frog tags
Chicken Curry

adds up to lots of smiles!

Sunday Specials
Cumberland" Country Horn
...The Real Thing
Chicken Casserole

Closod Monday

00

41244;Z

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER
MURRAY, KY.
VISA

JUST HOME COOKIN'...

Federal Land
Bank
Ass
ociation
Mayfield, Kentuc
ky

302 N. 7th

247-3650

COOK'
S
753-1606

JEWELRY

ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME OFFER

MASTER
CHARGE

CHRISTMAS ---DIAMOND SALE
ALL LADIES DIAMOND
RIGHT HAND RINGS

MEN'S DIAMOND RINGS

72 PRICE
SHOP OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY
,
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We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

-=II

Philadelphia Cream

Hours: 7 AM-8 PM

Cheese

iftreal
v
1*
.611
14Abitkvi+
1434A*—
II
Blue Bonnet

89°

'61

\(i4 I
CCM
0e0
•
k* Colonial Powdered 1 Lb. Box

741 Chips....

ri-514
99°

12 oz. Save 56'

NO Del Monte 15.5 oz.

Pineapple

p

M

Cheese

4. Libby's 16 oz.
OC

Pumpkin

1
c
'ot
Cocktail

Del Monte Fruit
Save 16' 17 oz.

PA,

op; Bakers Angel Flake
't,[0
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What's
new
on the
market?

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

By'ANDY LANG
APNewsfeatures
What's new on the
market?
•.•
THE PRODUCT — A
drinking water system
said to be technically advanced.
Manufacturer's claim
— That this unit will free
water from odor and bad
taste, leave the water
clear and filter out
chlorine byproducts ...
that it uses a
bacteriostatic carbon to
•I1CONO FLOOR PLAN
remove a broad range of
t
.
contaminants and virtually eliminate bacteria
growth within the filtering unit ... that it
automatically regulates
the flow of water through
the carbon bed to achieve
optimum cleansing
results ... that it is completely sealed, with no internal filter
replacements necessary
and that no electricity
is used and no plumbing
changes are required.
• • •
THE PRODUCT — A
different type of rachet
screwdriver.
Manufacturer's claim
— That this screwdriver
,
11 411IBT FLOOR PLAN
differs from a spiral
rachet screwdriver
THIS CONTEMPORARY HOUSE looks like a ranch but
because it is turned with
functions as a 11
a twist of the wrist, as
/
2 story home. The main floor includes a twowith a standard driver,
story foyer, a living-dining room and a private bedroom
not by pushing down on
wing. There are two more bedrooms on the upper level. Plan
the handle, as with a
HA123
6K has 1,261 square feet on the first floor and 543 on
spiral model ... that the
the second. For more information write — enclosing a
user, when driving or
stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Charles
loosening a screw, can
turn the screw repeatedly
Koty, 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown, N.Y. 11507.
without removing the
driver from the screw
slot or sliding the hand
around the handle for a
fresh grip ... that the
mechanism allows the
handle to rachet back
after each turn while the By BARBARA MAYER one we want to get into.
less, the things we choose
blade and tip remain staAP Newsfeatures
Though few would own for our homes do have a
tionary ... and that the
A silk-covered down up to it, people constantly function beyond their
driver has a forged hex sofa or a foam rubber compare themselves to practical utility.
They
socket, enabling the lounge in plaid Herculon? others. We are, however, give us a sense of place,
operator to change bits Throw pillows or no usually able to accurately mark out our boundari
es,
4oR different screw heads. pillows? ICnick knacks on assess our social worth establish our territory
r • • •
,the table or a bare ex- through a variety of cues, and provide us with an
THE PRODUCT — A panse of polished wood? including decorating.
identity that helps spell
socalled "bright white" Wall-to-wall carpet or
Ms. Kron, a decorator out our relationships.
acrylic latex flat house Oriental rugs? Family for 15 years before
She adds that it is impaint.
portraits or art posters?
becoming an author and a possible to opt out of the
Manufacturer's claim
You may think your decorating writer, said class-decorating equa— That this paint has selection of these she had put in more than tion. "Everyo
ne who has
superior wet adhesion decorating alternatives is three years researching a home revea
ls
and excellent water and purely a matter of per- and writing her book
to something of his or her
blister resistance ... that sonal taste. But if you do, answer questions such as aspirations, pretensio
ns,
it resists fading, cracking you're wrong, says Joan "what is decorating?" values and backgrou
nd,"
and peeling better than Kron whose book,"Home "how do you define
a she said.
most comparable paints Psych," explains the home?" and "why do we
It is not as if we fool one
... that is can be brushed, psychology behind have accessories?"
another, though. Most of
rolled or sprayed and decorating decisions.
As a result, "Home us can accurately interrecoated in three hours ...
According to Ms. Kron, Psych" is a decorating pret what we see based on
that it is recommended who says she consulted book without pictures or our cultural knowledg
e.
for use on new or sociologists, how-to information. It is, In fact, a decorati
ng
previously unpainted psychologists, instead, a dense, scheme is a kind
of road
wood siding, shingles, philosophers and en- tightlypacked volume map of values and
social
shakes, trim, masonry vironmentalists to gather that examines the social aspirations to those
who
and primed surfaces ... material for the book, and psychological im- are acute
social
and that it is packed in a social class is far more plications of decorating.
observers,she said.
2-gallon plastic pail for important than self exIn an interview, the
Despite appearances,
convenient use.
pression in determining author said she was sur- this is not a time of
• • •
how and with what we prised at how important decorating license.
THE PRODUCT — A feather our nests. In fact, social class turned out to "Anything goes,
they
handheld vacuum she says taste itself is be. In her research, she may tell you, but
you soon
cle-aner especially determined by the class learned that though we find out that there
are
suitable for, home we come from and the could all live with a lot very definite,
though
workshops.
Manufacturer's claim
— That ithis plug-in
cleaner is excellent for
workshops because of its
By ANDY LANG
have been removed. The humid air out of the
ability to handle wood
AP Newsfealures
urethane will protect the house, such as via an exchips, paint chips and
floor and be very durable, haust fan or wall vents to
Q. — We want to put a
other materials most
but it will not hide stains the outside or even occaother vacuums either urethane finish on our or other mars.
sionally opening a wincan't get to or pick up hardwood floor, but we
• • •
dow. Another is to place a
easily ... that this is due to are not sure what to do
Q. — The toilet tank in kind of foam insulation on
its extralarge opening about the finish already our downstairs bathroom
the inside walls of the
that creates an air flow there. The previous sweats constantly and
tank. A kit to do this is
owner
told
nothing
us
had
strong enough to do tough
leaves a puddle on the sold in some specialty
jobs quickly and power- been put on the floor but a floor. Is there some way
stores or plumbing suppfully ... that it is penetrating sealer. He to correct this?
ly houses. The kit conlightweight, portable, did not know whether
A. — This is one of the tains the foam and the
urethane
could
be
on
put
works on regular 120-volt
most frequently asked proper adhesive. Since
over and has an 18-foot over the sealer, which questions. The sweating the
tank must be dry to
was
used
about
five years is
clrd and wall-mount
condensation caused accomplish this, follow
ago.
What
do
think?
you
bracket arid cord wrap
when high humidity in the the instructions on drying
for storage ... and that its
A. — You can safely put house settles on the cold the tank and shutting off
container is easy to emp- the urethane on the floor. surface of the tank. There the
water to it. The best
ty, has a 1.5-quart capaci- Just be certain the floor are several ways to corsolution,
but the most exty and comes with a has been vacuumed rect this problem.
One is pensive, is to hire a
reusable dust filter.
thoroughly and all stains to find a way to get the plumber.

Wall systems solve problem.
of shrinking living space
By BARBARA MAVER
AP Newsfeatures
Wall systems can solve
the problems posed by
shrinking living space. As
a result, sales are up for
the multi-purpose storage
units which can be used in
a variety of rooms.
At the recent Southern
Furniture Market in
North Carolina, a number
of manufacturers introduced new systems or
showed expanded offerings.
According to a trade
publication retail sales of
wall systems are growing
fast. One retailer, for example, said this type of
furniture represents
almost 15 percent of his
sales. But five years ago,
it contributed only about
5 percent.
Most wall systems purchased in the U.S. are installed in the living room.
But they are beginning to
turn up in other rooms,
too.
The wall system is
replacing the conventional china cabinet and
buffet server in the dining
room,supplanting the triple dresser in the
bedroom, and competing
with bookcases and
etageres in dens and
family rooms. Systems
with beds concealed
within are even turning
family rooms into occasional guest rooms.
Not long ago, consumers who wanted to
purchase wall systems
had to shop at specialty
retail outlets. Today,
most furniture stores of-

fer both imported and
American-made wall
systems.
David Llull, an executive with Interline
Co., which lAis been importing its moderateprice
European-made systems
for five years, said his
firm's sales had
multiplied 500 percent
during this time and that
the top furniture chains in
this country now routinely carry wall systems.
Werner Meier, an importer of higher-priced
systems for the past six
years, says consumers
caught on faster than
retailers to the advantages of a wall of
specialized storage options which could be
customized to suit different needs.
Not only urban
dwellers appreciate the
fact that a single wall of
cabinetry can shelter
such diverse items as
clothing, housewares,
hobby equipment and
home entertainment
components, he said.
Customers often come into a retail store seeking
such a solution to storage
needs.
In many instances, consumers are sophisticated
enough to have taken
measurements of their
rooms and to have a list
of the type and amount of
possessions to be accommodated in the awall
system, he said.
These Americans are
only doing what Europeans have done for a
long time. That is

because most European
homes and apartments
are built without the
closets Americans consider essential. As a
result, storage systems
must be purchased or
built into all the rooms
where such space is required.
European manufacturers are old hands at
designing and building
such systems. They often
have automated equipment enabling them to
produce a variety of components with many
storage functions.
The machinerrtnaltes
possible an exact fit so
that when the components are assembled in
a home, all the doors
hang straight and the
cabinetry lines up evenly
and so looks as if it were
built in.
In this way, the system
provides a custom solution to storage needs, but
does not require expensive custom construction
on the site. The key to
keeping costs down is to
design units with the
same overall dimensions
but a variety of interior
fittings and decorative
finishes, Meier said.
A system made in Germany, for example,
comes in a choice of nine
woods, two lacquer
finishes, eight door-front
styles or optional mirrored or fabric fronts.
There are three depths,
and several height and
width variations. Interior
options include pull-out
and swivel shelves, wire

bins, conventional
drawers or open shelves
behind glass doors or
solid doors. Units which
turn a corner make it
possible to line an entire
room with cabinetry.
Wardrobe fittings 8Ccommodate hanging
garments, and other
hardware makes possible
the neat storage of
records, books, tapes,
flatware, art objects and
bulky equipment as well
as files and valuables, in
a locked safe unit. The
system also includes a
hide-away bed in single,
queen or king size and a
fold-down dining table or
desk.
This type of variety is
typical in the more expensive European wall
systems. In fact, Meier
noted that retailers stocking the Plenum system
just described rarely
design the same configuration twice.
Although Americanmade wall systems do not
as yet offer this many oplions, an executive at the
furniture market
predicted that the
finishing and manufacturing methods which
makes such flexibility
possible would eventually
be introduced in this
country.
According to Gail
Hersh of the Lane Co.,
American manufacturers
are already beginning to
adopt European flatline
finishing techniques and
to invest in European
multi -function
machinery.

Social class important in determining home decorations

here's the answer

unstated, rules about
what to use and how to
put things together," she
said.
Today, one of the
classier types of
decorating is based on
what she calls conspicuous austerity, adding "the latest status
symbol is the 17-coat
paint job and perfectly
plastered walls which
cost a fortune." They are
ideal status symbols
since, though very expensive, they do not add to
the ease of living.
According to Ms. Kron,
different rooms have diffe re n t functiohs in
decorating psychology.
The living room is a
public space. It
represents the way we
want to be seen.
The master bedroom is
a private space which
may, however, become a
battleground as a couple
disputes for possession.
Often, she says, the
bedroom reflects the
woman's identity and the
man of the house is just a

visitor.
Today, people are no
longer ashamed of
wealth. "We have switched from a culture of mercy to a culture of justice.
The attitude today is no
more handouts. People
believe that if I eiarhea it,
I deserve it and I don't
have to be ashamed to
show it."
Our interest in antiques
and traditional decor are
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is above one's own class.
"The nouveau riche hires
society decorators to get
the nuances right."
However, she added, it
usually doesn't work.
"They always get
something wrong or the
house is too peilect — a
dead giveaway."

Get to know your neighbor. He's a
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•epresenting

a reflection of desire to be
part of the upper class.
Antiques stand for family, the past, and a sense
of tradition.
Ms. Kron says those
who seek to leave the
class they were born into
and move up are the ones
who have the toughest
time making decorating
decisions, since it is difficult, if not impossible,
to reproduce a home that
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Potir to be served dinner

MSU has top student teaching program
Murray State University has been identified as
having one of the best student teaching programs
in the United States in a
survey conducted by a
faculty member at Nor-

thern Illinois University.
Analyses of reaponses
from more than 900 institutions put Murray
State among the top 21
student teaching programs nationally in the
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To All, we would like to take
a moment to Thank You for
your patronage & support this
past year
We wish you a Merry

Christmas & Joyous New
Year.
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study done by James A.
Johnson, director of the
Office of Clinical Education and Student
Teaching at Northern Illinois
Titled "A National
Survey of Student
Teaching Programs," the
1981 study included 24
criteria in an instrument
devised to measure excellence in student
teacIfIng programs
across the country.
Schools were rated according to their ability to
meet the established
criteria.
"While it is true that
the criteria..,were decided subjectively,"
Johnson wrote in his conclusion. "this writer
believes that the institutions identified as having
high-quality student
teaching programs in this
study do in fact have
some of the better student
teaching programs in the
U.S."
Dr. Mel Koch, dean of
the College of Human
Development and Learning at Murray State,
pointed to the study as
significant because "it
has credibility." He said
it was done by "a wellknown researcher from a
very reputable institution."

Murray State was the
only Kentucky school
among the top 21 in findings based on the study.
Some of the other schools
determined to have programs comparable to
Murray State's are Indiana University, Central
Michigan, University of
Miami, University of
Northern Colorado and
University of Wyoming.
The student teaching
program at Murray State
is housed in the Office of
Field Services of the
Department of Instruction and Learning. Dr.
Gary Schroeder became
director of field services
in 1982.
Wayne Williams, who
has worked with the student teaching program at
Murray State since 1963
and is now coordinator,
noted that Murray State
is in some quality company and said the survey
results speak well not only of elementary and
secondary faculty
members but the many
supervising teachers in
cooperating schools.
"Although we haven't
gone to great lengths to
advertise our student
teaching program or product on the educational
market, it has always
produced quality beginn-
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ing teachers," he said.
"I'm not surprised that
we rated well but I had no
idea it would be this
good."
Dr. Truman Whitfield,
chairman of the Department of Instruction and
Learning, said he found
the survey results
"interesting but not surprising."
He added that he would
be interested in seeing
which schools fell below
Murray State in the
survey and in analyzing
which specific criteria
different schools failed to
comply with.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Inner-city poor
will be served Christmas
dinner tonight as planned, thanks to a flood of
gifts following the theft of
food from a downtown
Lexington soup kitchen.
"We've had promises
of about 30 turkeys. And
hams? I lost count," said
Jack Wall a stereoequipment dealer who,
with his wife, Edith,
works as a volunteer at
the Community Kitchen
Inc.
The kitchen serves 350
to 450 people a day, six
days a week,in a building
behind Christ Church
Episcopal. The meals are

Murder trial date set
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.
(AP) — A judge has tentatively set a Feb. 13 trial
date for three men charged in the death of a high
school math teacher last
summer in Floyd County.
In a pretrial hearing
Monday, attorneys in the
case tentatively agreed
on Johnson County as the
site for the trial, through
Laurel Circuit Judge C.R.
Luker said he had not
made a final decision on
where the trial should be
held.
Luker, named to hear
the case after attorneys
agreed to a change of
venue from Floyd County, took a number of motions under advisement.
He scheduled a pretrial
conference Jan. 20 in London to hear any further
motions.
The men are charged in
the slaying of Glenda
Sharon Marshall, 35, who
had taught at McDowell
High School in Floyd
County for several years.
Her body was found
June 20 in a burned-out
car on Sizemore Mountain Road near Wayland
in Floyd County.
An Aug. 10 indictment
charged that her husband, Clyde Douglas

Marshall, 31, of
McDowell, plotted with a
half-brother, Bobby Gene
McGuffey, 39, of
Lafayette, Tenn., and
Carl Harold McFarland,
52, of Glasgow, to have
her killed.
Police didn't publicly
discuss a motive, though
insurance was one area
under investigation.
Attorneys previously
discussed holding the
trial in Fayette County,
but Clyde Douglas Marshall's attorney, Ned
Pillersdorf of the public
defender's office, objected when it was found
a trial could not be
scheduled there before
April.
Luker agreed to a motion by Floyd County
Commonwealth's Attorney James Allen to
dismiss a Sept. 13 indictment charging Marshall's brother, Harlos
Ben Marshall, 26, of
Langley, with conspiracy
in the slaying.
The indictment was
dismissed "without prejudice," meaning the
charges can be reinstated
if the prosecution desires.
Harlos Ben Marshall had
been free on $10,000 bond.

usually spartan, but an
all-you-can-eat holiday
buffet had been planned
tonight.
On Wednesday,
however,thieves stole the
main course — six 20pound hams — as well as
dozens of frozen hot dogs
and about 50 pounds of
cheese.
"At this point, it's a
godsend," Wall said Monday of the robbery. "The
awareness of the community is great and the
end result is what
counts."
The theft was reported
to police Thursday, but
the first public word
came Monday morning
on a local radio station.
Within the hour, food,
money and services were
being offered faster than
Brother Don Thibodeau
could sort them.
"This is coming from
the hearts of individuals
and that's what this
season is all about — the
opening of the heart,"
said Thibodeau, an
Episcopal monk who has
worked at Community
Kitchen since its founding
four years ago.
Twenty turkeys were
donated by Citizens
Union bank employees
who had received them as
Christmas bonuses.
"Some of the tellers are
not wealthy people," Wall
said. "It really is a gift
from the heart. It's a real
Christmas story."
The Foodtown grocery
chain offered freezer
space for storage of
donated perishables and
the Randall's grocery
chain offered $100 in food.
Employees at the Lexington Mack truck
dealership passed a hat
and raised $167 before
noon Monday. People attending a prayer
breakfast at Hillendale
Christian Church chipped
in another $30.
The total kept climbing
through the day and more
was expected to arrive hy

t

CoasttoebaSt
TOY CLEARANCE
SALE

main in the days ahead.
Though most donationa
were modest, some apparently were made atconsiderable &edifice,
Thibodeau said.
A woman who onee ate
at the kitchen every day
with her husband brought
a few cans of food,
Thibodeau said.
The couple had spent
"many months on the
street," but the man now
had a job and the woman
wanted to repay the kitchen staff's kindness,
Thibodeau said.
"It was breathtaking to
see that," he said. "People don't realize that our
guests are warm, loving
people down inside."

Infant girl
dies in fire
at her home
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Authorities say a
13-month-old girl ha.sdied
in a fire that destroyed
her home in .rural
Jackson County.
Darrell Combl, a
member of the Sand Gap
Volunteer Fire Department, said the fire that
killed Susan Gail Gabbard Monday night apparently started in a
heating stove in the living
room of the small frame
home at Dry Fork Ridge.
The house was engulfed
by flames by the time
firefighters arrived.
Combs said the child's
mother, Debbie Gabbard,
ran to get help when she
saw smoke. "When she
got back, the two
brothers had gotten out,
but not the child," he
said.
Mrs. Gabbard and sons
Michael, 3, and Matthew,
2, were taken to Berea
Hospital, where they
were released after treatment for smoke inhalation.
The girl also is survived by her father, Bruce
Gabbard Jr.
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10% OFF

Reg. Price

Thursday, Dec. 22

250/0 OFF

Reg. Price

Friday, Dec. 23

50% OFF
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That Will
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Brawn's final actsinvestigated
PIKEVILLE,1Sy.(AP)
— An eastern Kentucky
prosecutor has subpoenaei parole officials
for a grand jury session
Wednesday to look into
the cammutation of a
prison sentence by John
Y. Brown Jr. at the close
of his administration.
Brown reduced the
sentences of several people in state prisons on
Dec. 12, his last day in office. '
Harlan County Commonwealth's Attorney
Ron Johnson said in a
telephone Interview Monday thet he believes
Brown acted on erroneous information
when he reduced from 10
years td 2Y2 years the
sentence of a Harlan
County'woman convicted
of assaulting her husband's former wife.
"I don't at all challenge

his right to do that,"
Johnson said, but "someone has misled the
governor, and I want to
find out who."
He said what disturbed
him was a portion of
Brown's order stating
that he and Harlan Circuit Judge Sid Douglass
had no objection to reducing the sentence.
According to Johnson,
the only question parole
officials asked him and
Douglass about the case
was whether they objected to the woman
returning to Harlan County when her sentence is
completed.
"We were not consulted
on any question of reduction or commutation of
the sentence," he said.
"Had I been consulted, I
would have objected to a
reduction."
Johnson has sub-

THE ACES®
"Good deeds ring clear
through heaven like a bell."
—Jean Paul Richter.

BOBBY WOLFF
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•IC 9 8
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•A 5 5 4 2
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Don Quixote was a man of
good deeds but he didn't
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to East's king and when
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Many would make the
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North East
that it's best to lead through
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strength aod up to weakPus
Pus
ness.
South tikes the losing
finesse' anti West returns a
Opening lead: Heart five
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ace. A diamond is led to game via a trump lead after
dummy's ace and a low dia- the club finesse is taken.
mond is ruffed. A low trump However, South can (and
is led to dummy's eight and should) refuse the club
another diamond is rutfed. finesse to start the diaAnothdr trump is won by
monds before a trump is
dummy's nine and a third
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diamond. ruff establishes
dummy's last diamond.
Bid with The Aces
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•4 2
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•A K 103
East beats the game if he
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futSithito boil& N1444
two quick club winners. This
imaginative shift removes a
dummy entry before South ANSWER: Three hearts.
Minimum for a jump raise
can start the diamonds and
dummy's fifth diamond can but more descriptive than
never be put to use. Eventu- any temporizing bid.
ally, South must play clubs
brides ataukaa to The Aces
himself and the defenders Saud
P.O Ihoi MK. Dallas., Thus 711226,
get two club tricks.
with seli-wicirowed, stamped awysiop,
West can also beat the far reply

poenaed local and state
parole officials, including
state Parole Board Chairman Harry Rothgerber
Jr., and their records for
Wednesday's grand jury
session.
The case was that of
Donna Raleigh, 23, accused of stabbing her husband's first wife, Sherry
Sergeant, 25, who was
pressing him for courtordered child support
payments.
Ms. Sergeant lost the
sight in her left eye as a
result of the stabbing,
said Johnson, who prosecuted the case in October.
He said he also
presented evidence that
Mrs. Raleigh "hounded
and harassed" Ms.
Sergeant after the incident, on one occasion sending flowers anonymously with a note reading
"Thinking of you."
Mrs. Raleigh was convicted of first-degree
assault, and a Harlan Circuit Court jury recommended a sentence of 20
years. Douglass sentenced her to 10 years.
"I felt the sentence of
20 years was justified,"
Johnson said, but "she

was married and had
some young children and
the court took that into
consideration."
Johnson said he
"agressively argued the
case before the jury" and
"to say that we went
along with a reduction is
absolutely a blatant
falsehood."
Johnson said he still
would have been upset
over the commutation,
even if the erroneous
statement had not been
made.
"But I would have
shaken if off as the governor's right, especially
around Christmas time,
when everybody's in that
frame of mind," he said.
The prosecutor said he
did not know if Brown's
Dec. 12 order could be
modified, or what would
follow the grand jury session. "We'll cross that
bridge when we come to
it," he said.
"I don't know what can
be done about it, but I
want to know who
misrepresented a fact to
the governor and to the
public, of which Sherry
Sergeant is a member
and entitled to protection," Johnson said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. tion.
Stewart said she sought
(AP) — The congregation
The trucker never ar- aid from the Missing Perof a Louisville church is rived with his cargo of sons Bureau of Louisville
trying to call attention to cleaning fluid. Mrs. Police Department and
the mysterious (iissappearance of one of its
members, truck driver
Charles Stewart, who has
been missing for%days.
Mattie Stewart said
Monday her husband had
never been away on a
haul more than three
days without calling
home.
Mrs. Stewart is worried
about the 45-year-old
diabetic, who only had a
two-week supply of insulin in his International
1S-wheeler.
The Rev. Wayne
Snodgrass, acting pastor
Candy — Nuts
of First Gethsemane Baptist Church where
Summer Sausage—Crocks Of Cheese
Stewart has been a
10 A.M.-6 P.M.
deacon for 17 years, said
church members are tryOpen Thru Christmas Eve
ing to call attention to
Stewart's disappearance
in hopes someone with information will come
AN USDA Fancy Grade (Gift Grade) 5 Lbs. or More
forth.
Al This Year's Crop In Shell Ex. Large
Stewart was last seen
at a Clarksville, Ind.,
truck stop, en route from
Shelled Ex. Large Halves or Pieces
Atlanta, Ga., to his
$2.95 lb.
Frankfort, flL, destine5 lbs. or more $2.75
Virginia Dry Roasted Unsalted PeanutsBaking or Eating $1.50 lb.
5 lbs. or more $1.30 lb.
Almonds, halves
8 oz. $1.50

FACTORY OUTLET
SALE
Kentucky Candy
Co.—Almo
753-4953

PECANS

CANDY
Giant Pecan, Almond Logs(Reg. $3.00 Ea.) $1.00
Giant Peanut or Coconut Logs(Reg. $2.50 ea.) 75°
Fudge
Pecan 8 oz. $2.00
Plain
8 oz. $1.50
Pecan Divinity
(Reg. $2.50 7 oz. pkg1 $1.00

SUMMER SAUSAGE

Christmas
It's in the cards...that
this special season is a
sure-fire winner...hope
you enjoy it to the max

Vaughn Plumbing
soi N. 4th
753-6168

Wisconsin Made—French Formula
12 oz. Reg. $4.75
$1.60
6 oz. Reg. $2.75
75'
Crocks of Kau Kauna Wisconsin Cheese
SPECIAL If You Buy The Crock, Sharp Cheese
FREE
Brown 12 Oz. Crock $2.50 Brown 6 Oz. Crock $1.75
Sandstone Crock With Sausage & Cheese Mixture 12 Oz. $2.75
10 A.M.-6 P.M. — Take 641 North 4 Mies to Hwy. 484 —
Go East (Toward Lake) 1 mile to Almo — Turn Left first paved
road — pass post office then turn left Ys block — then north 1
block to Old Al rno School House.

FREE DELIVERY $10 or More —
3 mile radius of Murray or Almo

Part of a series of messages from South Central Bell.

What'sgoing to happen
to my phoneservice?
As ofJanuary 1, 1984,SouthCentral

Bell and other local Belltelephone
companies will be separated from
AT&T.
After divestiture,there will no
longer be a Bell System as we know it
today. But South Central Bell will still
be your phone company.As part of a
holding company called BellSouth,
we'll continue to provide dependable
service. For your home.And for your
business.

Some things won't change.
Although there will be many
changes,you'll notice very few unless
you choose to change your existing
home or business phone service. You'll
still call on South Central Bell to order
or change a phone line, to ask billing
questions,to get local calling options
and services and to obtain repair of
phone lines. At the time of divestiture
you'll still dial long distance calls the
same way.And at first, you'll still get a
single monthly bill.

Some things will change.
• Even though you'll dial calls the
same, using the South Central Bell
local network,South Central Bell
will actually provide only a portion
of your in-state long distance service.
For other in-state and out-of-state
long distance calls you can choose a
primary supplier of long distance
service from a variety of companies.

rMerry Christmas
From Owen's
Closed The 25th S Nth

753-4953

CALLON US.

• As part of the many pricing changes
brought about by competition and
divestiture, local phone rates are
likely to go up,and long distance
rates will probably come down.
• Phones you currently lease will become the property of AT&T(you'll
lease from them)and they will be
responsible for repair of those sets.
• Responsibility for repair will be split
between South Central Bell(for
phone line problems)and equipment suppliers(for equipment and
set problems).
• There will be some changes in the
way your monthly phone bill is set
up.

Coping with change.
At South Central Bell we're continuing to do everything we can to make
these changes as easy as possible for
you.And nothing will change the
high quality of service you've come to
expect from us.
You'll be hearing more about
specific changes and what they mean
toyou in other ads like this — and in
your monthly phone bill insert. Meanwhile, if you have questions or want
more information,return the coupon
below. Or call on us at the Bell Answer Center, toll free 1 800 555-5000,
10 a.m. till 11 p.m. CST. Monday
through Friday.
We're still your phone company.

Send tOso Arwrser Center.PO Box 34040,Loumille.ICY40232
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HEALTH

Coffey is new TVA nuclear director

CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn. (AP) — James A.
Coffey, after five years as
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. assistant director of the
Tennessee Valley
advice before my husband of pain, it will not cure or cor- trolled at 120 over 80. I'm
25 years begins to look for a rect any of the disorders you 64, weigh 196 pounds and am Authority's Division of
Nuclear Power, has been
new bed partner'
may have.
6 foot 2. What is left bundle
DEAR READER — If you
To give you a better branch block? Is this a heart named director of the
want a second opinion, per- understanding of this com- disease? Will It require open division.
haps you should see another mon problem, I am sending heart surgery? Should I be Coffey, 51, succeeds
gynecologist, since what you you The Health Letter 14-12, taking some other medicine? H.J. Green, who announchave is a gynecological Hysterectomy. Cystocele I am concerned about taking ed his' retirement last
problem. The condition is and Rectocele. It will dia- a diuretic.
month. Coffey assumes
fairly common, particularly gram for you the basic probhis new duties Jan. 1,
READER
DEAR
—
Left
in women who have had lem of loss of support in
multiple pregnancies. The these areas. Other readers bundle branch block merely TVA Manager of Power
muscles and ligaments in who want this issue can send means that the normal con- Hugh Parris said Monthe pelvic area that support 75 cents with a long, duction to the left side of day.
the vagina are over- stamped, self-addressed your heart is slowed. This "We are fortunate to
stretched during pregnancy envelope for it, to me, in can be caused by an inflam- have someone of Jim Cofand delivery. Since it is a care of this newspaper, P.O. mation and scarring of the fey's caliber who can step
mechanical problem, it usu- Box 1551, Radio City specialized heart fibers to in," Parris
said in a
ally has to be repaired by Station, New York, NY the left side of the heart or
by other disorders, including prepared statement.
surgery. But of course, not 10019.
damage from coronary "And I'm confident that
everyone requires surgery.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Dur- artery disease.
he is the type of person
I doubt your pain is asso- ing a recent examination the
ciated with a decrease in doctor told me I had left
I have seen it in young who can step in and take
hormones if you have not bundle branch block I take healthy individuals and I us where we want to go in
gone through menopause hydrochlorothiazide with have seen it in the presence our nuclear power proyet. Motrin is simply a pain orange juice and try to eat a of severe heart disease, so gram."
reliever and in some ways is banana daily to compensate you have to assess its signifiCoffey will oversee
comparable to aspirin. While for potassium loss.
cance on the rest of the med- more than
3,000
it may give you relief from
My blood pressure is con- ical findings.
employees in the operation of the Browns Ferry
and Sequoyah nuclear

Dropped uterus normal

Dear Dr Lamb — I am 40
and had four pregnancies in
my 20s My gynecologist
told me my uterus was more
than halfway down and that
my bladder needed to be put
back where it belonged.
My family doctor, who is
a surgeon, said he had never
lost a patient by removing
healthy tissue and didn't
want to start with me. He
said everything was low, but
it was normal.
My real problem is pain,
particularly at the end of
intercourse. Sometimes I
can't sleep that night and
am in agony the next day.
My doctor explained that
it is my age and that my
ovaries are not producing
enough hormones. He
prefers to wait until after
menopause to put me on
hormones. He gave me Motnn and it helps, but I hate
taking drugs.
Can you- give me some
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And Santas
Nick of Time Sale

Men's Boot Cut or
Straight Leg Size 28 to 42 Waist

Boy's Levis

Levi Jeans

Students Size Reg 15.99 $ 1 488

Reg 16 99 Sale

Boy's 8-14

Men's Arrow S-M-L

816"
'6 99 Sale 1 588

For Students

Reg 18 99 SOW

Boy's Size 8-14

Reg

Reg. 19.99 $ 1688
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John W. Hinckley Jr.
was found innocent by
reason of insanity in the
shooting of President
Reagan in March 1981.
Hinckley said he shot
FRANKFORT, Ky. ment of Insurance has
Reagan to try to impress
(AP)
— The state Depart- granted Blue Cross-Blue
Ms. Foster.
Shield of Kentucky an increase in the rates it
al12:12111=1Z8=1
charges for insurance
policies designed to supplement federal
Medicare.
According to a release
Monday from the department, the cost of a
Aged Nolf-Wholo or Slices
regular Medicare supplelb• I.
6 lb. to
ment policy will rise by 17
Hams
percent. The cost of a
high option supplement,
Butt 1 Shank Portion-of
which includefthe cost of
prescription drugs, will
Ham
lb.
rise by 18.3 percent.
Those increases inBrown Thompson Whole Hog
clude a provision to cover
the increased adSausage
lb.
1 19
ministrative costs that
will fall to Blue Cross
under Medicare rules, acSmall Lean Meaty
cording to Insurance
Commissioner Gil Mclb. $
39
Carty.
McCarty said 57 insurance companies which
— Order Now—
offer similar policies
We Mail Country Hams All
have already been
Over The Nation!
granted rate increases
ranging from 10-21 perThe Perfect Christmas Gift
cent.
Blue Cross-Blue Shield,
which is considered a
barometer of sorts in the
medical insurance in225 To 300
dustry, has not been
Lb.
Cut, Wrapped & Frozen
granted a rate increase
on these types of policies
before now, McCarty
said. Blue Cross has
about 175,000 customers
itKentucky.
The policies are becom7S3-1601
We Accept Food
ing increasingly popular,
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Moo.-Fri.
Stamps
107 N. 3rd St.
McCarty said, because of
7 e.m.-12 p.m. Set.
the increased deductible
Only federal Inspected Meot Morket In Murray
permitted under
4.4
• -.MA.
4 me."..Z....A
lfelr 741E4.,
Medicare, which is now
$356 annually.
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Velour Robes
$ 1 988
Reg 28 00 Sale

Ladies Fall & Winter

Levis Men's Wear

St,,W

Dress Shoes

250/,

By Connie & Naturalizer
Size 51/2 -10 Asstd. Styles

Off

ee
..

St,ie 77669 Reg 85 00 Sale

$6988

Levis Men's Wear

Wallet

Slacks To Match
The Action Blazer

•

S5,fle 27690 Reg 28 00

Sal. $21 88

Sweaters

All Ladies
Coats—Reduced

Perfect For Monogramming
Reg. 20.00 to 22.00

Dressy-Pant-And Al! Weather Stadium Jackets
Reg $32 to $79 Now

25 to '5900

Reg $79 to $150 Now $59
"to $119.00

Now $ 14
88

Sul mans

753-3614

FREE
8
4'44 GIFT
WRAPPINGIP

DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
,
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Black.a Decker®

PROFESSIONAL

4

Arrow Crew Nock

'

Action Blazer

Genuine Levi (Tr Fold)
With Special Rock-Tape AL
For The Younger Set
*988
Reg. 13.00 Now

Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

Ladies Beautiful Brushed

Flannel Shirts
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when the divestiture of
the Bell System was
agreed to by AT&T and
the Department of
Justice, we have been
working long and hard in
BellSouth to prepare
ourselves for Jan. 1, 1984,
the day that divestiture
occurs," Bunn's announcement said.
"I'm prodd to say that
we are ready. As a matter of fact, since April of
this year, we have been
operating as though
divestiture had already
taken place."
"I have served the Bell
System for almost 43
years and I have enjoyed
every minute of it. This
latest assignment has
been perhaps the most
challenging and certaitily
the most important," he
said.
"I've made no secret of
the fact that when the
time was right for both
me and for Bel/South, I
would retire. I believe
that time is now."

Choice Sides of Beef

Reg 14.99 $ 1 3
88

Lee Jeans

Lee Jean

•
•

ATLANTA (AP) —
Wallace R. Bunn, chairman of the board and
chief executive officer of
BellSouth Corp., will
retire after 43 years with
the SU System.
John L. Clendenin,
president and chief
operating officer of
BellSouth, will succeed
Bunn as chief executive
officer on Jan. 1, 1984, the
company announced
Monday.
Bunn said he was relinquishing the chief executive title before his
April 1 retirement date to
ensure an orderly transition. He will remain a
member of the board of
directors.
BellSouth, one of seven
regional companies formed by the brakup of
American Telephone and
Telegraph, is to become
the parent company of
Southern Bell and South
Central Bell effective
Jan. 1.
"Since January 1982.

$1 29

Men's Boot Cut
or Straight Leg

4
4

BellSouth executive
officer to retire
with 43 years service

Pork Ribs

ft

$ 1488

Ms. Foster, who
became known for her
role in the movie "Taxi
Driver," has taken a
leave of absence from
Yale University and is
not due back until
February,said university
spokesman Stephen
Kezerian. She will be a
senior when she returns
to school.

there from 1968 to 1971.
After a variety pf jobs
in the nuclear power division, Coffey wais twined
assistant director in 1979.
Earlier this year, he served six months at temporary superintendent at
Browns Ferry.

89!,

Sullivan's
Starting The 15th
Open Nightly Till 8:00 p.m.
Charge It At Sullivan's

BOSTON (AP) — Actress Jodie Foster was
fined and released after
authorities found one
gram of cocaine in her
possession Monday after
arriving on a flight from
Paris, a U.S. Customs official said.
"She was not arrested.
It was handled administratively, like it
would be for anyone,"
said Chris Nelson, special
agent in charge of the
Customs office here.
The cocaine, valued at
about $100, was found
during a "routine
Customs inspection" and
confiscated, Nelson said.

with the experimental
gas-cooled reactor pro
led in Oak Ridge.
He was involved in the
early stages of planning,
construction and operation of Browns Ferry,
TVA's first nuclear plant,
and was reactor engineer

BUY HERE AND
$AVE

Industrial Rd.
753-1423

Sheriff ond Staff
Courthouse-753-3151

plants and the startup of
the Watts Bar and
Bellefonte nuclear plants.
"I appreciate the confidence shown in me by
the Office of Power and
the TVA Board in appointing me to this post," said
Coffey.
"I believe the Division
of Nuclear Power,as with
all of TVA, has some of
the best resources in the
world, and I intend to use
these resources...in carrying out my responsibility for making TVA
nuclear plants the safest
and best-operated plants
in the world."
Coffey, a native of
South Pittsburg, Tenn.,
joined TVA in 1953 as an
engineering aide at
Widows Creek Steam
Plant in northeast
Alabama.
After graduating from
what is now the University of Tennessee Chattanooga in 1960, he joined
the TVA nuclear power
program as an engineer

1/2" Extra Heavy-Duty
Reversible Drill
No.1321(450 rpm)
• Rated extra heavy duty for continuous production use
• Insulated gripping surfaces.
• 450 rpm is ideal for auger bits, mud mixing.
• Reversing capability for easy bit removal in
splintered or wet wood
• Top and back handle removable for drilling
in close quarters
• Heavy duty industrial chuck

Reg. $167.00
Special $ 1 1

5°°

• Motor designed to withstand high overloads
• Bearings ball. needle
.• AC/DC double pole long lived switches.
• Ideal for speed reducers, light hoists, power
heads and all applications requiring maximum
power and long life
Standard Equipment Spade handle insulated
9
pipe handle
Specificatkwist 6 rated amps(AC/DC)

450 rpm no-load speed. 13'n" long, net weight

•
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IRON

/

and
METAL
RAILROAD AIM, SOURRAY, KY, 43171
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Gene-splicing experiments compared to technology of '40s
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Military res-arch in
genetic engineering could
lead to an escalating
U...-Soviet biological
warfare arms race with
potentially catastrophic
consequences, according
to two academic
specialists.
The university researchers, Susan Wright and
Robert L. Sinsheimer,
warn that the present
situation with advanced
gene-splicing experimentation may be likened to
the emerging field of
nuclear weapons
technology in the late
19408.
"Tentative efforts were
put forth at that time to
seek to prevent a nuclear
arms race," they wrote in
the Bulletin of the Atomic

Scientists. "Those efforts
failed, and we live in the
deepening shadow of that
failure."
But a senior U.S.
military scientist has
sharply criticized Ms.
Wright and Sinsheimer
for offering alarmist
predictions based on
"political prejudices"
rather than facts.
Dr. William Beisel,
deputy director of the Army's Medical Research
Institute for Infectious
Diseases at Fort Detrick,
Md., said genetic
engineering research being conducted there and
at other military
laboratories was "totally
open," unclassified and
defensive-oriented.
Ms. Wright and Sinsheimer argue that "use

University president worried
about year probation affects
FRANKFORT, Ky. cient progress toward
(AP) — Kentucky State solving the problem, the
University president probation could be conRaymond M. Burse said tinued, or more drasticalhe is worried that the ly, KSU could be dropped
scbool being placed on from the association.
one year probation by its
But Wade said KSU has
accrediting body could been recruiting, "they
adversely affect enroll- just haven't got there
ment.
yet."
Burse said the public
Burse said a minimum
may not understand that of four people with docthe university is still ac- torates or other terminal
credited by the Southern degrees would have to be
Association of Colleges hired to solve the defiand Schools, despite the ciencies. He declined to
probation.
specify what programs
In a news conference had the deficiencies.
Monday, Burse announcBurse said the proed that KSU has been blems would be corrected
placed on probation for by 1984 and said some inone year by SACS, the ternal adjustments to the
regional higher education university's budget would
accrediting body of the have to be made to
southeast, for not having generate the money needthe 'required number of ed.
faculty with doctorate
Burse said he was surlevel or other terminal prised and disappointed
degrees.
by SACS' decision
KSU was placed on pro- because he thought sound
bation Dec. 13, said SACS reasons were presented
official Dr. Harold Wade, to the association regarbut both he and Burse ding the problems.
„,greastkid that KSU is still
an aCeredited niembers"
of SACS despite the pro-''
bation.
Wade said the probation serves as a warning
to a university to remove
deficiencies noted by the
association's Commission of Colleges.
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP)
"The status suggests a — Ashland Oil Inc. said it
very serious and linger- has reduced its offering
ing problem," Wade said. price for domestic crude
"It's not something that oil by $1.50 a barrel, mathappened this year that ching a reduction aribrought it up."
nounced last week by
Each major area of a Citgo Petroleum Corp.
college or university is
No major refiners imrequired to have a mediately followed
minimum of 25 percent of Ashland and Citgo, but if
its faculty with the ap- the reduction spreads
propriate terminal through the U.S. industry
degree, the highest level it could lead to price
of degree offered in a reductions in other nafield, or doctorate degree tions.
to be a member of the
Ashland said its price
association.
cuts, effective today,
The deficiencies have brought the price of the
been noted since KSU's main crudes it buys to
accreditation was re- between $24.50 and $28.50
affirmed in 1979, Wade a barrel. Like Citgo,
said.
Ashland cited "the contiWade said if KSU does nuing decline in the value
not correct the problems of products refined from
or does not show suffi- crude oil."

Ashland Oil
cuts price
of crude oil

of the accumulated
knowledge of biology for
the construction of deadly
pestilence is an ultimate
perversion. Yet, unless
we renounce the logic of
protection and counterprotection, as exemplified in nuclear
weaponry, it is a most
likely development."
Beisel said that while
the factual information
presented by Ms. Wright
and Sinsheimer was
basically accurate,
"their conclusions and interpretations are entirely
their own and are not based on the facts, but on
their own political prejudices."
"We're in the business
of trying to protect our
troops against all of the
naturally occurring
micro-organisms and
their toxins ... and also
against any of those
organisms that could be
used in a biological warfare attack," he said in
an interview.
Ms. Wright, a historian
of science at the University of Michigan, is completing a study of government policies toward
recombinant DNA
research in this country
and Britain. Sinsheimer
is a biophysicist and
chancellor of the University of California at Santa
Cruz.
In their article, the two
academic specialists
quoted a 1981 Pentagon
report warning that
"recombinant DNA
technology could make it
possible for a potential
enemy to implant
virulence factors or
toxin-producing genetic
information into corn-

mon, easily transmitted
bacteria such as E.coli."
Ms. Wright and Sinsheimer said that in order
to develop defenses
against such a threat,
Defense Department
planners ''apparently
contemplate using
recombinant DNA techniques to change or accentuate the properties of
disease -causing
organisms."
They listed 14 research
projects using recombinant DNA technology —
four at military
laboratories and the
other 10 being done
elsewhere under government contract — initiated
by the Pentagon since
1980.
Several of these studies
are aimed at producing
vaccines against diseases
such as anthrax; Q fever,
an acute bacterial infection, and Rift Valley
fever, a virulent North
African disease that
could be encountered by
U.S. troops operating in
the Mideast or Persian
Gulf.
Along with the Fort
Detrick facility, other
military laboratories involved in the program include Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research, in
Washington, and the
Naval Medical Research
Institute, Bethesda, Md.
Outside institutions
listed as conducting
recombinant DNA work
under Pentagon contract
included the University of
California, San Diego and
San Francisco campuses; University of
Arizona; University of
Massachusetts; Illinois
Institute of Technology,

Chicago; Case Western
Reserve University,
Cleveland; University of
Kansas; the Salk Institute, San Diego, and
the Weizman Institute in
Israel.
The United States officially renounced
biological warfare ''in
1969, when then President Richard M.
Nixon ordered the
destruction of existing
stocks of germ weapons.
Under the 1972
Biological Weapons Convention, signatory nations pledged never to
produce "microbial or
other biological agents,
or toxins ... of types or in
quantities that have no
justification for prophylactic, protective or
other peaceful pur-

Ms. Wright and Sinsheimer argued that the
treaty's wording contains
several potential
loopholes — and that the
enhanced capabilities offered by new geneticengineering technology
"may well provide the incentive to make use of
these loopholes."
"In practice, the
distinction between
'peaceful' research and
'biological weapons'
research could quietly
disappear; either could
result in the construction
of dangerous organisms
or products," they said.
Martin M. Kaplan, a
microbiologist, wrote in a
brief accompanying article that he disagreed with
Ms. Wright and Sin-

sheimer over the potential military importance
of genetic engineering.
Military strategists
have long been concerned
about the unpredictability of biological agents if
they are used on the battlefield, Kaplan said, adding that "recombinant
DNA technology would
not change the military
inutility of such
weapons."
Updated figures provided by Beisel indicated
there has been substantial growth of the Pentagon's genetic engineering research effort since mid-1982.
Beisel said the total
number of Defense
Department-funded
recombinant DNA projects has increased to 35

— eight in-house studies
at military labs and 27
contract projects. He added that several of the
outside projects mainly
involved providing
specialized scientific
equipment to university
laboratories.
Solid intelligence on the
Soviet Union's
capabilities and intentions regarding biological
warfare, Beisel said, is
"very hard to generate."
However, he asserted
that the use of Sovietsupplied mycotoxin
weapons — so-called
"yellow rain" — to attack
civilian villagers and insurgents in Southeast
Asia and Afghanistan
"certainly shows a certain amount of intent to
frighten us."

Refugee has pet mating plan
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Know a purebred cat
or dog that needs a date?
Frank Mashevich will fix
them up — and the owner
may make some money
in the process.
For a small fee,
Mashevich's Dog and Cat
Dating Service will provide owners of purebred
animals a selection of
prospective mates — and
stud fees — for their pets.
The 25-year-old Russian refugee, who works
at a non-profit organization finding jobs for other
political refugees, got the
idea for the service about
six months ago when he
and a friend were
discussing their problems
in finding suitable mates
for their dogs.

Mashevich was having
trouble finding a mate for
his male German
shepherd. His friend, who
owns a female collie, said
he couldn't afford the $100
to $1,000 stud fees commanded by purebred collie breeders.
"I just didn't believe
there is no other way,"
said Mashevich. "But I
did some research and
found that there wasn't."
So he and a partner,
Lenny Gendleman, went
into business and the service began operations
about two months ago.
Clients can subscribe
over a toll-free telephone
number. They pay a $39
fee and provide information about their pet's age,

breed and color and
whether the animal is
certified by the American
Kennel Club.
In return they get a
monthly list of oppositesex pets of the same
breed along with the
owners' name and
telephone numbers.
From then on it is up to
the owners to negotiate
meetings and stud fees —
and to verify their potential mate's pedigree.
"Usually people go to a
breeder and they find only one or two, and there's
no more choice,"
Mashevich said. "We
give them a good choice."
In addition to offering
more potential mates,the
service is also bound to

And th* glory of
the Lord shall be
redeemed!" Rejoice
on this day!

result in lower stud fees
because it allows for increased competition,
Mashevich contends. "If
he (the female pet owner)
is not given a reasonable
stud fee, he can go to someone else," he explains.
"The stud fee could be
nothing. Sometimes the
owner of a male dog is
willing to do it in return
for a puppy" — which can
be sold at a profit,
Mashevich said.
He stresses that the
West Hollywood-based
service is not responsible
for results, but clients
can make as many contacts and efforts as
necessary to produce offspring.

"•And the glory of
the Lord shall be
redeemed!" Rejoice
on this day!
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Joyous wishes for a holiday of
love and laughter... with sincere
thanks to all our good friends.
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Big day for Knight; Calloway runner named All-State
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

'

Dreams are beginning to become reality in the
realm of Calloway County's cross country
program.
Six years ago the school didn't even have a
cross country team. Today the school can
celebrate having a first-team all-state selection
In Harry Knight.
Knight, a junior, was named to the Class AA
first team in voting by Kentucky high school
coaches. He is the first All State runner in CCHS
history, but according to Athletic Director Jim
Nix and Cross Country Coach Donnie Dortch, he
won't be the last.
As Nix said, "If our program had every runner
work as hard as Barry we'd be the best in the
state, no doubt. Every coach dreams of having

runners like him. He's not only a good runner
and a team leader, but he's a good person too."
Dortch said more of the same: "Barry's the
hardest working athlete I've ever seen. My biggest problem with coaching him was keeping
him from working too much. He's the kind of guy
every coach wants to have around."
Knight has been running for the CaLloway varsity since he started with the program as an 8th
grader, a year he was second on the team only to
senior Craig Robertson.
Since then he's been the No.1 runner for the
Lakers and for the past three years he's been the
recipient of the team's Outstanding Runner
Award.
"Barry, as much as anyone else around, has
helped build the Calloway cross country program into what it is today," said Nix, the founder

Second from right, Barry Knight shoots for an early lead

of the school's program. "Every year this team
has improved in Kentucky rankings — from llth
to 10th to 6th and this year the team was 3rd
overall in the state," Nix added.
"And Barry has been instrumental in getting
us there each :'ear."
This season Knight was the first Laker to cross
the finish line in every meet but two — a multiteam competition at Fort Campbell and in the
regional finals when he placed 49th overall. Both
times he was battling lung congestion from an illness and Dortch said he was gutty enough to run
anyway.
Knight more than made up for his two bad performances with numerous good ones.
In the team's five biggest meets Knight placed
in the top seven runners each time. Twice he
finished third overall, including the Providence
Invitational where he ran his best time of the
season. 16:25 over 3.1 miles.
At the Madisonville Invitational he finished
fourth and in a race that probably won him more
acclaim than even his fifth place finish in the
state, he placed seventh overall in the Lexington
Catholic Invitational — first among Kentucky
runners.
Nix described Knight's competitive attitude
which has accounted for much of his success:
"Barry's the type of runner who hates to get
beat. He really takes it personal. Whenever
somebody beats him he always says afterwards,
'I'm going to go back and get that guy next time.'
And he usually does."
Besides Knight's outstanding running ability,
Nix and Dortch credit the team's publicity as being responsible for getting him selected All
State.
By running in the bigger meets the Lakers not
only received more exposure, but it was exposure of the team against good competition that
earned Knight and the OCHS program much
respect across the state.
"That's one thing I've been trying to get across
to our administration and school board," Nix
said. "When you get to the state level, it really
hurts your chances for success if you haven't run
against the best competition along the way.
We've tried to improve our schedule each year
and we're just now starting to see the results."
Knight, the son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Knight, Route 3, Aurora, is not the only outstanding athlete in the family. His younger sister,
Pam, was nominated for the All-State girls team
this year as an 8th grader. She also was named
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BARRY KNIGHT
All-State Cross Country
the Lady Lakers' Outstanding Runner this
season.
"The success of both Barry and Pam says a lot
for the determination of their whole family and
it's a very good reflection on the kind of kids we
have in our cross country program," Nix said

Calloway Co. games
cancelled; Murray
plans to play tonight

49ers stagger Cowboys with second straight defeat
r

$AN FRANCISCO
(AP) — Lawrence
Pillers, who administered a killing blow
to the Dallas Cowboys'
Super Bowl hopes two
years ago, drew first
blood in another big San
Francisco 49ers' victory.
The 49ers' defensive
end grabbed a floating
ball, knocked from Dan-

ny White's hand, for an
interception just a minute
and a half into the final
game of the National
Football League season
Monday night.
Fillers ran 16 yards to
the Dallas 4-yard line and
Joe Montana came
through with a touchdown
pass, the first of his four
in the game. The 49ers

were on their way to a 4217 runaway which gave
them a record of 10-6 and
the National Conference
West title.
"Keena Turner was on
a blitz and Danny didn't
see him. When Whitt got
hit, the ball popped into
some big hands, mine,"
the 250-pound Fillers
said. "Somebody told me

to run. It was a great feel-

ing, but I realize I'm not a
halfback."
Candlestick Park was
rocking quickly with the
cheers of 59,957 fans. The
score was 21-3 after one
period, with the 49ers adding touchdowns on Dana
McLemore's 56-yard punt
return and Freddie
Solomon's 77-yard dash
after taking a flat pass
from Montana.
Many of the overjoyed
fans also were in the
stadium two years ago
when the 49ers beat
Dallas 28-27 in the National Conference championship game.
Fillers sacked White,

the Dallas quarterback,
in the closing seconds of
the 1981 title game to
force a fumble recovered
by the 49ers' Jim
Stuckey. Then the 49ers'
Dwight Clark had made a
spectacular touchdown
catch with 51 seconds remaining.
Monday night's
triumph, the 49ers' third
straight over Dallas, set
up the strong possibility
of a Cowboys-49ers
playoff game at
Candlestick on Jan. 1,
The Cowboys, 12-4, will be
back if they beat the Los
Angeles Rams, NFC West
runners-up, in next Monday's wild-card game.

ore protection
to homeowners
who have more
to protect...
at low
preferred rates

The 49ers may be
without Clark, their
leading receiver, in the
playoffs. He left Monday
night's game after
twisting a knee, and
Coach Bill Walsh said, "It
might be a season-ending
injury."
White, intercepted
three times in the 31-10
loss to Washington last
week, allowed two Monday night and he lost two
fumbles. He passed for
277 yards and one TD and
reached a season total of
3,980 yards. His
touchdown pass was a 13yarder to Tony Hill in the
third period. That gave
White a club-record 29
this season.
Just as in the loss to
Washington, the Cowboys
had very little rushing
success. Tony Dorsett,
held to 24 yards by the
Redskins, managed only
32 against the 49ers.

A ingh school basketball tournament 110:Oil:Ill.
local teams has been cancelled this week, hut
despite snow and cold weather, the Murray HighTrigg County boys games will be played as
:(•11•.cluled tonight.
()Ming to Calloway School Superintendent
Jack Rose. the Lyon County Invitational Tournament involving both Calloway County varsity
basketball teams, has been cancelled because of
had weather.
Originally, both the Lakers and Lady Lakers
were invited to play in first-round games
scheduled for tonight. Because of the cancellation. the CCHS teams will now be idle until .lan
when both varsity teams host Carlisle County.
According to Eli Alexander, Murray High
athletic director and assistant school superinten
dent, the snow hasn't affected tonight's regularly
scheduled games between the varsity and juniorvarsity boys and visiting Trigg County.
Alexander said in a telephone interview this
morning that the Trigg County coaches agreed to
play regardless of the weather. The junior varsity flame will begin this evening at 6::.0.
After tonight Murray High's varsity boys wit.
be idle until Dec. 25 when they play host
Tilghman in the Paducah Tilghman Invitation I
Tournament

ope the magle and mirth
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The DEFENDER is a truly deluxe
homeowners policy providing more protection
to those with more to protect. And you'll find
the rates surprisingly competitive.

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE
407 Maple 753-4451
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To All Members Of Our Wal-Mart
Family Of Customers And Associates,
We'd Like To Take This Opportunity To
Express Our Sincere Good Wishes For
A Happy Holiday Season And A Very
Healthy New Year, Your Continuing
Loyalty Is Remembered Throughout
The Year
SINCE REL'
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SAM M WALTON
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
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Here's a new homeowners policy that
guarantees replacement or repairs for your
home and personal property at full current
cost. No deductions. No depreciation.
It's the HOME DEFENDER Homeowners
Policy from State Auto Insurance Companies
...providing you financial defense for your
home against any risk of physical loss, except
flood or earthquake. And earthquake coverage
may be added at minimal cost.
There's a host of other built-in coverages,
including $100,000 personal liability; $2,500
coverage for jewelry, furs; $2,500 coverage
for silverware, goldware; coverage for trees,
shrubs, plants; coverage for theft from
unlocked vehicles; credit card coverage;
money and securities coverage.
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SCOREBOARD

AP honors Gibbs as NFL Coach of the Year
By BRUCE Lowrrr
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Joe Gibbs, who guided
the defending Super Bowl
champion Washington
Redskins back to the top
of the National Football
League standings in 1983,
was named today The
Associated Press Coach
of the Year for the second
successive season. '
Gibbs becomes the first
coach since Allie Sherman of the 1961-62 New
York Giants to win the
award outright two years
in a row. Don Shula, now
with Miami, was Coach of
the Year with the
Baltimore Colts in 1967
and 1968, sharing the

JOE GIBBS
honor with George Allen
of the Los Angeles Rams
the first year.
"I'm overwhelmed,"
Gibbs said when told of

his selection. "It's a
reflection on the whole
team." The Redskins,
who during the strikeshortened 1982 season
shared the NFL's best
record with the Los
Angeles Raiders, each at
8-1, finished this year
alone at the top with a 142 record.
Gibbs' record in his
three seasons as
Washington's head coach
is 30-11, including losses
in his first five games, in
the Redskins 8-8 finish of
1981.
Gibbs received 33 of the
84 votes cast by a nationwide panel of sports
writers and sports broadcasters. His closest

challengers were Chuck
Noll of the Pittsburgh
Steelers, who received 14
votes, and John Robinson, the Rama' rookie
head coach, with 10.
Others receiving votes
were Dan Reeves of the
Denver Broncos (6),
Chuck Knox of the Seattle
Seahawks, and Shula
apiece), Frank Kush of
the Baltimore Colts (4),
Tom Landry of the Dallas
Cowboys and Tom Flores
of the Los Angeles
Raiders (3 apiece), and
Bum Phillips of the New
Orleans Saints (1).
When asked whom he
would have voted for in
Coach of the Year
balloting, Gibbs smiled

Starr joins line of unemployed coaches
GREEN BAY, Wis.
(AP) — Nine years of patience with the often
lacklustre performance
of the Green Bay Packers
ended abruptly with the
firing of coach Bart
Starr.
As a leconi-breaking
quarterback in the 1960s,
he led the Green Bay
Packers to National Football League championships under coach Vince
Lombardi. But after taking over in 1974 as coach,

he was able to get the
club into the playoffs only
one season.
"I haven't enjoyed
enough victories here, so
thus I am being relieved
of my duties," Starr, 49,
said Monday. "I have no
regrets ... I grew up here
and became a man as a
player."
Club president Robert
J. Parins announced
Starr's dismissal even
before the 45-member
board of directors had

convened its annual the significance of the 23postseason meeting to 21 season-ending loss.
discuss Starr's contracParins said he probably
tual future.
"will make the final deciHe said Starr's im- sion" on hiring a Starr
mediate coaching staff successor, and that the
also was dismissed.
club had no immediate
Had the Packers prospects.
defeated the Chicago
Richie Petitbon, assisBears Sunday and tant head coach of the
qualified for the National Washington Redskins,
Football Conference was mentioned as a canplayoffs, "we wouldn't didate by one source.
have been here today,"
The Packers were 8-8
Parins told a press con- this season. They finished
ference when asked about 8-8 in 1981.

and said: "I'll probably
get a lot of kidding about
this, but I'd vote for Landry." It was Landry's
Cowboys whom Gibbs'
Redskins defeated 31-10
10 days ago. Landry is the
winningest active coach
in the league.
The victory was one of
the highs in a season that
began with a low — the
31-30 loss to Dallas, when
the Cowboys rallied from
a 23-3 halftime deficit.
"That was the low point,"
Gibbs said, "losing the
opener. First, the way we
lost it, then realizing
what we had to do to
regain the home-field advantage. Losing to Dallas
and still having 15 games
left, that was terrible."
Gibbs describes
himself as "a commonsense person" in terms of
coaching. "The greatness
I leave to other people to
determine.
"The Nolls, the Landrys, the Shales — these
are the really successful
people. Sometimes I
think about the guys who
have come and gone and
fade away so quickly.
That's what scares me.
That's what drives me."

Holiday tourneys keep best teams active

Henry Clay, Lady Marshals remain top teams
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — It was a week of
Prep Basketbcill Polls
top teams vs. top teams
as Kentucky's high school
Prep Girls Poll
Prep Boys Poll
The tap teams in the Kentucky
The top teams in the Kentucky
basketball teams parAssociated Press girls high school
Associated Press high school boys
ticipated in the usual holibuketball polls, with first-a/ace votes,
basketball polls, with first-place votes,
records and total points
records and total points •
day tournaments.
1
Marshall Co ( 91
#4141
1.Lex. Henry Clay1111
4-4141
Henry Clay's 78-72 vic- 1Paducah Tilghman
2 Whdesburg
74 121
7-1134
3.Laurel Co
tiel Loges)Co.111
7-0 136
tory over DeMatha of
7-0 134
4.Beitry111
6-0
4.Lou Ballard
114
44 115
Hyattsville, Md., ranked
5.Mason Co
4-0 112
5.Clark Co.
64 Or
9.Allen Co.
44971
No. 1 in the nation, in the 6.Lou. Seneca
4-1 ON
7.Whitley Co.
'4,7,
7.Lou. Fairdale
4-1 Ul
Hillbrook Classic in Lex- 8.Greienup
8.
Lou.
Male
0-0090
Co_
5-1 074
9.Muhlenburg Central
8-1 0411
ington this weekend kept 9 Owensboro
3-1 063
10.Lou. Southern
4-0 0.7
10.Lex. Lafayette
4-1 031
the Blue Devil's solidly on
11.36.
C
Napier
1-I 036
$11.08,
3-1 g5
• 34114 i"ItLes Henry Clay
tortretts—iieek s Ren13.Webster Co.
7-1 027
12-1 129
tucky Associated Press ILLO,.
14.Betsy Lane
4-0 Olt
14.Laurei Co.
04037
15.Shelby Co.
6-0 017
44 036
high school boys basket- 15.Lou. Doss
ball poll, while Marshall
County remained on top
of the girls poll.
Logan County, with a defeated Louisville Male
Henry Clay received 52-47 victory over 86-58 before falling to a
eight first place votes and Oldham County and a 59- powerful Christ the King
148 points from sport- 36 drubbing of No. 8 of New York 73-66 in the
swriters and broad- Greenup County in the same tournament.
casters around the state. King of Bluegrass tournaNo. 5 Clark County
Marshall County reciev- ment in Louisville, moved up a notch from
ed nine top votes and 149 shared the No. 2 spot with last week after defeating
votes.
Paducah Tilghman, who Louisville Fern Creek 35-

32 and No. 7 Louisville
Fairdale 70-65 in the King
of the Bluegrass tournament.
No. 10 Lexington
Lafayette dropped two
spots after suffering a 4533 loss to Memphis Northside in the Hillbrook
Classic.
And No. 9 Owensboro dropped four notches
after dropping 73-65 to
McLean County.
In girl's action, No. 9
Muhlenburg Central suffered the week's only loss
by top teams.
No. 13 Webster County
downed Muhlenburg Central 51-41 in Owensboro
Lady Classic.

Brigham Young 93-.59 last
week to raise its record to
5-0, the same as North
Carolina.
Houston and
Georgetown, each 7-1,
stayed at No. 3 and 5,
respectively, each cruising to easy victories last
week. Meanwhile,
DePaul, 7-0, which overcame scares in the Suntory Ball in Japan squeezing by Alabama 77-76 and
Texas Tech 50-47, retained the No. 4 spot.
Two other clubs with 70 records, Boston College
and Purdue, each climbed two notches to Nos. 6
and 7, with 810 and 710

F

prepared for a dazzling new
Oirlstnsas. Hope it's the best!

National Football League
American Cagerence
East
W L T Pct. PF PA
y-litiami
12 4 0 750 3110 NO
New England I 8 0 500 274 389
Maio
1 I 0 .510 2113 361
Baltimore 7 9 0 438 364 154
N.Y Jets
7 9 0
AM 313 331
Central
y-Pittaburgh
10 6 0 SU 365 303
Cleveland
9 7 0 50 366 342
Cincinnati 7 9 0 .439 340 312
Houston
2 14 0 .126 IN 410
West
y-LA.Raiders 12 4 0 750 442 338
1-Seattle
9 7 0 563 403 317
x-Desever
9 7 0 .563 302 IV
San Diego 6 10 0 .375901 462
Kansas City 6 10 I 375 3118 367
National C.onterence
East
y-Washiniton 14 2 0 075 541 332
x-Dallas
12 4 0 .750 479 360
St Louie
I 7 1 531374 428
Philadelphia 5 11 0 313 123 322
N.Y Gude 3 12 1
219 267 397
Central
y-Detroit
9 7 0 563 347 IN
Green Bay $ 1 0 500 429 439
Chicago
1 8 0 500 311 301
Minnesota 8 8 0 500 316 341
Tampa Bay 2 14 0
125 341 310
West
y-San Frnceco
10 6 0 625 432 293
x-LA. Rams 9 7 0 563 MI 344
New Orleans I S 0 500 319 IV
Atlanta
7 9 0 438 370 309
y-clinched division title
x-clinched playoff spot
— Saturday's Games
Washington 11, New York Giants 72
Minnesota 30, Cinannati 14
Sunday's Games
Kansas City a,Denver 17
Chicago 23, Gredi Bay 21
Los Angeles Rams M. New Oilcans
34
St. Louts 31, Philadelphia 7
Cleveland 30, Pittsburgh 17
Atlanta 31, Buffalo 14
Baltimore 20, Houston 10
Los Angeles Raiders 30, San Diego 14
Seattle 24, New England 6
Detroit 23, Tampa Bay N
Monday's Games
San Francisco 42, Dallas 17
END REGULAR SEASON

Pro Basketball
Maud Baistboll
EASTERN C0141=Na
r
Atlantic Didion
W L Pct, GB
18 5 7U —
l'hiladelPhla
Boston
30 7 741 —
New York
16 111 613 3's
New Jersey
Washulgton
ceurai iNviime
12 1U2 ja1
4111 1.1
Milwaukee
13 10 IMO —
Atlanta
12 13 11111 3
Detroit
II 13 CI 34
Chicago
1 14 .364
Cleveland
8 It .111 I
Indiana wzsTERN coNrnizscE
5 19 3811 9
,
1
Utah
Dallas
Denver
Kansas City
San Antonio
Houston

Midwest Division
11 10 615
15 10 IN
11
1 13
11^ 116,

341
?
II 4
ran .
S
32
4-

Pacc Minas
LAS Maples
111 7
Portland
II 9
Gokieo &Alt
13 14
kettle
12 13
Phoenix
10 15
San Diego
8 19

196 —
.1117 —
.461
.101 5
.4111 7
.396 10

Mandsy's Games
No gamesscheduled
Tueday's GUMS
Dallas at Detroit
San AMODIO at Wanan(ion
New Jersey at Atlanta
Denver at Kansas City
Los Angeles at Seattle
Phoenix at Golden Stale
Wedimodiey's Genes
Atlanta at Boston
San Antonio at Philadeiphis
Detroit at Cleveland
Innen'at Utah
Portland at Phoenix
Houston at San Diego

NBA Honors Dantley
NEW YORK (AP) —
Adrian Dantley, who
averaged 33.7 points in
leading the Utah Jazz to

three victories, was
named the National
Basketball Association's
Player of the Week.

College Top Twenty
The AP Top Twenty
The Top Twenty teams in the
Associated Press' 198344 college
basketball poll, with first-place votes
in parentheses, total molts baud on
20-19-111-17-16-16-14-13-1241-1044-7444-3-2-1, record through Sunday and last
week's ranking
Record Pts Pea
1.N. Carolina 38
5-0 1,133 1
2Kentucky V i
54 1.294 2
3.Houston
7-1 1,161 3
4.DePaul
74 LINO 4
5.Georgetown
7-1
930 5
6.Boston Collesie
•'• •

7.Pardue
allaryland
I.UCLA
111.1_eakville
11.Louistana St.
1231. John's
U.N. Carolina St
14.Georgis
15.0regon Si.
litgemplus St
17.Wake Forest
liTexas-E1 Paso
19.Mic4iigan
20 Michigan

7-0
5-1
4-1
4-2

710 11
642 9
100 15
5119 16

4-1
6-0
7-2
6-1
4-1
5-2
5-0
64
5-1
7-0

573 10
564 13
556 6
455 12
as 14
414 6
NO 19
199 20
192 17
180

College Basketball Scores

happy
holiday

In the true Christmas
_tradition, we'd like
to wish all our good
friends and patrons a
warm,wonderful day!
JERRY'S
SPORTING GOODS
6tit sad WOW
Mayfield, Ky.
247-4704

Monday's Scores
EAST
Fairleigh Dickinson II, Brooklyn
Coll 64
Holy Cross 72, Assumption Ell
Badmen 60, Robert Morris 50

Smits

Campbell 76, Augusta 74
Clemson 102, Baylor 52
N.C -Wilmington 66, Belmont Abbey
53
Old Dominion 75, W Kentucky 68
Tulane77,Georgia St. 52
Alabama St. 99, Bethune-Cookman
65
Austin Peay 72, Paine 52
Louisiana St. 80, Houston Baptist 59
SE Louisiana 62, N. Park Coll. 50
S. Alabama 73,S. Miasisseppi 71
Auburn 100,E. Kentucky 10
Miestuinaid Mercer 64

524 Main

114.,

Tulane 77, Georgia St 52
Mktweet
Iowa 72, Colorado 56
Morehead St. 77, W Michigan 60
N.lowa 72, George Williams 55
W. Illinois SO, Morunouth 74
Cleveland St. 63, Ashland 54
Creighton 10,Southern U 49
E. Illinois 71, Montana St 73
Evansville 86, Purdue 65
Kansas0,Oral Roberts 64
laminate 32. Jacksonville 50
N. Illinois 77, Cal. St.-NortIvidge 59
St. Louis 67,St_ Ambrose 44
SOUTHWEST
Houston 129, Texas Lutheran 65
Pan American 77, Washburn 70
So Methodist 91, U.S International
71
Texas-El Paso 82, LOU1S1/1111 Tech 70

FAR WEST
Colorado St. IS. E Washington 57
Denver 72, Dana 44
New Mexico 74, E New Mexico 63
Fresno St. 18, Oregon St. 47
Cal Santa Barbara 75. U of San
Diego 66
Houston 1.29, Texas Lutheran 65
Colorado St. 68, E Washington 57
Fresno St. 60, Oregon St 47
San Jose Si. 72, Loyola, Calif. 84
Washington IS,St. Mary's,Calif 51
TOURNAMENTS
Cardinal Vanity Mk Classic
First Round
Ball St 613, Drexel 55
Youngstown St. 90, Butler 79
DePaur
First Bawd
DePaim 71, Ohio Wesleyan 63
Marian 61 Otivet, Mich.0

Larry Krouse Insurance

/59-9888

4,431/F4lin VCik)3111011MIPtilikallinlIVIIVIR Wn4//".
4

W:4!

No. 6 Allen County
points, respectively. earned a berth in the
Maryland, 5-1, advanced finals of the Lady Patriot
one place to No.8.
Invitational with a 78-49
Entering this week's victory over Boone CounTop Ten by virtue of ty.
nationally -televised
Shelby County, which
upsets were UCLA and kept its record
Louisville, each climbing unblemished with a 47-44
six places to No. 9 and 10. victory over Louisville
The lone newcomer to Mercy, displaced
the Top Twenty is No. 20 Louisville Atherton, No. 7
Michigan, 7-0, which beat last week, after Atherton
Detroit 84-63 last Satur- lost a 79-60 decision to
day.
Louisville Sacred Heart.

We'll
overlook
your first
accident
When you qualify as a preferred risk for
State Auto Companies' special Medalist Auto
Policy, your rates won't go up with your first
accident.
Unlike similar policies that require three years
of policy ownership, the Medalist allows this
exemption immediately.
The Medalist recognizes the older, safer
driver with substantial rate reductions and
broader coverage. Rate reductions begin as
early as age 25 and are particularly attractive
for the 45 to 64 year old
If you have a safe driving record, see just
how low your car insurance premium can be
with the Medalist Auto Policy from State
Auto Insurance Companies.
Call us about this car insurance breakthrough for safe drivers

asten your seat hells and he

Pro Football

No. 7 Whitley County
and No. 8 Louisville Male
came one step closer to a
faceoff in the Whitley
County Christmas Tournament. Whitley County
defeated Oneida Baptist
65-36 while Male drubbed
Winn, Tenn.,64-36.

Tar Heels,'Cats head college poll
NEW YORK (AP) —
North Carolina, which did
not play last week,retained its No. 1 ranking in this
week's Associated Press'
college basketball poll
released today.
The Tar Heels received
36 first place votes and
1,233 points from the 63
participating sportswriters and broadcasters on the national
panel, while secondranked Kentucky received 27 first place votes and
1,224 points in a result
almost identical to the
previous week's.
Kentucky trounced
Wyoming 66-40 and

Stale arm ohs insurance ComPlnY
134u0rn,noloc
tlwee

All Children's Warm-Ups
Excellent Selection
01Nlike •Adidas 013onnie •Wilson
*Court Casual •Winning Ways •Speedo
Salo Ends Dec. 24

Call us for details

Holton, Molugin
& Hoverstock

Chastnts,
r a
p y
S
lotu
rot

206 Main St.
Murray

753-3415
State Auto
Insuranco Cornparaios

t
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Modern medicine hasn't stopped Tennessee mid-wife
EDITOR'S NOTE —
With all the stunning advancements modern
medicine has made in the
delivery of newborns,
there is still the midwife.
Etta Nichols is an
unusual example. The
Tennessee granny midwife has been assisting
births, "without
anesthetics, forceps or a
college education," for 54
years.
DEL RIO, Tenn. ( AP)
— After delivering her
1,168th baby in 1970, 86-

year-old midwife Etta
Nichols stopped counting.
But she didn't stop
delivering. She reckons
she has brought more
than 2,000 babies into the
world, including some of
her own 14 grandchildren, 20 greatgrandchildren, and two
great -greatgrandchildren.
Their photographs all
but wallpaper the living
room of her four-room
woodframe home in
rustic Cocke County,

where she lives with her
87-year-old husband, Harrison.
In Mrs. Nichols' 54
years of assisting births
without the aid of
anesthetics, forceps or a
college education, she
hasn't lost a single baby,
she says.
Expectant mothers and
family can stay with Mrs.
Nichols as long as
necessary, eat and have
their laundry done at no
extra charge.
"The ones that had two

Redistricting is problem
WILLIAMSBURG, Ky.
( AP) — State Sen. Jon
Ackerson of Jefferson
County says if someone
files suit challenging his
representation of a
southern Kentucky
district along the Tennessee border, he will
gladly join it.
Meanwhile, the
Republican state senator
says be will do his best to
represent the interests of
his new rural district as
well as those of the affluent eastern Jefferson
County area in which he
was elected.
Ackerson's situation is
the result of a redistricting quirk in the 1982
General Assembly.
Reapportioning the
legislative districts involved removing one of
the eight senatorial seats
in Jefferson County,
which lost population during the 1970s, and moving
Ackerson's 34th District
to southern Kentucky.
He now represents Clin-

ton, McCreary, Wayne visited each county in the
and Whitley counties and new district, and will try
part of Knox County.
to keep in touch by mail
We are not and telephone.
represented, in other
But he said if people in
words," said Don Greene, the district file a lawsuit
a Williamsburg city coun- challenging the redistriccilman and restaurant ting, he will gladly join it.
owner. As far as I am He said he does not have
concerned, we are not, the money or time to file
which seems to me is sort one himself.
of unconstitutional."
Meanwhile, Ackerson
Former Kentucky
Supreme Court Justice said he will work closely
Pleas Jones of with state represenWilliamsburg, who has tatives from the district,
also held various Whitley including state Rep. DanCounty offices and ny R. Ford, R-Mount Verjudicial posts, called the non.
At the same time, he
situation "strange," adding "It seems he would said, he will continue to
not understand the needs serve the interests of the
people in Jefferson Counof mountain people."
ty who elected him and
Ackerson himself call- who are now in the
ed it "unconscionable," district of Senate Minorithough an attorney ty Leader Eugene Stuart
general's opinion several of Prospect.
years ago said it is legal
"These people are the
for a legislator to serve
ones
that elected me, and
out his term even if his
I have no intention of turdistrict is moved.
ning away from them,"
Ackerson said he has he said.

Our New Location
At Whitnell & Glendale
Behind Big Johns.

$ 1 °° COUPON
On Your Next
PRESCRIPTION
REFILL
Ono Coupon Per Itx.

or three in the hospital
said they wish they'd
come to me before," says
Mrs. Nichols. "They feel
better after — not all
doped up.
In October, Mrs.
Nichols delivered the
baby of LaFollette
preacher Larry Hamilton
and his wife, Deborah,
who for religious reasons
are fighting their 12-yearold daughter's courtordered cancer
treatments.
Mrs. Hamilton traveled
90 miles to have her baby
delivered by one of the
few midwives in the area
who isn't affiliated with a
hospital or clinic.
Some women, like Mrs.
Hamilton, insist on paying Mrs. Nichols more
than ;15, she says. But
she won't consider the
idea of raising her fee.
"There's a lot of people
that's poor people, and I
know what it's like to be
poor," she says. "I'd
rather just do it free than
let a little child go home
hungry."
Lynne Smith, a nurse
practitioner with the
Cocke County Health
Department who has
known Mrs. Nichols for 20
years says health officials haven't seriously
questioned Mrs. Nichols'

practice. "She's just a ly closet and a sink with county. One night she
granny midwife, and in running water that she couldn't find him when a
that sense, it's not il- says is so hot she doesn't woman was in labor, so
she delivered the baby
have to boil it.
legal," she says.
Mrs. Nichols works in a
Mrs. Nichols learned herself, she says.
Since then, she has
9-by9 "birthing room." It how to deliver babies by
has two single beds, a watching her father, who delivered babies breech,
toilet, a white metal supp- was once a doctor in the feet first, face up and

Therapist now partially paralyzed
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
— In a rehabilitation
hospital where he once
taught the martial arts to
handicapped patients,
Norm Constantine lies
partially paralyzed and
unable to speak.
The 25-year-old recreational therapist blinks his
eyes with strain and
raises a shaking hand to
speak to his parents in
sign language.
"I love you," his hand
says.
Constantine learned
sign language a year
before a speeding car left
him to fight first for his
life, then to try to relearn
how to talk, walk and
read. Police never found
the driver.
"It's ironic because
Norm loved to work with
the handicapped," said
his mother, Eleanor, who
visits him almost every
night. He would out cot-

ton in his years to know
what it was like to be
deaf, and he would blindfold himself to know what
it was like to be blind."
Seventeen months out
of Pennsylvania State
University, where for two
years he had donned a
fuzzy lion suit and
cavorted on playing fields
and courts as the symbol
of the Nittany Lion
athletic teams, Constantine was a recreational
therapist with the United
Cerebral Palsy Association of Philadelphia.
On Oct. 17, 1981, as he
left a party in the city's
Roxborough section and
stooped to unlock his
Toyota, Constantine was
struck and flung 35 feet
into the middle of the
street.
He lay there for almost
15 minutes until found by
a passer-by.
The impact had frac-

Colorcraft
C135-24 Exp. $
C110-24 Exp. 1 49

1

tured his skull; his head
injuries appeared so
severe that a local
newspaper reported him
dead.
His father, Cy, has kept
a steel whistle that was
attached to the car keys
his son was holding when
he was hit. The whistle is
bent crazily out of shape.
"My son was a strong
boy," he said.
Constantine was in a
coma for seven months,
during which time his
family and friends wrote
messages in a spiral
notebook for him to read
if he recovered.
The family received
well-wishing letters from
camps, schools, homes
and hospitals where Constantine, a former high
school football player and
a karate black-belt, had
taught sports to mentally
retarded and handicapped youths in the summers and after his college
graduation.
Before the accident, he

had been a part-time
martial arts instructor
for patients at the Moss
Rehabilitation Hospital,
where he now resides and
undergoes grueling
physical therapy. He was
also an accomplished
magician and mime.
"Norm was one of a
kind," said Ralph Mann,
Constantine's former
boss at United Cerebral
Palsy. "He brought more
enthusiasm and warmth
to his work than anyone
I've ever had."
Constantine emerged
from the coma gradually,
first moving a thumb and
then opening his eyes. His
left side remains paralyzed, but he can move his
eyes and his right arm
and leg. When he is propped up, he has difficulty
keeping his head erect.
Constantine appears to
understand almost
everything he is told. He
utters guttural noises, but
is so far unable to talk.

CHICAGO (AP) —
Amid reports a new offer
had been made for the
Chicago Sun-Times, Field
Enterprises today announced it has signed a
"definitive agreement"
and is near completion of
its previously announced
PO million deal to sell the
newspaper to Australian
publisher Rupert Murdoch.
Field Enterprises announced Nov. 1 it would
sell the 649,000circulation daily- to News
America Publishing Inc.,
a subsidiary of Murdoch's The News Corporation Ltd., a
worldwide publishing
corporation. Among Murdoch's properties are the
New York Post and the
London Times.
The deal also included
the Sun-Times building in
the near Loop area of
Chicago, Field
Newspaper Syndicate,
distributor of columns
and comics, and related
Field Enterprises
holdings.
Responding to reports
in the Chicago Tribune,
Boston Globe and
Washington Post that
another group had offered as much as $100
million to wrest control of
the newspaper, Field
Enterprises today said
"on Dec. 19 a definitive
agreement reflecting the
News America offer was
signed/ by Field Enterpris"/,,
"It is anticipated that
the transaction will be
completed by Monday,
Jan. 9," Lee M. Mitchell,
president of Field Enterprises, said in the statement.

In announcing the sale
on Nov. 1, Mitchell had
said the parties hoped to
complete the transaction,iwhich calls for a $90
million cash payment, by
Jan. 3. That date, the
company said, was an approximation.
The Globe and The Post
said that the final agreement with Murdoch had
not been signed.
Murdoch's secretary,
Pat Panico, said today he
was on vacation and not
tinmediately
'regchablet
for comment.
The Globe and the Post
did not identify all of
those who made the new
offer, but said Sun-Times
Publisher James Hoge
was part of the group trying to buy the newspaper.
Hoge was involved in an
earlier attempt to buy the
Sun-Times that was
defeated by Murdoch's
higher bid.
Hoge could not be
reached for comment by
The Associated Press,
but his attorney, William
Singer, said that Hoge "is
not involved, and is not
going to be involved, in an
equity sense in an effort
to buy the Sun-Times."
Thomas Winship,
editor of the Globe, said
today the newspaper was
approached by the
Chicago group "and we
expressed interest with
the group about the Field
syndicate."
Winship said the Globe
also has been talking with
Murdoch's people about
the syndicate.
"We expressed interest
in purchasing at least an
interest in the Field Syndicate. We have not
withdrawn that," he said.

New lab technique kills
harmful antibodies in mice Chicago paper to sell
NEW YORK (AP) —
Researchers have
demonstrated a new
technique in laboratory
mice for destroying the
harmful antibodies
thought to underlie
diseases in which the
body apparently turns
against itself, such as
lupus and rheumatoid arthritis.
The technique, a
method for fine-tuning
the body's immune
system, may also lead to
new treatments for immune system cancers
like lymphoma, says
Richard Lerner, one of
the authors of a study
released today.
"The concept needs to

move from the laboratory
to the clinic, but it's going
to be pursued with
vigor," Lerner said in a
telephone interview. The
study appears in the current issue of Cell, a scientific journal.
Lerner and Joseph
Davie, an immunologist
at Washington University
in St. Louis, used a new
technique to target and
destroy antibodies. They
manufactured copies of
tiny fragments of the antibodies, and used those
fragments, called synthetic peptides, to
generate yet other antibodies that would attack
the target antibodies.

Church fire may have
started in boiler room

FILM SALE

premature. She says she
has delivered 20 sets of
twins, and would like to
deliver triplets.
Mrs. Nichols said she
doesn't plan to retire with
"my toes are sticking
up.''

OWINGSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A fire that
destroyed the First
Church of God in Owingsville apparently
started in the furnace
room,officials said.
"It's a real mess.
Nothing's left," said Randy Warner, assistant
chief of the Owingsville
Volunteer Fire Department.
Warner said David
Manley, a state fire marshal from Mount Sterling,
finished his inspection
Monday morning.
"The best he can tell,
the fire started around
the furnace room,"
Warner said.
The church was heated
by two steam boilers and
had a backup gas furnace, he said. The 6,000-

square-foot brick and
pine building and its contents were a total loss
from the fire Sunday,
with damage estimated
about ;400,000, Warner
said.
Warner said St. Judge
Catholic Church, which
only holds services on
Saturday and Wednesday
nights, has offered its
building for as long as
needed by the Church of
God.
Warner said houses on
each side of the church
were saved as firemen
poured about 400,000
gallons of water on the
'blaze.
The only other damage
was a cracked basement
window in one of the
houses, he said.

In the diseases referred
to as auto-immune
diseases, the immune
system seems to
mistakenly attack some
normal part of the body,
instead of doing its
customary job of attacking invading organisms.
Lupus and rheumatoid
arthritis are among the
many diseases thought to
be caused by this kind of
misfiring of the immune
system.
A variety of researchers have shown that it
may be possible to make
new antibodies that will
lead to the destruction of
the misguided antibodies
that presumably result in
these diseases.
The new antibodies —
which themselves attack
other antibodies — are
called anti-idiotype antibodies.
Dr. David Sachs, chief
of the immunology
branch of the National
Cancer Institute, said he
could envision that the
synthetic peptide technique used by Davie and
Lerner would, in some
cases,simplify the task of
maithig anti-idiotype antibodies.
Lerner said that the
synthetic peptides, which
presumably can be made
so they are not harmful to
the body, may also be used as synthetic vaccines
— safe substances that
can be injected into the
body to induce antibody
protection against
disease.
In the current study,
Davie and Lerner
prepared anti-idiotype
antibodies to a group of
mouse antibodies called
anti-dextran antibodies.
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FREE for CHRISTMAS
May the old fashioned delights of Christmas
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make yours a wonderful holiday.
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With this ad you will receive a FREE dance from
your choice of any of more than 30 Lovely
Ladies from across the nation, now ENTERTAINING at the Olympic Torch.
This is our way of saying

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and thanks for your support thru the year.
Finest In Las Vegas Style Entertainment
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Randy Thornton Heating
and Air Conditioning Inc.
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In us this entire season!Enjoy,
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One of Kentucky's'most wanted' may face murder trial
MONTGOMERY, Ala.
(AP) — A Kentucky
rapist and murderer
listed as one of the FBI's
10 "most wanted"
fugltives remains in the
Montgomery jail
awaiting a court hearing
today that could send him
home for another murder
trial.
FBI agents captured
Laney Gibson Jr., 33, of
Hyden, Ky., at a subum
ban Montgomery motes
about 9:30 p.m. Sunday.
Gibson was armed, but
offered no resistance,
authorities said.
FBI agent Moss Stack
declined to say how Gibson got to Montgomery or

how federal investigators
learned of his location.
Gibson had been on the
most-wanted list since
Nov. 23, about two months after he had been
placed on the Kentucky
FBI's eight "most
wanted" list.
Gibson appeared
before U.S. Magistrate
Lewis Gwaltney on Monday to be told federal
authorities had charged
him with unlawful flight
avoid prosecution for
murder. Gwaltney set
bond at N million, which
U.S. Attoiney John Bell
said is standard procedure even though Gibson was already serving a

prison sentence.
Gwaltney scheduled a
hearing today to detern4e whether the federal
charge will be set aside so
Gibson can be turned
over to Alabama
authorities for extradition to Kentucky.
Gwaltney said Gibson
would most likely be sent
back to Kentucky.
"You're not going to hit
ground," Gwentley told
the defendant. "Do you
understand what I'm saying?"
Gibson, who had been
convicted of
manslaughter, rape and
murder in Kentucky,
escaped from the Clay

County jail in Manchester, Ky., on Aug. 7 by
helping other prisoners
overpower a guard, court
records said.
He was being held
while awaiting trial on a
murder charge stemming
from the February 1981
shooting death of R.T.
Gray, of Manchester, Ky.
Gray had been shot in the
head with a 9mm handgun and remained
paralyzed until his death
a year later.

shooting. He was recaptured earlier this year.
The FBI said earlier
this year that Gibson had
been known to use
several aliases, including
Lannie Gibson Jr.,
Delaney Gibson, Dennis
Eversole, Jimmy R. Gibson,and Stanley Holland.
After his second
escalie, a special grand
jury in Van Wert County,
Ohio, indicted him on
charges of kidnapping

and murder with
specifications for the
death penalty.
The charges stemmed
from the abduction of
Betty Jane Mottinger,
who was taken from her
one-room post office in
the Ohio fanning hamlet
of Elgin on Aug. 9, 1982.
Her body was found Sept.
19, 1982, wrapped in a
paint-splattered theater
curtain along the Blanchard River near

Findlay, Ohio. She had
been stabbed to death,
authorities said.
A second man,37-yearold John George Spiko, is
also charged with killing
Mrs. Mottinger and is in
custody in Ohio awaiting
trial next May 7,
authorities said.
U.S. Marshal Mel Jones
said Kentucky's claim to
Gibson would come
before that of Ohio.
Court records show

that Gibson has an extensive criminal history. He
was first convicted in 1969'
at the age of 19 for rape in
Leslie County, Ky., and
sentenced to 15 years in
prison.
He was convicted in the
same county for
manslaughter in 1973 and
murder in 1981. He
received a 15-year
sentence for
manslaughter and 20year term for murder.

Gibson had a prior
escape from the Clay
County jail in March 1981
following his arrest in
connection with Gray's

Scholarship to honor McCann
A perpetual scholarship has been established
in memory of Robert P.
McCann of Kirksey at
Murray State University
in recognition of his service to the Kentucky
Region I Future Business
Leaders of America
(FBLA).
The regional organization of FBLA contributed
the initial $2,000 to the
fund, which is being administered by the Murray
State University Foundation. Scholarship awards
will be financed by interest earnings from the
base investment, which
will grow as more contributions are made to the
fund.
McCann, who died Oct.
4, had been a faculty
member at Murray State
since 1965. He organized
the first FBLA regional
conference at Murray
State and served as the
conference coordinator
on the campus for the
next 11 years until his
death.
An assistant professor
of computer information
systems and quantitative
methods in the Department of Office Ada:01;4sta a Lio hat.n4
Business Education, McCann also served as advisor to the student
organization of the Data
Processing Management
Assocation.
He earned three
degrees at Murray State
— the B.S. in 1961, the
M.A. in 1964 and the
S.C.T. in 1973.

CHMISITO

May-this holiday season
be decorated with peace,joy
and love! Noel!

MAKING IT OFFICIAL — Pat McCann Hosford (right) of Murray was
present to witness the signing of documents at Murray State University to
establish the Robert P. McCann FBLA Memorial Scholarship in memory of
her father. Shown with her as they discuss the guidelines following the signing are: (from left) Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, vice president for adminstrative services and executive director of the Murray State University
Foundation; Dr. A.C. "Buddy" Krizan, assistant professor of office administration and business education at Murray State and coordinator of the
annual Region I conference of the Future Business Leaders of America
(FBLA); Marlene Fraser, teacher and FBLA advisor at Ballard Memorial
High School; Tammy Sanderson, Ballard Memorial junior and Region I
FBLA president; and Gail Webb,assistant professor of legal studies at Murray State and a coordinator of the regional FBLA conference. The scholarship in memory of McCann, who died Oct. 4, was created in recognition of
his service to Region I FBLA, which made the initial contribution of $2,000.
To be known as the
Robert P. McCann FBLA
Memorial Scholarship,
the annual award of at
least $200 will be made to
an FBLA llienaber from
Region I!who is enrolling
as a freshman business
major at Murray State.

thusiastic interesb in
Dr. Thomas B. Hoganschool and community camp, executive director
activities. Financial need of the Murray State
will also be considered.
University Foundation
d interim vice presiThe first scholarship of
t for administrative
$250- will'be -awarded at
the FBLA Region I con- s rvices, said anyone
wishing to make a conference in April.
tribution to the McCann
A three member selec- Memorial Scholarship
A recipient must have a tion committee will deter- Fund should contact the
grade point average of at mine the number of Foundation Office in
least 3.0 on a 4.0 system, scholarships each year Sparks Hall on the cammust have been active in and the amount of each as pus, telephone (502) 762FBLA, and must be a more donations are made 2087.
well-rounded student who and the base investment
Contributions are taxhas demonstrated an en- increases.
deductible.

CBS censors attack Bugs Bunny
RADNOR, Pa.(AP) —
Bugs Bunny always
escapes the shotguntoting Elmer Fudd with
nary a whisker touched,
but critics say he and his
comic counterparts are
being mortally wounded
by CBS censors who are
editing the violence out of
classic Warner Bros. cartoons.
The exploits of Bugs
Bunny, Elmer Fudd,
Tweety Bird and Wile E.
Coyote have been
delighting children on
Saturday mornings for

decades. But the latest
generation is seeing versions that are missing the
often-violent endings to
gags their parents enjoyed, according to the
latest issue of TV Guide.
"They make some cuts
that are so arbitrary and
stupid, you can't believe
it," said Chuck Jones,
who directed 250 of the
nearly 1,000 cartoons
Warner Bros. Inc. produced until 1962.
"I think if they're bad
for children, they should
be taken off the screen

completely. If they're
not, they shouldn't let
these heavy-handed
idiots get hold of them
and rape them," Jones
said.
One example cited by
the magazine involves
rooster Foghorn
Leghorn, who accepts a
football containing a
lighted stick of dynamite
from his arch-nemesis,
the dog. Foghorn tosses
the football over his
shoulder — and then the
cartoon cuts to a scene
showing Foghorn and the

battered pooch talking.
Viewers never see how
the dog's fur became torn
and frayed.
Alice Henderson, vice
president of program
practices at CBS, refused
to comment about the
censoring. But Greg Ford
of New York, a film
historian and critic
specializing in animated
cartoons, says he thinks
the cuts have ruined the
jokes.
"I think they should be
shown intact or not at
all," Ford said.

West Ky. Rural Electric
1218W. Broadway

Mayfield

753-5012
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H

ope the magic and mirth
of Clhiristauts shower you with happy surprises!
We thank you especially dear friends and
patrons for your support.

NW IV VIP lir

By contributing to the Calloway Chapter of the American
Cancer Society, these Murray and Calloway Countians are taking
this means to wish all their friends —

Merry Christmas
and A Happy New Year!
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By Abigail Van Buren

Daughter Looks for Way
To Stiffen Mom's Will
DEAR ABBY: Please put a few words in your column
about the importance of having a will. My father died
without leaving one because Mother didn't want to scare
him by letting him know that he was sick enough to die.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Hail'
7 Ivy League

ACROSS
1 Wooden pm
4 Frolics
9 Suitable
12 Swiss river
13 Competitor
14 Spanish for

university

8 Slumber
9 Macaw
10 Transfix
11 Small Child
river
16 Golf mounds
18 Merry
15 Case
17 Refined
20 Besmirch
22 More mature
19 Seines
23 Choice part
21 Lamprey
24 Cut
22 Buys back
26 Female ruff
25 Peels
27 King of birds
29 Negative
prefix
28 Hair net
30 Scott
31 Body of
32 College
water
official
34 Cover
33 Fruit seed
36 Utter
35 King of Israel 39 Tidings
41 Tardy
37 The self
38 Short Jacket 44 Narrow strips
40 Carouse
of wood
42 Behold,
43 Repulse
45 Akin
47 Existed
49 Ceremony
50 Grapple
54 Small
apertures
57 Be ill
58 Swarm
60 Grain
61 Asian ox
62 Spanish titie
63 Beam
DOWN
1 Moccasin
2 Organ of
hearing
3 Magnificent
4 Feign
5 Chinese
distance
measure
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Of course, Dad wanted Mother to have everything, but
after he died, Mother had to go through a lot of fancy
footwork to settle his affairs. Having gone thanigh all of
this, wouldn't you think she would have her own will
drawn up? Well, she hasn't, and she is getting on in years
My sister, who is married to an attorney, called me
"greedy and crass" for reminding Mother to have her will
drawn up Mother has asked her attorney son-in-law repeatedly to please get together with her to do it, but he
keeps telling her there is no hurry and he's too busy right
now.(My sister told me that she and her husband don't
have wills either. Can you believe this?)
I am not concerned about my own inheritance, but my
mother has a lot in assets, and I don't want to see it lost
in taxes. What should I do?
CONCERNED DAUGHTER
DEAR CONCERNED: Tell your mother to give
her attorney son-in-law the following message: "If
you can't get together with me within the next two
weeks, I intend to find an attorney who will." And
if he doesn't—she should.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: This year I thank God my husband has a
steady paycheck coming in and our family will spend the
holidays with many loved ones. Our table will be filled
with plenty to eat and our children will open many gifts.
I am not unappreciative, just a bit guilt-ridden because I
know many families will go hungry and no Santa will
visit their kidS.
Feeling as I do, I called our parish priest and asked him
to find a family we could help during the holidays. He
said he knew of a family in desperate need and any help
we could prov:de would be an answer to their prayers.
So my husband and I and our two children are shopping for "our family." Now instead of hearing, "I want,"
we hear, "Let's get this for them."
Abby, if every fortunate family were to help a family or
person in need, it would be a better holiday season for
everyone.
G.K.S.
DEAR G.K.S.: Thank you for a ;meat idea.
•• •

46 Singing
voice
48 Wild plum
50 Manner
51 Inlet
52 Antlered

animal
53 Sea eagle
55 Chinese
pagoda
56 Pigpen
59 Execute

OWN MINIM
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IMMO MINIM=
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qm Immo' womm
mummia mom
mow um
Amomma wommil
mom kammiam mum
mom worn mom

I'M ALL SET FOR THE
CHRISTMAS PLAY..00 I
LOOK LIKE AN ANGEL?

DEAR ABBY: The letter signed "Jerry and Me" could
have been written by me 30 years ago. I was also 15 and
madly in love with a 20-year-old man. My parents did
everything they could to keep us apart, so I got pregnant
on purpose so they would have to let U8 get married.
I was still 15 when our first child was born, and 17
when we had our second. Six weeks later my husband was
sent to Italy with the U.S. Air Force and I was left behind
to care for our two babies. Six months later my husband
was badly brain damaged in a car accident, and 10
months after that he was killed in another car accident.
At 19 I was a widow with two children, no education
and no job skills. I'll spare you the details of those awful
years of struggling to survive and make a life for the three
of us. Suffice it to say that I became an old lady before I
became a woman. Worst of all, I broke my mother's heart.
(She died at 55.)
I would like to tell that 15-year-old girl who can't wait to
get married: You have a lifetime to be an adult. Once your
childhood is gone you can never get it back. The horrors I
endured before I turned 21 nearly ruined my life. Listen to
Abby. If yiflu are in love, it will last. At 45 I am only
beginning to get my life together. I sincerely hope you will
not make the same mistake I made. Sign this ...
OLD BEFORE MY TIME

YOU LOOK FINE...ARE
YOU GOING TO WALK TO
THE AUVITOKIUM LIKE THAT?

Screams heard before body found
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) —
One resident who heard
screams and shots in the
dead of night says she
didn't call police because
she was afraid to turn on
a light. Other neighbors
awakened by the cries
also failed to phone
authorities.
Seven hours later,
when residents went to investigate, they came
across a woman's battered body, buried in a
freshly dug grave, littered with broken teeth
and blood.
Tampa police
spokesman John Barker
said he didn't think a
phone call by anyone who
heard the commotion between 2:30 a.m. and 3:30
a.m. Sunday would have
saved the victim, identified as 41-year-old Barbara Duclos.
"I think in this case
whoever heard what they
heard, had they called us
right then, I don't think it
would have saved (her),"
said Barker.
But an earlier call
might have led police to
her killer, he said Monday, as investigators continued to search for clues.
Police were summoned
to the working-class
north Tampa
neighborhood, made up
mostly of single-family
homes, around 10 a.m.
Sunday after a resident
went to investigate and
found the shallow grave
in a vacant sandy lot.
Ms. Duclos, an
unemployed Tampa resident, had been hit in the
face, bloodying her
cheekbone and right eye,
officials said. An ice pick,
broken teeth, a partial set
of dentures, a bloodied
board and a blood-

NO PROBLEM

CAN YOU GET
YOUR COAT ON
OVER YOUR WINES?

covered white fur jacket
were found scattered
around the shallow
grave.
A car parked nearby,
the driver's door ajar,
may have belonged to the
victim, Capt. Howard
Martinez said.
Police said no further
details were available,
and a spokesman for the
Hillsborough County
medical examiner refusA to release the findings
af an autopsy performed
Monday.
Helen Antolochick was
one of those awakened by
the cries.

"I heard a girl scream
'HOW twice," she said.
"I heard two shots. I
heard a car. They were
running that car very
loud."
She said she thought
about calling police then,
but was afraid to call attention to herself by turning on a light, possibly
alerting the assailant that
she had heard the noise.
Albert Smith said he
heard nothing himself,
but around 9:30 a.m. Sunday a neighbor told him
about the screams and
his daughter said she had
heard gunshots.

1 Not

He and his daughter
went looking for signs of
trouble and found the
foot-deep grave.
"There were teeth on
the ground and a set of
dentures and fresh dirt
that looked like a grave,"
Smith said.
"There was a 41te
jacket with blood all over
it and a blue dress, an ice
pick, car keys and a 1-by6 board with blood on it,"
he said.
"We can tell there was
a struggle," said
Homicide Maj, A.B. Hatcher. "The ground's all
disturbed."
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Kentucky Santa needs toys
HARLAN, Ky.(AP) —
Harold Napier has about
5,000 toys so far for
delivery by coal truck to
needy homes on
Christmas Eve, but he'd
like to double that
number.
With a week to go
before Christmas, Napier
said,"We need a lot more
toys. We gave out at least
10,000 Last year and we've
only got about half that
many right now.
"With so many coal
miners being laid off, I'm
sure there's even more
kids this year that won't
be having much fun on
Christmas morning," he
said.
A roaring coal truck
may not resemble a
sleigh with eight tiny
reindeer, but for the third
year, Napier will be using
those trucks for the same
purpose in Harlan.
Napier has transformed Harold's Body Shop into Harold's toy shop,
where the donated toys
are cleaned, repaired and
painted, and then wrapped and laid aside.
On Christmas Eve,four
coal trucks escorted by
dozens of smaller
vehicles will fan out into
Harlan County "to take it
to their houses," Napier

said in a telephone interview Monday.
"We decorate the
trucks up. There's two
Santas on each truck," he
said. "Some kids come
out and see Santa Claus
and their faces light up
like a Christmas tree."
Napier said, "The
work's coming along
pretty good.
Napier is also talking to
local merchants, hoping
for donations for fruit and
candy treat bags he plans
to distribute.
"We're going to have
treats again this year
even if I have to buy them
myself, but that can get
awfully expensive," he
said.
"I hope some of the
store owners can help us
out with the apples and
oranges, and maybe
some candy.
"We already had one
fellow bring in 120 pounds
of pecan nuts to put in the
treat bags," Napier said.
"I just hope we can come
up with the fruit.
"We're still taking
donations of old toys, new
toys, just anything you've
got," he said. "And I
guarantee that anything
that comes into this office
will go straight to the
kids."

Napier said he started
the project because he
remembered when his
father died when he was a
child "and it was a little
rough in those days. I just
wanted to do something
good,I guess."

Best-selling
records for
week listed

1
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Best-selling records of
the week of Dec. 18 based
on Cashbox Magazine's
nationwide survey wire
as follows:
I. "Say Say Say," McCartney & Jackson*
2. "All Night 1Long,"
Lionel Richie
3. "Union of the
Snake," Duran Duran
4. "Love fs' ti* Battlefield," Pat Benatar
5. "Say It Isn't So,"
Hall & Oates
6. "Uptown Girl," Billy
Joel
7. "Cum On Feel
Noize," Quiet Riot
8. "Crumblin'
John Cougar MellencaMp
9. "Owner of a Lorxely
Heart," Yes
10. "Church of the
Poison Mind," Culture
Club
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DO YOU EVER
THINK ABOUT
GROWING UP, NANCY?

LIKE, WHAT KIND
OF LOB DO YOU
THINK YOU'LL HAVE ?

I GUESS I REALLY
DON'T CARE WHAT I
DO FOR A LIVING --

AS LONG
AS I'M IN CHARGE

GOOD
QUESTION

When out on the lawn
a clatter,
I sprang from the bed
the matter
Away to the window I
flash,
Tore open the shutters
the sash

there arose such

The moon on the breast of the new
fallen, snow
Gave the luster of midday to objects
below,
When, what to my wondering eyes should
appear.
But a miniature sleigh, and eight tiny
reindeer,

to see what was
flew like a
and threw u;

With a little old driver, so lively
and quick,
I knew in a moment it must be
St Nick

ci

OR MAYBE
SANTA CLAUS

WHAT'S A
5A544?

Wegathertogetheron
thisholiestofholidays
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ofcomfortandjoyLf
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I NOTICED MY
ARMS WERE
GETTING
SNORTER

P YOU KNOW THAT PEOPLE
ACTUALLY SHRINK AS THEY
GET
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2. Notice

2. Notice

GOODMAN'S Art Shack
on the Tom Taylor Rd.
will open for the season
Nov. 19th Register now
for free prints to be given
away Dec. 24th. Call 753.
3473.

Jim Salter & Jerry
Nary will he ;es ear
showroom' frees 6305:00 Mem., Tess.,
news., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pent-W.-kick
MIRRORS, mirrors, all
kinds of mirrors. Custom
cut and framed. Plus
wood craft gifts handm ade and picture framing.
Also glass table tops,
glass shelves and display
cases. Do glass repair
and replacement work
M&G Glass, 816 Coldwater Rd., Phone 753-0180.

Firewood
For Sale
Call 753-4094
or 753-7364
Very
Reasonable
HAVING trouble finding
the right Christmas gift?
For a different ideal. Call
474-8091.

ACE 1000
Micr's Computer
(Family
Pack
S1395) includes
monitor,
disc
drive and $250
Soft ware.
THOROBRED
COMPUTERS
Olympic Plaza
753-7733

SNOP
where the price is

imumienmewur••---we
=m
Have 5 millets'?
WORLD OF SOUND
Call 759-4444 for
222S. 1211
753-SeaS
on inspirational
message to'
brighten yen, day. 4. In Memory
Children's tape
759-4445.
order

INVITATION TO BID FOR
GASOLINE
The Calloway County Board of Education
wM receive sealed bids for gasoline for the
Calloway County School District until 1:30
p.m., Wednesday. December 28, 1883.
Specifications will be on fie in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building,
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky,
and interested bidders may obtain the
necessary forms there.
The envelope containing the bid *hail be opaque. it shall have written on the outside the
name of the job, the name of the bidder, and
the date and tkne of bid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or
all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

.r

2. Notice

HELP WANTED

'
140'

Need immediately, one experienced
automobile detail person. We are a full line
General Motors dealership and offer excellent employee benefits.
Cell Collect 601-636-0666
Ronnie Hux
Heritage Motor Co. Corp.
3531 1-20
Frontage Rd.
Pittsburg, Miss. 39180

Staff Pharmacrit
218 Bed Hospital is seeking a
clinically oriented professional, interested I.V. Additive and unit dose
system. Excellent Salary and fringe
benefits. Can arrange flexible
hours. Contact Personnel Director
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Murray, Ky. 42071. Phone
502-753-5131.

Balloon
Bouquets
for the one who's so
hard to buy for? Call
about our special
Christmas pricesl Free
Delivery!

Memories
Dixieland Center
753-9555
One Day Service!

5. Lost and Found
S.50 REWARD. Lost large
male Seal Point Siamese
cat. Lost in 5 point area.
Call collect 901-986-9550.
LOST wallet in vicinity of
Kirksey Feed Mill. Return papers for a reward.
Call 489-2651.
MALE Basset Hound mix
found Sunday in Wal Mart
Parking Lot
Very
friendly. 753-4996.

6. Help Wanted
FEDERAL, State and
Civil Service Jobs
available. Call 1-(619)
569-8304 for info.
FORMER preschool
teacher available for
babysitting all ages. Day
or evening, drop ins
welcome. Excellent care
guaranteed. 753-4996.
PART-time bookkeeper,
accounts payable/accounts receivable. All
applications confidential.

experience perferredMail to Murray Calloway
County Chamber of
Commerce, P.O. Box 190,
Murray. Send to the attention of Robert
Thompson.

10. Business Opportunity
COMMERCIAL building (4000 sq. ft.) and lot
in good location. Plenty
of storage, 3 offices and
2 bay garage. Owner
would also consider
lease. Call KOPPERUD
REALTY,7531222.

10. Business Opportunity
MAUR* W WORM
Owe your ewe besieges
loarhotiee the easrost
lassevetlass...T1111 MIL
MOMS. Neauoreas
quirt's Isom laderestasi
hewn hewers dictate*
that am assign row
dealers la Hes arse.
*Groat pre0t,
*iseenty, my,.
ova liesees sad
*fort assetrustier,
thee meows NICSIMIT
le Veer pecker,
Ilefatedeble
deposit
stert-wp
materials. Deal oils*
yew,
opportunity,
dealerships le prime
areas dea't lest lone.
CALL TODAY!
PARAGON STILL
STRUCTURIS, INC.
1-800-528-3233

14. Want to Buy
RAW Furs Raccoon,
mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox, opossum, beaver, coyote. McClellan,
Pulaski, III. 618-342-6316.
STANDING timber, pay
cash or percentage. Also
pine $3 a ton. Approx. 250
a acre. 436-5822.
USED color T.V.antenna with rotor. 7532952.

15. Articles for Sale
1980 HONDA XR-80
motor, very nice, $300
firm. Vitamaster
Stationery Exerciser
Bike, $60. Boy's 10
speed Rampard bike,
$65. 753-5755.

16. Home Furnishings
DUNCAN Phyfe dining
table with 6 chairs,
excellent condition,
$450. 753-4501.
MATCHING side table
and coffee table, dark
heavy wood. S50/set. 7537737.
MATCHING love seat
and couch, $45. Frost free
refrigerator, $175. Leaf
vacuum, $600 new, needs
work $50. 753-3188.
NICE large 14 gun solid
cherry gun cabinet, $400.
Shoemaker Furniture,
753-0262.

20. Sports Equipment
GERMAN made, 32 cal.
Walther PP automatic
pistol. 6.7" 'Over all
length with Bianchi clip
on belt holster. Also
World War II Japanese
sword. 753-2801.

22. Musical
5 STRING Banjo, excellent condition. Call 4362845.
MORSE Electrophonic
system, AM-FM radio,
record player, 8 track
player recorder, disco
lights, all in one cabinet.
753-4729.

24. Miscellaneous

••••

200 AMP Service Pole.
$200 firm. 492-8879.
ALMOST new commer
cial buffer has TO' disk.
Made by Advance. Used
very little. Sales for over
$800. Take $500. Includes
1 case of wax, 1 case of
buffing pads. 753-9400.
BASEBALL type pinball
machine, $200. Call 7531271 days.
FIREWOOD for sale.
$25/rick. 436-5895.
FLASHING ARROW
SIGN. First month free
rent. Rental Purchase
Plan. Portable Sign $225.
Call Bill Tuell
502-782-2922.
OAK and Hickory
Firewood,90 percent split
wood, $25.00 rick delivered. Call Days 7533476, Night 436-2778.
MERRITT All Alum.
Headache rack, DOT approved. 5400 or best offer.
436-2837.
SOLOFLEX weight
machine, excellent condition, $300. Call 474-2211,
ask for Joe.
SANTA suit rentals. 759/073.
SEASONED hickory, oak,
mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered. Min.
order-2 ricks. Call John
Boyer at 753-0338.
TIMOTHY hay, $1.85 per
bale. 489-2591.
WOOD for sate 753-5.163
or 753-0144.
WOOD for sale. 522.50
rick delivered. Also
build plank fences. 7599313 after 5p.m

27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 TRAILER, 12x50,
gas heat, 2 BR. 75.3-0329 or
759-1600.
MOBILE home, 50x10,
bedroom, porch on front,
carpeted, concrete carport and drive. New refrigerator and hot water
tank $9,000 Call 489-2335.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
2 or 3 BR, newly fur
nished, natural gas or
electric heat Shady
Oaks, 753-5209
TWO bedroom trailer and
a two bedroom house.
Call 759 1417

19. Heafing-Cdoling
Kerosene
Heaters for
rent.
Murray
Rental
and Sales
753-8201
FREE Fireplace insert
or wood burning stove
when you order a
Lincoln Log House Kit
before Jan. 31, 1984.
Also inquire about our
current low price on the
1,056 sq. ft. log home,
"The Lincoln Lodge".
Contact Richard D.
Gregory, Lincoln Log
Home, Rural Rt. 2,
Marion, Ky. 42064. 502965-2660.
KING Automatic wood
heater. Model KWC 80,
price $249.99. Model 8802
B, $299.99. Mobile Home
Heater, UL approved,
model KMH80, $299.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Specs
For Rent
753-1492

38. Pets-Supplies

46. Homes for Sale

50, Used Trucks

AKC registered Golden
Retriever pups Call
522-6321.
GERMAN Shepherd
puppy, AKC registered,
black and silver
502-898 7536, Reidland,
Ky.
REGISTERED Fox
Terrier puppies, 8
weeks old, small de
posit. Will hold til
Christmas. 753-6425 or
753-5669

3 BR house. natural gas
heat, central air, ad
ditional living space or
efficiency apt
with
separate entrance. New
storage building, 12x16
many extras. 2 blocks
from college in quiet
neighborhood. Sale by
owner. 753-3949.
4 BEDROOM, Alum.
siding home, 7 miles
north of Murray.
520,000. 759-4059 or 7535976.
PASSIVE Solar home,
rustic in lovely Paradise setting, 3 to 5 acres.
Country living only 10
minutes from town.
Three spacious bedrooms, Two full baths,
plush carpeting
throughout. Kitchen
complete with built-in
appliances, lots of
storage Don't buy any
thing until you see this
one. By owner, 753-4501.
QUIET NEIGHBOR
HOOD!!! On a lightly
traveled street just a
short distance from the
shopping center, hospital,
is this brick three bedroom, two bath home with
central electric heat and
air...plus family room
and carport. Call CEN
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753-1492 today
for your appointment to
see this lovely family
home.
REDUCED 3 BR, 2
bath, 1100 Sycamore.
Call Lake Barkley
Realty, 924-5361 or owner 759-4143.

1972 DODGE dump
truck, low Boy trailer,
a
sand rail, motors and •
etc. Call 753-6995.
IP
( diftEr Stuflio
1978 4 WHEEL Drive • r:AFIT R ST1.1010 •
•
Scottsdale, 1 owner, •
, so0 Men 15.4 Ii191$
extra clean. 436-2427.

/
1
4

Beautiful Brittany
Spaniel Puppies.
6 Weeks Old
489-2710 or
753-0874.

43, Real Estate
Perdom & Mennen
Insurance &
Reel Estate
Seatitside Coen Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

I.

REALTY

Lee Ale Phase/ 753.6543
753-55116
Wireue Wises
436-5676
is. L. Kamm
1512 Csitkrufse hod
Mown, Kortecky 42071
0111734156
Anytime
XX L. KENNON
lireker

8x12
$896
8x16
$895
10x16
$1095
12x16
$1396
12x24
$1996
• 247-7831
Mayfield, Ky.

CONCRETE Block and
brick work Large or
small jobs, garages,
basements, foundations
and chimneys 753-5476
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs

Almelo Sorties Cs.
Alumina aid wiry?
Si!. Calm trim work.
Rekrasces. Call Will Ed
Ialey. 153-1155.

1982 YAMAHA 1T175,
excellent condition.
Used 3 months. Call
after 5p.m. 436-5377 or
753-0220.

Appeintmeets mode
for year coarealsimm.
Full time sales
associates evening
phones.
A= McCarty.. . 753-1/4I
Massa Itsigt1
153-113
lint Sassy& . . 33-1311
Alla Impart.. .153-2411
lain Ws. . . .153-2455
hake km . .153.5125
IN laity

49. Used Cars
Very Nice - Original
'1972 El Camino,PS,
PS, AT, AC, Mags.
Load 57,000 miss.
$2,475.
753-8585

NEED work on your
trees? Topping, prun
mg, shaping, complete
removal and more. Cali
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753-0331.
BOB'S Home Im
provement and General
Contracting. 20 years
experience, additions,
carpentry, painting,
concrete work,
aluminum awnings and
trailer skirting. Call
753-4501.

PAINTING
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved.
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.

47. Motorcycles

Acres Portable
Building
Mayfield, Ky.
All Wood Storage
Building

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Almninem
trine for ell homes. It
stops pelt*.
Jed( Weser
753-1173

I

iNTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Pointing
753-3716
FREE ETIMATES*

SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
FIRE Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates
753-5476.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional CarLow, Low Rates.
pet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
Satisfied References.
continuous local service
Free Estimates.
using the most powerful
751-1913
cleaning system made. •
Hundreds of satisfied WET BASEMENT? We
repeat customers. make wet basements
Licensed and Insured. dry. Work completely
We move the furniture guaranteed
writ antee dCall o
free. Free estimates, 24
Morgan Conhour service, 753-5827.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
MCKINNEY Appliance 409A, Paducah, Ky.
Service on all major 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
appliances. Wards, WILL do plumbing,
Westinghouse, Maytag, heating, carpentry,
Tappen, Admiral, G.E. painting and roofing
and all others. No. 10 753-2211 or 753-9600
Dixieland Ctr 753-8505.

1973 CHEVROLET
Malibu, excellent condition, $1,000. 759-1479.
1976 MONTE Carlo, 1
32. Apts. For Rent
owner, runs drives and
looks like new. 753-3378.
2 BR brick duplex, 2
44. Lots for Sale
1975 PONTIAC Astre, 4
miles east of Murray.
$165 per month. $100 TWO, extra nice lots in cylinder, automatic
deposit. 753-1566.
Wiswell- Southwest with air, $1,075. 762-3863
after 4p.m.
FURNISHED Apt. at elementary school area.
New Concord. All elec- Each has 126 feet of fron- 1978 HONDA Civic,
tric. $75 a month tage on Highway 781 416er- 75,xxx mites, 3.5 MPG,
Mobile Hone Anchors,
through winter months. both, sell one if not,de- AM-FM 8-track, $1,500.
Will
heel
white
rock,
underpinning, roofs
sired. Both lots priced Call after 6p.m. 901-247/36-2427.
send, &me, rip rep and
5104.
aluminum
together
sealed,
at
$10,000.
ONE and Two bedroom
aissonery send, coal.
patio awnings, single
apartments, near down Roberts Realty, 753-1651. 1980 CUTLASS
Supreme, diesel, 32
town Murray. Call 753Call Roger Hudson,
and doable carports.
45. Farms for Sale
miles per gallon, 1978
4109, 762-6650 or
753-4545 or 753JACK GLOVER
Cutlass
Supreme
and
436-2844.
LIKE new 3 bedroom, 2
6763.
753-1173
1977 Cougar XR-7 All in
ONE bedroom apart- bath home and 50 acres
good condition and real
approximately
located
7
ment at 1002 Main
sharp. Cheap must sell.
Street, appliances fur- miles from town. Home
Ca111-354 8050.
nished. $135 monthly is beautifully landplus deposit. Call Spann scaped, well insulated
and has a fireplace
Realty Assoc, 753-7724.
1982 Datsun
w/heatalator. Property
.Change Oil & Mew
includes stock barn and
280Z, 5 speed,
33. Rooms for Rent
other outbuildings.
•Replace Thermostat
T-Tops. Low
BOY'S and girl's rooms KOPPERUD REALTY,
.Flush Cooling System and Replace
1
mileage,
for rent, 1 block from 753-1222.
Antifreeze
University. Call 753-1812
owner.
46. Homes for Sale
•Check Belts & Hoses
or 759-9580.
•Check Fluid Levels
5 ROOM house in nice
34. Houses for Rent
neighborhood for sale
by owner Nice storage
HOUSE and mobile
604 S. 12th
728 South 4th
building
Fenced back
759-1770
home for rent. Both
yard. Show by appoinMurray, Ky.
furnished. 753-1778.
tment, 753-8357.
753-7114
THREE BR, bath and a
BE PLEASANTLY
half, gas furnace, $200
SURPRISED when you
deposit. Must have rewalk into this two bed- 1981 MAZDA 626, excelferences. Available
room home ideally lent condition, $6,150.
C.AR 5TEI1E0
Jan. 1, 1984. Call days,
located on an acre lot. 753-4501.
753-2447. After 5:00 753Quietness surrounds you
1976 CORVAI R. Black,
2758. 313 Woodlawn.
out in this country home.
VERY private one bed- This home has a complete hardtop. Newly upCo&
r
Ose hi
room home on private basement which is par- holstered, new engine.
>tar4A44-4--*
road, large bedroom tially finished out and Sharp! Price negotia- 441t->qt-ligkand' kitchen with could be used as a re- ble. Call 753-7863 aftercustom built cabinets, creation area or as a one noons or evenings.
refrigerator stove, dis- bedroom apartment. WANT to buy 1982 or
hwasher, disposal, wa- Come with us today at 1983 Cutlass Olds.
Silver
Gold
ter furnished. Large CENTURY 21 Loretta Broughn, 2 dr., gas or
Closed
Closed
walk-in closets. Utility Jobs, Realtors and view diesel. 437-4608.
8.63
374.75 Yesterday
Yesterday
room has washer and this home that possibly
50. Used Trucks
Opened
dryer hookups, electric could be yours.
Opened
heat and air also wood
8.83
379.50 Today
Today
HOUSE, lot, and furni- 1955 CHEVROLET
stove. Cosy living area
.20
4.75 Down
Down
ture. Only $15,000. Ideal Pickup truck, early
has overhead ceiling for starter
model, needs work, $500
home or
fan, wall to wall carpet. investment. Very
Compliments of
liva- Collectors item. 436-2533
Attractive decore
We buy Gold Silver
ble. Compare with a.m., 901-247-3229 p.m.
throughout. Home is
GOLD & SILVER and Diamonds.
mobile home and you'll 1978 CHEVROLET
only 6 months old and
buy it. MURRAY- Pickup short wheel
CUSTOM JEWELERS Hours 10-8 Doily.
must be seen to ap- CALLOWAY
CO. base, 6 cylinder,
1 1 5 Sunday.
preciate. Responsible
OLYMPIC PLAZA
REALTY,753-8146.
straight shift, good
single, or married
couple only. No chil- ONE of the most be- condition. 753-2813.
753-2615 or autiful homes and lot on 1983 GMC Conversion
dren. Call
Ky. Lake. Custom built Van. Loaded. Under
753-1654.
for the owner and has.a warranty. $13,500. 753view of the lake from 8552.
every room in the
.36. _For Rent or Lease
house. Spacious rooms, 52. Boats Motors
AN expanding business
2 fireplaces, 21,2 baths, •
Will have a limited
RICNBERBUILT
kitchen with cabinets 1976
amount of good visable
16 ft. tri hull with
entry,
galore,
slate
reasonable priced office
built-in bookcases and Holsclaw trailer, Merspace available by the
cury 65 h.p engine,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center is
spring of the year. 10 closets. Exterior of engine in excellent
weeping
and
brick
reinterested persons call
condition,
upsome
having
a snow sale all this week.
dwood. Boat house is
492-8707
concrete block with holstery work needed on
Other
merchants have after
electric track and dolly. interior, stereo system,
37. Livestock-Supplies
equipment
Christmas sales but we are having
This one has it all. Call some ski
REGISTERED Polled KOPPERUD REALTY, included. Priced to sell
'
a before Christmas sale.
at $1,950 firm. 753 3188.
Hereford bulls, 11 to 19 753-1222
Everything in the store will be
months
Few bred
heifes and cows. Herd
marked
down. We also trade for
T.B and Bangs cer
used furniture. Financing is
tified and accredited.
Phone
Rex Robinson
available. Payment due in 1984.
901-2475-187.
Go by SHOEMAKER'S for your
REGISTERED Hemp
shire boars, excellent
last
minute shopping for brass
Approximately 61
miles out
acres,
/
4
11
/
4
quality and bloodline. For
on 94 Rest. .7 Bu 1 Id I ngs, 9 separate
items, china cabinets, oak roll top
more information, contact Mike Youngblood
shops. $2,375 income per month.
desks, 6 piece rustic suites, gun
901-364-2603
$150,000, owner will finance 050.000

Winter Special *25

Murray
Datsun Inc.

121 Auto Repair

- 11
(11)PIONC-C.J

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC

,f

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES

SHOEMAKER'S

Investment Property
For Salo
by Owner

1 Pets-Supplies
AKC Bassett puppies
and AKC Beagle Put)
pies 489 2599

at 10%.
Cell Eddie Morgan
759-4541 or 753-7150

cabinets, bunk beds.
Open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. all
this week.
Amonew
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Penguins

OBITUARIES

SAN DIEGO (AP) —
Penguins hatched in a
refrigerated exhibit appeared indifferent to
their long trip from the
Antarctic while still in
their shells, but the move
may have left some remaining eggs infertile.
"They're really popping in there," says Sea
World spokeswoman
Jackie O'Connor, referring to the park's Penguin
'Encounter, where 15 of
the flightless birds have
hatched in the past two
weeks.
Eight of the newborn
Adelie penguins are being
raised in nests, which
their parents shaped out
of rocks at the exhibit,
Ms. O'Connor said Monday.
The first of the little
gray Adelies, which grow
to about a foot tall and

assume black and white
plumage that looks like a
tuxedo, was hatched Dec.
4. The eggs were taken
from Antarctica in an attempt to begin a selfsustaining colony of
Mrs. Willie Jones, 98,
Services for Russell V.
penguins at the marine
Rt. 2, died today at 12:20 Neese are today at 1 p.m.
park in Southern Califora.m. at Westview Nurs- in the chapel of Miller
nia.
ing Home.
Funeral Home, Hazel.
"We have seven chicks
She was married Oct. Ewing Stubblefield and
that we are hand23, 1903, to Aaron Jones Charlie Sweatt are ofraising," Ms. O'Connor
who died Jan. 28, 1955. ficiating. The song sersaid. "We take anything
She was the oldest vice is by singers from
that it appears the
member, both in age and Hazel and Bethlehem
parents are not rearing
time, of the Spring Creek Churches of Christ.
properly."
Baptist Church.
Pallbearers are Doris
The hand-raised birds
Born July 7, 1885, in Gamblin, Brent Scarwill be placed in the exTrigg County, she was the brough, Harold Ray,Sam
hibit in January, after
daughter of the late John McElroy, Charles Sweatt
they fledge — or grow
G. Harris and Ellen Cun- and Gary McQueary.
feathers — and can keep
ningham Harris.
Burial will follow in the
themselves warm in the
She was preceded in Puryear City Cemetery.
28-degree penguin
death by one son, Ewing
Mr. Neese, 81, Hazel,
enclosure.
Jones, on Feb. 19, 1925, died Sunday at 11 a.m. at
Ms. O'Connor said that
and a daughter-in-law, Westview Nursing Home.
there are 30 more Adelie
Mrs. J.D. (Gene11a) His wife, Mary,survives.
eggs "but we really don't
Jones,on May 21, 1983.
expect to get 30 chicks out
Mrs. Jones is survived
of those eggs."
by one daughter, Mrs.
"'Ms is a low-yield
Lexie (Grade) Watson,
year principally because
Rt. 2; one son,J.D. Jones,
of the disturbances," she
Rt. 1, Almo; one grandsaid, referring to the
daughter, Mrs. Ben
penguins' transfer from a
( Jane) Nix, Rt. 2; three
secluded freezer to the
grandsons, Dwane Jones
OWENSBORO, Ky.
"I feel good about it. public exhibit in Southern
and wife, Freda, Murray, (AP) — Owensboro I'm in good hands,"
California.
Dwight Watson and wife, mayor-elect Jack Fisher Fisher said.
Elizabeth, Rt. 2, and Bob- was scheduled for heart
City Attorney Frankie
by Watson and wife, Jo, bypass surgery today in Hager said that
Fisher
Rt. 1.
Jewish Hospital in will become mayor
Ten great- Louisville.
automatically on Jan. 2
grandchildren are Mrs.
Fisher, who has because he was already
Larry(Jo Beth)England, already taken the oath of sworn in.
GARDEN GROVE,
Mrs. Billy (Yvette) Pyle, office, said Monday a
She had expressed con- Calif.(AP)— The Gerber
Mrs. Phillip (Jackie) team of doctors will per- cern last week
about Products Co. says it is
Morris, Mrs. Don (Judy) form the surgery to cor- what would happen
if recalling an unknown
Overbey, Dave Watson, rect three of four Fisher was still ill on
Jan. amount of baby cereal
Dan Watson, Mike Wat- blockages around his 2. A clause in
the state after a couple found
son, John Warren Nix, heart.
law says the mayor aluminum slivers in two
Miss Susan Jones and
"If all goes well, I'll serves four years and un- jars purchased at difMiss Jennifer Jones.
probably be home by the til his successor is ferent stores.
Also surviving are nine 28th or 29th," Fisher said. qualified. She said if
Recalled was lot No.
he
great -great- He said he did not think has taken the oath of
of- 468cs of Gerber Mixed
grandchildren.
the surgery would affect fice, then he is qualified.
Cereal with applesauce
The funeral will be his taking over the
Fisher was admitted and bananas.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at mayor's post.
Dec. 12 to OwensboroThe jars are 434 ounces
Spring Creek Baptist
"I've already had a Daviess County Hospital and carry an expiration
Church. The Rev. Lilburn judge swear me in."
with symptoms of a heart date of Oct. 21, 1985. The
Brann and the Rev. Joe
Daviess Circuit Judge attack. He was admitted lot number can be found
Johnson will officiate.
Robert Short said he ad- to the Louisville hospital on the jar.
Pallbearers will be ministered the oath of of- Sunday after he was
The slivers were causJohn Warren Nix, Billy fice to Fisher Saturday discharged from
the ed by a malfunctioning
Pyle, Dave Watson, Dan afternoon in the Owensboro hospital.
capping machine at a facWatson, Mike Watson and Owensboro-Daviess
tory in Oakland, Gerber
Scottie Morris.
County Hospital. Fisher
spokesman John
Burial will follow in the had been scheduled to be
Whitlock said Monday.
Spring Creek Cemetery.
sworn in Jan. 2.
He said the machine was
In charge of arFisher had Short swear Federal-State Market News Service fixed and there were no
December 20, Ian
rangements is the Max him in early because he Kositucty
reports of injuries.
P11,11616110 Area
Market
Churchill Funeral Home knew Saturday that he Report Includes 6 BuyingHog
Stations
Gerber did not know
Act 430 Est 450 Barrows
where friends may call might be facing surgery lkReceipts
how many jars carried
Gilts Steady To Mostly 26 Lower
after 4 p.m. today (Tues- and he was afraid he Sows Under 450 Lb.. Steady To .50 that lot number,
Whitlock
Higher Over 4110 Lbe 1.60.3.00 Miner
day).
might not be home by US
said.
14210440 lbe.840.50-60.00 few 50.26
Jan. 2, Short said.
US 2 200.210 lb.
148.00.4000
Jim and Wendy
US 2 310.250 lb.
$48.00-40.50
The new commis- US
Vankeirsbulck of Garden
24 260-770 lb.
148.00-40.00
sioners will be sworn in Sows
Grove said they received
2704160 Roe
104.5046 00
Jan. 10, and Fisher said 118
a letter from Gerber
US 14060420Ibs$.1S.w 10.50
he hopes to be well US 1-1 41111400 ts
141.e0-43.54) thanking them for brUS 1-2110410 105
242.00-46.50
enough by then to attend US
inging the situation to
34 sums us.
284.50-36.00
the ceremony.
Boars $211.011411.M1
light two weeks ago.
Final rites for Joe
Henry Darnall were Monday at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral
Home,Benton.
O.D. McKendree and
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
John Hicks officiated.
Burial was in the Union
Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Darnall, 84, Benton, died Saturday at 9:40
p.m. at Marshall County
Hospital. He was a Industrial Average
+1.83
Jerico
18% +%
member of Union Hill Air Products
45 -%
J.C. Penney
5574 +44
Church of Christ.
Ashland
26% unc
Johnson & Johnson
40% + %
His wife, Mrs. Edith American Telephone
63% -%
Kmart
33% -%
Darnall, survives, along Chrysler
27% +1,4
Mary Kay Cosm
15% +%
with two brothers, John Dupont
51% -%
Penwalt
40% -%
Euclid Darnall and Alva Ford
41% +1,4
Quaker Oats
61% +%
G.A.F
Darnall, both of Hardin.
15% unc
Sears
36% -%
General Dynamics
59% unc
Texaco
3344 -%

Mrs. Jones
dies; rites
Wednesday

R.V. NOOSO
rites today
at Hazel

Mayor-elect Fisher
undergoing surgery

Baby cereal
is recalled

Hog market

Conair
True Reflection II®
Lighted Makeup Mirror
•Four light settings
*Adjustable wing mirrors for panoramic view
•Regular and magnifying center mirrors
•No TM6
Reg, $25.87

'Energy efficient quiet motor
'Stands on table or hangs on wall
•No. E-1

G.E.

icrowave
Oven

'Model JET2090
'Electronic Touch Control
•1.4 Cubic Foot Capacity
•Temperature cooking with the microthermometer
probe
Reg. 328.00

Mr. Darnall
dies; rites
on Monday

17 Drawer Qwik Pik
Storage Organizer
Blue metal cabinet, clear plastic drawers
•Standard, double deep jumbo drawers
'No 11-517
'Reg. $11.97

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock market

Jack Terrell
dies; rites
in Texas
Jack Terrell of San Antonio, Texas, died Monday night at a hospital at
Lackland Air Force Base
there.
A veteran, he was a
retired teacher.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Terrell; two
sons, Jack Terrell, Jr.,
and Jim Terrell, all of
San Antonio, Texas.
Also surviving is a
daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Jim Terrell, the former
Carolyn Wells, daughter
of the late Trent Wells of
Murray.
Funeral and burial services will be in San Antonio with the Mission
Park Funeral Home in
charge of the arrangements.

General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf 011
I.B.M

74
37%
30%
29%
42%
122%

KAN STUMP
REMOVAL
INe or resider sterns% up
To 24 beise the
retied
41 1, 4 14,0,43S 4112

U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendys
Wetterau
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

/
4
3744 +1
37% -%
20% unc
19 unc
1344 -%
896

•20 tangle-free rollers, clip drawer
•Ready dot
'Hinged see through doors
'Model MIH-20
'Reg. $14.97

$12.88
Buffet Range
by Munsey

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS -- MUNICIPAL BONDS

Model 702
Reg 26,83

MUTU AL FUNDS

MEMBER HEIN YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

ON QUALM
OMVICI Part

The fittin'est
pull-on
workboot

':41'..'

,n

You might consult
your CPA about purchasing a vehicle
before the end of the
year for investment
tax
credit
and
depreciation.

Pecos 1155 Is by far,
our best-semng boot
POr the heel-huggIng fit Of
yOr Itfe slip
on a par of
Pecos
boots

5-16
Not M Win
smiths

Downtown

753-2617

SETTLEWORKMAN

641 S. Murra y

OIMAMar ADVERTISED
blERC1441.1001,POUCY —44•out seerecei le hero

every 011.611.0011 OM
,
In block /404•0•11,1
Ilia0 10 1,,y unforegoon r111M01.1 0/1
/101/1111000 .1001.0 r101 wee** tor ciwchese We Man re
sew

lar•nst iraffe lInd• leff'21

ri
F.

4

•Five. gallon capacity includes combination nozzle for
both wet and dry pic-up 'Wet pick-up shuts off
automatically when vac is full •No 600-01
'Reg. 48.44

DWAIN TAYLOR
HE R L

Red
,

+%
-%
+1,4
unc
unc
+1

Michelle Deluxe
Hairsetter 20

EHEVR ()LET

Ord
PI

a Ron Check
on neareel for the reecho.*** io de purchosed at the see once Menet..
mesa*61 .4055 yOu 10.10,0Ir, it a comparsve reducto0o1
as. 111•1.,
,
011,
01^
,
11 1h0 rced 10 bend guanhtlis Limahons .13.1 0,
mo.co

Some Quantities Are Limited
Mon.-Fr'. 9-9
Christmas Eve Open 9-6
Precuts Good Tues. Dec. 20-Set. Dec. 24
641 N. Central Center

ea 2;
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Hoover. Convertible" Upright
•Edge cleaning rug & floor nozzle
•71/2 qt. disposable bog
• Lightweight, mobile
•Atiochrnents included

•
t

•All-steel agitator
•997 qt disposable bog
•4-on-the floor carpet od#ustrnent
• Full-time edge cleaning

NEW FROM
All the vacuum

Hoover. HelpmateBecht Vacuum
•120 volts of cleaning power
*Easy empty dust cup
•20 foot electric cord...
never runs out of power!
.Fingertip switch

Puts cleaning
power in the
palm of
your hand!

P01101)0Wer
*Combination rug/
floor nozzle
•Ughtweight.compoct
*kwlobby*2 qt.bog
efogager cord
*catty
•Cornpitote with
attachment

The Revolutionary
Hoover, Concept Two
includes the detachable
Hand-Held Help-mate*Power Drive
•'Quadratlex Agitation
•Electronic Controls
•Quick & Clean Bag Change
*Quick Cord Release
*Dual Headlight
•Self-Adjusting Nozzle
•Dual Handle Release
•Brushed Edge Cleaning

HARDWARE STORES

eed It
'akes

Hoover. Celebrity- IV Powemozzle
Canister Vacuum
*Two powerful motors -34 peak horsepower
•Deep cleaning powemozzle with headlight
•Vuodratlex agitator deep cleans carpets
•14 quart disposable bog
•Complete with attachments and built-in
tool holder

'Prices and models may vary according to dealer
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Hoover,Deluxe
Shampoo-Polisher
•Large 4 qt. supertank
•Wide-flare shampoo
brushes
•Scrubs,viaJODS, polishes and
buNs floors
•Shompoos rugs and carpets
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Hoover,Two Speed
Qulk-Broom•Selective edge-cleaning
*Lightweight
440a-muffler
•"Chtick Bag" signal
•Casselte bog change
•Use like an *OW* or
a Canister

s23999
SEL F PROPEL'.ED
CLEANS VIRTUALLY
EFFORTLESSLY!
Hoover. Self-Propelled
Concept One•'Quad raflex' agitator
*Cleans virtually effortlessly on
all types of carpet
*Large 16 qt. top-till bag
*Automatic carpet adjustment
*Edge-cleaning...plus edge
brusher...deep cleans right
up to the baseboard
*Complete with Attachments
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